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Farer wants tuition proportioned to instructional costs
By David Morton

«;ost of education at the various institutions in our state."
Farer !laid the Legislature should
determine the proportion of instructional costs. to which tuition wo~tld
be tied, and that an "adequate safety
net'' of state-grant programs should
be establishP.d to ensure that higher
tuition WC)Uld not prevent qualified
low-Income students from attending
the schools.

Testifying Tuesday before a legislative committee appointed to
study higher education reform, University of New Mexico President
Tom Fal'er said tuition rates for New
Mexico's universities should be tied
to a fixed proportion of instructional
costs, and that he favors merit payincreases for Univei'Sity faculty.
·~rn 1984-85, New Mexico's tui·
tion was only 44 percent of the
Concerning faculty and staff
national average, and the state rank- salaries, Farer told committee memed forty-seventh in tuition levels,'' . bers, "Wearecontinuingouremphsaid Farer. "Moreover, the legisla· asis. on pay increases tied to meritoture needs to know that tuition and rious performance, though I must
fees as a percent of instructional · say that was difficult this year in the
costs have been steadily declining in light Clf an average 2-percent inNew Mexico. With respect to the crease. I do not support across-thequestion of equity, students are board adjustments to salaries and
charged wi8ely varying fractions of wages except when required to do so

,,-

CWA co-ntracts ratified
By Bruce Clark
The membership of the Communication Workers of America
labor union ratified tentative
agreements reached earlier this
month between CWA negotiators
and University of New Mexico
management in Voting held last
Thursday.
The provisions of the new contracts include a 2 percent wage
increase retroactive to June 24,
the accrual of daily overtime for
WQrktime in excess of 10 hours,
the formalization of all grievance
procedures with aU grievances
referred to the Personnel Depart~
ment, the requirement that management provide safety shoes
where required by a worker's Job
desription, and the appointment
of union representatives to the
UNM Job Evaluation Com~
mittee.
The newly ratified contracts,
governing the rights of University workers in the clerical and
janitorial/physical plant bargaining units, replace the agreements
which expired on June 30.
Eighty-nine percent of the
CWA members who voted
approved the clerical sector contract, while 53 percent voted for
the contract govc111ing the janitorial/physical plant sector. Asked
about the reasons for the difference in the margins of approval
between the two sectors, CWA
President David Hunt stated that
the workers from the janitorial/
physical plant sectors seemed to
be more upset over their failure to
get more than a 2-perccnt pay
raise or payment of overtime af·
ter eight rather than 10 hours of
time worked.
Ona Savage, member of the
CW A bargaining. committee,
maintains that all workt:n; in the

CWA-represented bargaining
units • 'are extremely disappointed that we can onlr look
forward to a 2-percent ratse, as
this was the major pocketbook
issue.'' But CWA member Paula
Madrid said, "We feel that,
given our membership, we are
doing pretty good. A lot more

by collective bargaining agreements."
Wages and benefits consume 70
percent to 75 percent of the state's
instructional and general budget
through which education is funded,
Farer noted. Still, UNM faculty
salaries rank 10 percent to JS percent below averages fc:lr comparable
institutions, and UNM starr wages
have been estimated at 16 percent
below local competition in the public and private sector for 1984, he
said.
"Faculty at our institutions have
lost. 20 percent in puchasing power
in the last IS years,"said Farer.
Farer also cited eight 11pecific re·
commendations to improve the
funding formula, which is deter-

!Dined largely by student body size
at state universities, The recommendations were drafted by Farer,
President James Lattman of New
Mexico State University, and President Larry Lattman of New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology.
The recommendations are as follows:
• AU of the parameters in the
instructional formula should be
reevaluated and modernized to re·
fleet more accurately current condi·
tions and costs. And there should be
annual review of the formula rather
than annual postponement of review.
• The research-oriented universities (UNM, New Mexico State
University, and New Mexico Insti·

tute o( Mining and Technology)
should not be asked to deliver more
instruction per faculty member in
lower division mathematics, English and foreign languages than do
the smaller 11niversities unless it is
demonstrated that the current funding discrepancy is justified by the
availability of sraduate teaching
assistants in the former Set of institu·
tions, Some diffeeenial probably is
justified, at least in the case of State
and UNM, but we very much doubt
that it approaches the present 15 per·
cent to 20 percent extra funding to
the smaller institutions for the same
courses delivered in the same way.

,;ontinutld on p•ge 9

U~M~ T-VI- ~o s'hare math-course load
By Alida Garges
The University of New Mexico
and the Albuquerque TechnicalVocational Institute on Wednesday
signed an agreement to share remedial math teaching after UNM's
Mathematics and Statistics Department complained it could. no longer
meet the needs of remedial students.
According to the agreement, T-VI
will take up to 200 students enrolling
in Math 100 at UNM this fall. Currently, UNM has approximately 700
students registering for the class
each semester.
UNM President Tom Farer called
the agreement the first "tangible"

expression ofd1e Greater-Albuquerque Community Education
Alliance.
The Alliance comprises UNM, T·
VI and the· Albuquerque Public
Schools. The group was formed
over a year ago to fill educational
voids in the Albuquerque community, and to improve educational
opportunities, Mark Sanchez, a
member of the Alliance, said.
Farer pointed out that UNM has
not been 100 percent sucessful in
remediation. The failure rate in
these courses is approximately 30
percent to 35 percent, he said.
There is a lot of misunderstanding
about remedial classes, Fater :said.

While many people think that remedial students are fools or unpre·
pared, many students may need a
refresher course to gear up for a
career change.
UNM students wiU have a choice
in which course they wish to take.
The T.cVI class will have less students and will be self paced. Twohour class blocks will be available
from 7:20a.m. to 4:15 p.m.
••Many students may find this an
attractive alternative:• Farer said.
The math program, according to
Louis Saavedra, president of T-VI,
"focuses on one of our basic
strengthS: basic math."

things could be done if our membership was higher."
According to Madrid, among
the more positive results of the
negotiations were the provisions
formalizing grievance procedures.
"So many things get muddled
when they are handled on an in·
formal basis,'' said Madrid.
•'Supervisors would drag out
grievance procedures informally
until they became insignificant to
the worker. Sometimes super»
visors would even go on vacation
to avoid confronting problems.
Now that the procedures are
going to be formal and the Per•
sonnet Department's involved,
we hope that these problems can
be addressed more quiekly. ''
Savage said that workers
should feel less alienated and
apprehensive now that there ate
union representatives on the Job

continued on page 3

Members of the Pi Beta Phi Sorority prepare the house for fall rush. 150 women turned out
yesterday to participate in the event.
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BREAKFAST
(Served with whole wheat toast, margarine 6 jelly)

1 lWO EGGS, bac;on, hom or sausage, hosh browns ft toast
$2.95
2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast . . . . $2.45
3lWO EGGS, hash browns & toast .......................... $2.05
4 ONE EGG. hash browns & roost . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . h 50
5 PANCAKES (4) .......................................... $1.65
6 HUEVOS P.ANCHEROS. two eggs,. beans, sauce, corn tortilla
& ·roost .•........... ~- .......•. , ........ , •
~ _$2. 50
No. 7 WESTERN OMLETTE. .. ...................... , ...... , . .. .. .. $3.50
three eggs, green c;hlli & cheddar cheese, served with tomato,
hash browns & toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot TeQ With Any of The Above Oreoldosts

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
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OneEgg ·········~······-······,·············-···················\ 5,5
Pancake_._. ................. , ....................... , ............. 45
13ocon, Hom, Sausage or 13eef Pattie ....•................... , ..•.. ,
Salad with Choice of Dressing ....•..................... , . . . . . . . . . .
Toast & Jelly , . , . , ...................... ,' ..•................ , . . • . .
Extra Blue Cheese •. , , ... , . , ....... , ... , ..•....• , .•........ , . . . . .
Tomatoes (0 slices) .• , •.....•... , ........ , , . , ...... , , , ....... , •••.
American or Cheddar Cheese ...•.......... , .. , ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jelly ~·············~······~···········*••·······-··················
Cracl~ers .. ~ .•. ~ •.......••...•...... ; .•.•........•....•....•~ .. ~ ... _.
Green Chili or Chili con Carne ( 1 ozJ • , ..... , ...... , ••.•.•.•.•. , . . . .
Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) ••.......•..... , .....•..••.....•....•... , .

HAMBURGERS

No. 1 HAM13URGER salad dressing, tomato, picl~les, onion & lettuce
No, 2 CHEESEI3URGEI\ same as above With c;heddar cheese· . . . . . . .
No. 0 BONANZA double meat, American cheese, thousand Island,
tomato, onion, lettuce & pickle .••..........•..... , . • • • . . .
No. 4 FIESTA 13URGER chili con carne or green chili, cheddar cheese,
onion & lettuce .......•........•..••.... :. , .•..••....•..
No.5 FLAME 13URGER,hicl~ory smol~e sauce, onion & lettuce •. , .•..
No. 6 COPY CAT mustard, l~etchup, pid~le &"onion ; ·.. •': .••...•• , .

95
85
55
.20 ·
.20
20
05

-as

20
60

$ t 55
$1. 70
$2..60
$1,75
$1.50
$1.4~

SANDWICHES
GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lertuc:e
and tomato ...... , ..................................... $1.00
HAM. LETIUCE & TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing .••.• $1.65
13ACON. LETTUCE & TOMATO same as above .•.•... , .....••......... 1.65
EGG, LffiUCE & TOMATO some as above ••..•...••..•••.•...•.. 1i1 ..25

MEXICAN FOOD

c:;
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Wednesday Special
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(Hickory smoke sa use, cheese, 1OOU island & onion) ..g
French Fries or Has~ Brow~s with Salad and ~::I

o~i;m$;:·35 1[511
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Reg. 3.35- Valid Wednesday Aug. 21 -one per customer

Thursday Special

fFI?«Drrufts~E;ff ~alb 1fye §teaJ<

USDA Choice with Texas Toast, Western
Browns, Salad & Large Iced Tea.

ol

_g
Hash _g A.l

Only $3.99 .
Reg. $5.1!0- Val.id Thursday Aug. 22- nn<' pN custonwr

>.
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Frounli~en" Vegetarian Salad

Lernonade.

Only $2.70
Reg. $3.70- Expires 8-2&-115- one per customer

PLAnERS

0

.o

Reg. $3.00- Valid Tuesday Aug. 20- one per customer

NO. 7 TACO meat, cheese, lerruce & tomato ...•.......•...... , • • $. 90
No. 8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lerruce & tomato . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 80
No. 9 ENCHILADAS served wtth le.truce & tomato ..•.....•........ $2.60
13EEF with Chllf con Corne, cheddar cheese & onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese & anion
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese & onion
MEXICAN COM130 enchilada, taco & beans . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . $2, 50
FRONTIER OURRITO . . • . . • . • . • . • • • • . • • . . . . • • . • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . $C. 10
GREEN CHILl STEW small (5 oz.) med. (8 oz.) lg. (12 oz.) 70 1.05 1.60

.

zl
0

(Chili con carne or green chili, chedder cheese, _g A.l
onion & lettuce) French Fries & medium Pepsi. . _>. =»1

SIDE ORDERS

French Fries
+·
~
$, 65
Hash Browns ••.. ~, ....•.•.•............. , ... _ ..•.......•• , .•.... 75
Western ·style ........................... ~ ............ ; . . • . . . . . • . . . 1.15
Onion Rings ..•... , •........•........ ; , , ............•.... ·• . . . . . . . 85
Deans .. , ................, .....•.. ~ . ., ~ _.
~
~
~ 60

.I

Frontier

2400 Central SE

&_got
_g A.l
>-::II

201
01
I
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8oz. Fresh Squeezed w1th pOtchase of any Frontier .3 "-1
Breakfast numbers 1-7
.
_>. :::»1
,..~ u \ . d \0~ _ ~....- u

Save

1

1

75~- one Coupon per customer- fxpire~ 9-22-IIS

8 01
01
Z

# ............. -

• • • • "- . . . .

f ree \\

•

··
DBftl•NKS.
· ·. . . 5 Cetits Off on rlfllli

COFFEE ~L-i
·-·~
~
·~ ~
29 .35
HOT TEA .•.. , • , -......... , ................ - •.......... 29 .35
......... i

. . . . . . . . . . _• • •

.......

........

.......

SPICED or HEI\t3AUEA , ............... " .. .. .. • . .. • .. . ·
HOT C:H~P~~'W ;~r A~~ C::lp~ti. ·...................... ~ ·

M
.. ILK •. , ,j,>'<i1;~., •. ,:.·,, ·.''•··.· •.. .,.;. · .. •·· ...• '···•·;: ·. ·

SOFT..
QBI.N.)JJ:~.t rctr- ·j)e'~6 7~Up. . .•.'' ..• . . ·. ... . . .
ICE .......... ... . ..... . .. ,.. .
-~

·- · l~- .-. ..~ ,. ~.-~.~...~lft.... _~ ·oif·-o:-\-. -~!,.__.•_.

1 •

.-

~

•

~

•

~

1, •

-~.., ~-"'"·"":l'c~··F.c

LEMoll~lf~--~...:.:;: .. ; ..•.•. , ............ :,.:.; .: .... .· .
JUICE' oroo~. apple, rornato & grapefruit ·;: .. • .• ;':"' ...,"
SHAKES chocolate. strowbeny & vanilla •.•..•..••.•.•••• 15

1.
FRESH SQUEEZED OAANGE JUICE •••.••..•••.•...••••••.• 75 1.15

.45
.45

ee§[eE:ffi1

with any Frontier Breakfast (no. 1-4)
Save 40~- Expires 9-2&-85- one per customer

~

Frontier 2400 Central SE

o.•
01

99¢

Reg. up to $1.25- Expires 9·2&·85- one pet cuslomer

continued from page 1
Evaluation Committee. She said that
the University has also promised to
provide all information which will
be presented to the Legislature to
influence its decisions concerning
the education budget. According to
Savage, Personnel Director Philip
Alarid said that ''he was gla<l to provide us with the infonnation so we
could all start singing from the same
music."
The CWA membership, however, believe that the University has

i•
i

display terminals, such as word processors.'' Ironically, the standards
promulgated by the governor for the
use of VDTs by state workers were
based on recommendations made by
occupational medicine experts from
the University. The standards are
designed to prevent visual impairment caused by prolonged use of
VDTs but have not beenadopted by
the University's Board ofRegents as
applicable t<1 UNM employees.
The matter of the occupational
hazards posed by VDTs has bee!l

failed to treat them fairly in the matter of occupational safety, Since the
University only has to provide safety
shoes to workers whose job description requires it, Savage said that
some workers suspect that the University may simply avoid this responsibility by omitting this requirement from future job descriptions
even where they may be necessary.
Also, according to Savage, there
is "real concern because management would not support the governor's standards for the use of video

j
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referred to the University's Safety
Committee. According to Paula
Madrid, the only reason for management's opposition to the inclusion of
VDT safety standards .in the new
contracts is that inclusion would render those stanclarcls enforceable.
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reversible error because "they (the
Justices) saw the case as a swearing
match between the victim and the
defendant since there was no physical evi<\en~e of rape.'' Both the Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals
no!ccl in their pttblished opinions
that the evidence defense counsel
sought to introduce through his
cross-examination of Dr. Bova was
crucial to Sanchez's defense, since
Dr. Bova used the words ''diagnosis'' and "opinion" interchangeably when he testified that he believed the victim had been raped.
The state correctional system may
no longer hold Sanchez, said Shane,
even though his conviction on the
charge.. of escape was upheld since
he has already served 1~ months of
his sentence, Judge Cosgrove,
therefore, will have to determine
whether Sanche:.~ will go free while
awaiting retrial,
According to Shane, the victim
''is prepared to go forward and feels
very strongly about it," and Shane
anticipates no problems due to staler ness of evidence. Shane admits,

.................................:

,..
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There was no waiting in line to register for courses last Friday,
C:\1\f~-------------------------------------------------------------t_h_.~__w_e_e_k_s_t_u_d_en_t_s_~n_._a_y_n_o_t_bers~o~l~u~ck~y:.~~~~::::~,
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Frontier Roll
I
Coffee, Hot Tea or small Milk.

prosecution witnesses had been U!lconstitutionally curtailed by District
A Bosque Farms man convicted · Judge Patricia Madrid during the
of raping a University of New Mex· first trial. Sanchez's attorney,
ico coed in May 1983, and sent- Joseph Riggs, had attempted to imenced to 28 years in prison, will be peach the testimony of a physician
transported from a Las Lun~s prison called by the State, Dr. Charles
to Bernalillo County Detention Cen- Bova, by citing medical journals
ter this w;;:ek in preparatiofl for a during cross-examination which
heari!lg at which the conditions for asserted that it is not standard medichis release pending a new trial will al practice to make formal diagnoses
be set before District Judge Burton of rape.
Cosgrove.
Dr. Bova, the emergency room
The convictions of Frank Vincent doctor who examined the victim,
Sanchez on the charges of rape and had stated during direct testimony
kidnapping were overturned by that it was his opi!liO!l the victim had
mandate of the New Mexico Sup- been raped despite the fact that he
reme Court July 15. In its decision, was unable to detect any physical
the Supreme Court affirmed an ear- evidence of the crime. After Riggs
lier reversal of Sanchez's rape con- had cited a series ofmedicaljoumals
viction by the Court of Appeals, but questioning the validity of the testiupheld Sanchez's conviction on an mony to Dr. Bova during crossancillary charge of escape from examination, Judge Madrid halted
police custody a!ld remanded the his line of questio!ling as cumulacharges of rape .and kidnapping for tive.
retrial.
According to Rick Shane, the speRetiring Chief Justice William R. cial prosecutor appointed by the
Federici wrote the Court's opinion State in the Sanchez case, the Supstating that Sanchez's due process reme Court probably decided that
right to confront and cross-examine Judge Madrid's actions constituted

~
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By Bruce Clark
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Convicted rapist awaits retrial after
state court reverses former decision
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6 oz. TOP CHOP STEAK Ground round. Texas toast, French fries
or hash browns with salad .......................... - .. -. • $3.35
Frontier 2400 Central SE
FRONTIER 13URGER SPECIAL Hid~ory smoke sauce, cheese, 1000
island, onion, French fries & salad .......................... 2. 75, ~--•••••••••••••••••••-.
5 oz. Rll3 EYE STEAK ~USDA Choice, Texas toast, French fries or hash
browns with salad ••...•.•..••.••...... - ....••.••••. - . • . . • 4. 75
CHEF SALAD with choice of dressing, lettuce, tomato, .cheddar
0
cheese-; ham & egg .. ~ " .......... ~ •. ,. .
~ 3~ 10
~- fl
r-r
ki~
r.t R,~
..o
VEGETARIAN SALAD lerruce, tomato, cheddar cheese & egg ....... 2.85
UW
~-a~
~'jj lt),JlJ'([])'iif\tf~l)§
0

Mc~ico

.

*

**

Installation ~

**
NE 256· 7766 . ~

~***********************************

UNM
,
Student
Health Insurance

Enroll:
Dally during regular office hours
Keystone Life Insurance Agency
2625 Pennsylvania IIIE Suite 300
Albuquerque, NM 8711.0
884-6827

Student
Health
Center
Representative available
Aug 26 I :00·3:00 pm
M!\l//F thril September 16, 1985

Cashiers
Office
Regular Plan can .
onl)l lle purchased
at Cashier's Offke
until September 13,
1985
Better Bt'Mtit Pl.:ln .-nd

Patricia Matthews & Assoc.
Keystone Life Insurance Agenty
884·6827 or 881 ·3643

~ndfrit Ccwetolllgt" fl'lilSl

bf. purctas.d
through rtptW!!ntMivt

L------------------------------'

FonJnt___________________________
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State Pen problems exacerbated by administrative turn-over rate
- (9ommentacyj
Centered in the middle

By Fred McCaffrey
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By Alan H. Pop!l
As Sl.Hnmer slowly cools down, all the wayward wanderers return
to their university home. Some went to Iceland, some to Argentina.
Some sailed to China; others, brave witnesses for peace, traveled to
troubled Nicaragua. Of the many directions undertaken by various
Lobos this summer, the strangest that I heard W;Js the journey to the
uncharted country of Middle.
Middle, a paradoxical land, is a long journey away, but once there,
Middle is equally close to all lands, equally close to all time, past and
present. In Middle, all foolish fear disappears; anachronistic names
fade away to their pragmatic reality. From Middle, one can see into all
lands, reach into all directions.
There, in Middle, one has a clear, tragic view of blacks enslaved in
South Africa and of Steven Biko chained to a wall, a clear view of
Russian soldiers in Afghanistan and of contras in Central America.
One sees the starving, thin faces in Ethiopia and the nuclear armed
landscape in Central Europe. One smells Union Carbide in India and in
West Virginia; feels the heat of Hiroshima on August 6 and hears the
bones of Auschwitz and Dachau. One sees an Earth with black rivers
and dying forests; peers into weary faces - yellow, black, white,
brown- wishing for food, shelter and peace.
In Middle, one also sees the strength and potential of the people of
tho planet. Education becomes a process that leads us out of
ourselves into a humanistic plea for understanding and action. In·
stead of war, waste and weapons, we could have peace and food.
Middle refutes the cynics and skeptics who silently accept our inhumanity to each other or who think that a strong military and scientific weapons labs are a sign of strength and progress.
Middle is a land hard to get to and difficultto remain in. !tis easierto bury ourselves in our private burrows and cubby-holes. Summer, .
though,ispassing;studentsandteachersreturntotheirbooks.Let
our education guide us to our middle, to our center within ourselves
,~" and outside ourselves.

j

Doonesbury

The measure of a man's soul
By Le!l Reilich
People who regard art as compatible with ony other business
iHC blind to what I say here. They
will not be able to justify the
years of failure to write a work of
art. They will not be able to
understand how an intrinsic
artist could toss away his talents
in things like jobs. But the fact of
it is that an artist can be so entirely displaced from himself as to
become lost under the deadening wheels of commercial interest.
Men respect the man with a
job. lhey do not pay attention to
what the job is doing to him as a
hypersensitive, creative individuaL They blame the man for
becoming poverty-stricken.
They do not enter his mind, his
soul, to see why! They are incapable of evaluating anything exceptsocial adaptation in terms of
social mores and always the big
thing to them is what his income
is! anyone who judges another's
worth by such means proves a
total lack of power to truly evaluate man's worth. For in terms of
actual significance, the rich man
is usually far beneath the man of

art or science, and it has nothing
to do with the poverty of his circumstance.
To step on one in need by degrading him with some mean
attitude, such as pronouncing
him unfit for your society (by
which is meant the society of
those who do not fall so low as to
be unable to provide for them·
selves financially) is to fail in
understanding both society and
the individual who has fallen be·
neath its iron-shod heel.
For the person in such need,
who has fallen so low as to need
help, cannot feel that he is responsible for what has happened to him. Instead he reaches
inside himself for untapped resources and comes out wlth
greater seff·pride than ever.
His own intelligence tells him
that he would never have been
insulted and degraded had he
not asked for help, and since the
help is not a matter of understanding, but purely of hard
cash, he knows that he needs nothing more than a certain sum of
money to earn the highest re·
spect of the same person who
now derides and despises him.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Welcome to the "city" of UNM. With a student·
body population of about 24,000, faculty of 2400,
and staff of 7000, our total population reaches
somewhere around 33,500 or more. That makes
UNM the fourth largest "city" in New Mexico.
Generally speaking, cities can sometimes seem
like cold, anonymous places. That can be true of
UNM, too. But it is also a special place. Great
diversity exists here among the population and
among activities as well.
New students, whetherthey be freshmen, trans·
fers, or returning older students, sometimes feel
overwhelmed during their first few days or weeks
at UNM. Just finding one's way through the maze
of registration, advisement and financial aid pro·
cesslng is enough to make some people want to
give up before classes even begin.
Finally, Monday arrives and the nervous new
folks head out for class. They eventually locate the
correct building, enter, and find 300 others in their
first lecture class. They wonder how on earth they
will survive.
Obviously, the instructor can't be expected to
know who is in the class. What if you have a prob·
lem and need special attention? Usually the larger
classes operate with the help of T.A.'s (teaching
assistants) who can offer direct aid to individuals
or can direct them to an appropriate tutoring center on campus. The point is: you are not alone, and
help is available. Just ask.
One fairly simple suggestion for survival at
tJNM is this: be assertive, and introduce yourself
to a few people seated near you. Do this right
away; Believe me, it helps to know a few people in
each class with whom you can share notes and
discuss ideas presented in lectures.
UNM's freshman drop-out rate is higher than
average. One reason may be the size of the school.
It can make a person feel that he or she is no more

than a number on a computer. This feeling of isolation can be discouraging and destructive. But, just
as the responsibility for attending class and completing requirements rests with the individual, so,
too, rests the responsibility for becoming a part of
UNM. Nobody is going to do it for you.
We also strongly suggest that each student become involved with at least one extra-curricular
association. UNM's diversity shines in this area.
The Associated Students of UNM is the studentgovernment body on campus. ASUNM distributes
hundreds of thousands of "student fees" dollars
each semester to a vast array of student clubs.
From sporting Interests, to musical groups, to service organizations, to political action, to professional associations and religious affiliatons, UNM
has it all.
The "Campus Guide to Chartered Student Organizations" is published every fall and lists more
than 200 student-funded clubs and organizations
open to all who are interested. There's something
for everyone. The updated edition will be inserted
in the Daily Lobo in a few weeks.
If you want to get involved immediately, check
with the Student Activities office in the SUB. The
friendly folks there are some of the most helpful
people on campus and are truly dedicated to serving students ... a breath of fresh air.
Even if you're not a "joiner," thereaae innumerable events scheduled throughout the year for
"spectators.'' Everything from Welcome Back
Daze's outdoor parties at Johnson Field, to cultural events at Popejoy Hall and grimy sports at the
stadium ... there's no reason to feel left out.
We hope you take full advantage of your time at
UNM. Interesting people and experiences can be
found Virtually everywhere you turn. A wellrounded college education goes beyond the classroom. Just'help yourself to it.

(
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SANTA FE - No wonder we
have trouble building pew prisons in New Mexico.
Since the current project to
construct such structures began
here, we have had two governors, five wardens, four secretaries of the Department of Corrections, three heads ofthe Property Control Division and staff
changes it is almost impossible
to chronicle.
On /y .one of those career
moves, please note, is required,
That is the shift from one govenor to another at the end of the
first's four-year term. All the
other switches are the responsiblity of the man in charge of the
adminir;trative side of state government and those he oversees.
OVER-REACTION: It was just
over five years ago that New
Mexico experienced the
bloodiest prison riot in our nation's history. During it at least33
prisoners met horrible deaths.
As a result, our state moved
swiftly- but not necessarily in
the right direction.
Our Legislature, which had
neglected the penitentiary system for too many years,
appropriated millions upon millions of dollars to build prison
structures where no riot would
ever again be possible.
The Corrections Secretary we
imported, at a heavy annual ex·
penditure, to help us design new
institutions found himself playing with almost a blank check.
Nobody questioned his decisions on how to spend money as
long as he could make it appear

we were going to get what Bruce months after it was scheduled to
King, the governor at that time, be in use. If a blowing tumb·
ordered: the most modern pris- leweed sets off the electronic
on system in the nation.
system supposed to warn
That's what he ordered - a guards of potential escapes,
high-tec:h monster, full of hyper- you're in trouble in New Mexico,
sensitive equipment that only where the wind blows steadily
computer experts can operate. and often.
Needless to say, most ofthose in
And where is the man who
New Mexico who are willing to "sold" us on all this stuff? Long
become corrections officers do gone, of course, because of turnot fit into that computer- nover in prison personnel which
operator .::ategory.
should be an embarrassment to
Here in Santa Fe, where the all of us.
hardened criminals are scheREPAIRS: As for most of the
duled to be penned up, all that cracks and leaks in the new prisadvanced machinery has not yet on outside Santa Fe that televibeen operated successfully, ten sion has shown in such graphic
I

det<Jil, they are not as bad as we
have been led to believe. Most of
them can be corrected,
What's really holding up us!l
of the new structures, which will
al.most be too small the day they
are put into operation, is all that
21st-century gadgetry.
And when we get all that
straightened out, what will we
have? Housing for600 prisoners,
total, at a cost that would have
allowed us to take care of 1600 if
we had been content to build like
other states do,
And just wait till the poor soul
who happens to b!l heading the
Corrections Department next

has to come before the Legislature to break the news that it is
ecessary to build more housing
for prisoners as soon as this $40
million worth of construction has
been put into use. The roars of
rage he will hear from lawmakers could easily cause more
cracks and leaks in the Penitent!·
ary .Qf New Mexico than poor
construction practices ever !lid.
Governor Anaya, Corrections
Secretary Francke and Warden
Sullivan didn't cause tills fiasco:
they just inherited it. Unfortunately for them, it's their job to
solve the problems.

U.S.-Mexican border: a shared problem
Jeff Bingaman's Washington Letter
The international border between the United States and Mexico is
the only place in the world where a developing country comes right
up against the most industrialized nation on earth.
We not only share a 1,950-mile border with Mexico, but we also
share all the opportunities and problems this situation creates.
The problems are considerable: illegal immigration, air and water
pollution, violence, and drug trafficking, among others. But the
opportunities are also considerable and just as important.
Trade between the United States and Mexico is rapidly growing, In
fact, Mexico is now ourthird largest trading partner, after Canada and
Japan1 and 290,000American jobs depend on U.S: exports to Mexico.
But New Mexico has not yet benefitted fully from this partnership,
which now generates close to $30 billion in trade annually.
Our state has not faired well in this grOwing trade relatlonsip for
two important reasons.
• First, no major port of entry exists In New Mexico, and our two
small border crossings at Columbus and Antelope Wells are not
sufficiently developed or capable of handling the large amounts of
border traffic that goes along with modern, progressive commerce.
The situation is slated for improvement, at least in Columbus. On a
recent trip along the border, I was assured by U.S. Customs officials
that this port of entry would be remodeled and updated.

• Second, no New Mexican communities have ever been part ofthe
so called Foreign Commercial Zones. These zones are specially designated customs areas in which imported goods are delivered for transfer, distribution and sale in the United States.
Border communities which are excluded from these zones have not
grown or developed as they should have. For instance, Las Cruces,
Deming. and Carlsbad have been losing out on many very important
economic opportunities. By contrast, El Paso, which is included in a
commercial zone, has enjoyed significant business development.
I will continue to assist local authorities in New Mexico with their
efforts to expand the commercial zones to include these three cities in
southern New Mexico. Recently I co-sp9nsored legislation with Sena·
tors Phil Gramm and Pete Domenici which will assist in easing restric·
tion on commercial trading across the border.
I am seriously considering a plan to develop a Border Managcmnt
Agency that will help combat Illegal activities along the border, such
as drug trafficking.
Presently, law enforcement along the border is handled by at least
three different federal agencies: the Customs Bureau, the lmmigra·
tion and Naturalization Service and the Drug Enforcement Adminis·
tration. The border agency would combine many of these functions
now performed by these separate agencies, thereby strengthening
law enforcement along the border. The Border Management Agency
would also address the many other problems, such as water and
boundary disputes, air and water quality, and health and sanitation.
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Hondurans protest maneuvers
TEGUCIGALPA., Honduras- Church, labor and
other civilian leaders demanded Saturday the Hondunm
government call off joint military maneuvers with the
United States.
The joint exerci:;e, including 1,800 U.S. soldiers and
1.200 Honduran troops, began June 7 in the forestcovered region near the towns of Jocon and San Lorenzo
in north-central Yoro province.
A group of 900 American military engineers have
built a 1.3-milc highway between the two populations to
facilitate the four months of maneuvers in anti-guerrilla
wnrfare.
Leaders of political, Catholic Church, student,
teacher, labor and peasant groups in Yoro province
signed a letter to the Honduran congress, President
Roberto Slwzo Cordova and Armed Forces Chief Gen.
Wnltcr Lopez. Reyes, demanding the operation be can·
celled.
"The maneuvers damage our sovereignty and nation·
al dignity, binding Hondurans to the U.S, government's

U.S. helicopters "invade' Mexico

policies of aggression against brother populations,''
said the letter sent from the provincial capital of Olan·
chito, some 1.00 miles north of Tegucigalpa.
Neighboring Nicaragua has denouncecj the presence
of American troops in Honduras as a preparatory step to
a direct U.S. invasion of Nicarugua.
The letter dcmi!nd.cd ''the cancellation of these milit"
ary maneuvers, the imrn~diate exp11lsion of all foreign
troops that operate in our country and the development
of neutral policies."
"We view the foreign troops' bases, camps and in·
staiimcnts not as provisional, but permanent," the Yoro
civil leaders said.
Cabanas-85, as the maneuvers arc called, is the third
largescale military maneuver so far this year between
the United States and Honduras.
A similar operation, Ahuas Tara III, lnvolvecl 3,000
U.S. and l ,200 Honduras soldiers. And a total of7 ,000
troops participated in the Universal Treck,85 man·
euvers.

South African police kill two, arrest record number
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa ._, Police killed two blacks and
detained a record 152 people in a
24-hour period Saturday as black
leaders warned ''many white peo·
pic'' will die in the struggle to topple
South Africa's white minority govcrumcnt.
The violence in black townships
and the warning from the outlawed
African National Congress came
two days after President Pieter

Both a, in a speech in Durblln, failed
to announce any major changes in
apartheid, the government's institu·
tionalized policy of racial segrega·
tion.
In Pretoria, police Lt. Tom Jefferson said security forces had' arrested
at least 152 people by late Saturday
- the most detentions in a 24-hour
period since a government-ordered
state of emergency took effect on
July 21.

Botha's. speech Thursday trig·
gered a barrage of domestic and
foreign criticism.
In Washington, the chairman of
the Senate Foreign Relations Com·
mittee predicted Congress probably
will approve economic sanctions
against South Africa to clear up
"any ambiguities in our position to·
ward apartheid."
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California city workers
to decide. own holidays

WEST HOLLYWOOD, Calif.West Hollywood's City Council on
Friday passed a ''Grinch law"
canceling Christmas vacation for
municipal employees in an effort to
~
~ eliminate
city holidays with religious
overtones.
~
~
"It was clearly a matter of scpara·
tion of church and state," Councilwoman Helen Albert said Friday af·
~
I charge $1 page
terthe group reached its decision. ''I
for most material ~ think what we did allows people to
~ (more for resumes), ~ celebrate whatever days they think
arc special. "
also do editing.
ordinance, already dubbed
~Roxie Weger-Thomas ~ theThe
"Grinch law" by city emohone 255-3196
ployees, stems from threats of Jawsuits last week charging that
*••'~-••··~:-~······*·
attempts by the council to designate
t ~\114 Mlli•r•
:\~.a: WI~S'I',., ~ 4\~: the Jewish holiday Yom Kippur as a
city holiday were unconstitutional.
: ARMY&NAVYGOODS •
"The council decided that if they
~1660 E~~,n~E:
have to remove one religious holi•
co!NO""'nl
•
day from the Jist. they would remove
\.,.\
them all," City Attorney Michael
Jenkins saicl.

~

Now that I have your attention,
bring this ad in to receive
20% ott any purchase.
Offer expires Sept. 3, 1985.
1st Quality Fashions all at
40%-60% Below Retail.

E.L PASO, Texas -Four
National Guarcl helicopters and
12 crewmen from Fort Louis,
Wash., were safely back in the
United States Friday after making forced landings near the town
of Janos, Mexico, about 50 miles
southwest of El Paso.
Army officials said the helicopters were enroute to Corpus
Christi and had refueled in Tucson, Ariz. Fort Bliss public in·
form&tion spokesman Jim
Lemons said the helicopters
veered off course and ran out of
fuel in Mexican territory.
The American consulate in
Juarez got permission from Mex·
ican customs to send a tanker into
Mexico to refuel the helicopters.
The Vietnam-era vintage UH·
I (Huey) combat helicopters
were being ferried by National
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Guard pilots to Corpus Christi for
maintenance. Lemons said the
helicopters carry only enough
fuel for two hours of flight,
Witnesses said the heficopters
were flying north and were
apparently headed in the direction of Fort Bliss when they
landed.
Lemons &aid there would be an
investigation into how the pilots
lost their way.
Mexican press reports called
the incident ''an invasion into
Mexican territory.'' The helicop·
ters landed about 50 miles south
of Columbus, N.M., site of an
attack by Pancho Villa in 1916
which marked the only time the
continental United States had
ever been invaded by a fore.ign
power.

Already several people have cal·
led City Hall to complain, promp·
ting Councilman Alan Viterbi to begin answering his phone with, "I
guess we're the Grinches who stole
Christmas, right?"
Viterbi, who is a Jew. was the
authorofalawpassedbythecouncil
in March that wou!d have stopped all
non-emergency clly operations on

"When I made the Yom Kippur
proposal, I was trying to make sure
that we weren't having meetings and
government operations on a day
when a substantial part of the city
wouldn't have access," he said.
Jewish community leaders have
estimated that at least a third of West
Hollywood's 35,000 residents arc
Jewish.
"It's a floating holiday system,"
Mayor John Heilman said. "(Em"
ployccs) can take Yom Kippur,
Christmas Day, Hare Krishna day,
whatever day they want."

Tornadoes injure
Southeast residents
SPARTANBURG, S.C.- Tor·
nadoes slashed through three mobile
horne parks Saturday, tossing chitdren into the air and injuring at least
20 people in the second tornado blitz
spawned by the remnants of huai"
cane Danny, officials said.
OnFriday,nearlytwodozen tWis·
tersspawnedbytheremnantsofhurricane Danny cut a 60-mile swath
through northern Alabama, killing
two people, injuring 20 people.
Hurricane Danny slammed into
the south Louisiana shoreline
Wednesday wiih 85 mph winds,
forci~g 68,000tpeopldc t$o flc~ ~nd
causmg an es tma 1e 5 m1 11 mn
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Families of 50 people mourn following blast in supermarket
BEIRUT, Lebanon - The bomb
that. exploded Saturday in a Mercedes Benz parked near a waterfront
supermarl\et blew bodies into the
Mediterranean Sea and left torn
pieces of metal dangling from tele·
phone lines hundreds of yards away.
The blast, the second of the wee.k
in the war-weary city, killed at least
50 people and woundecl !00 more.
Daniella Gerarian, 8, her mother,
grandmother and her 4"year-old
brother were in east Beirut's Mclki
supcrml!rket, nel!r the w&terfront,

when the car bomb exploded out" the deadly explosive hexogene that
side.
sent a ball of fire into the market,
"l was getting hot dogs from one torching shoppers and staff and
of the shelves when the shell hit motorists driving by on the seafro11t
me,' • said Daniell a later at the hos- highway,
pital. She repeatedly asked for her
"We need something to protect
family.
us. All of us need protection," said
"Why did they leave me alone? I Alexi Wardieh . 45, whose son was
want them with me. Tell thern to wounded as they drove past th<l su·
come ancl take me from here. Why pennarket.
did they go home and leave me·r•
Cars, many carrying families
she asked the doctors and nurses,
escaping the humid heat of Dcirut,
Police s&.id the Mercedes Benz crashed into each other as they
280 was stuffed with 525 pounds of burned. Bodies were hurled 50 yards

Government of India to permit
elections in Punjab next month
NEW DELHI, India - India
announced Saturday that elections
will be held Sept. 22 in violence·
plagued Punjab state, which has
been ruled by the federal govern"
ment since October 1983 in an effort
to curb Sikh terrorism.
The state and parliamentary elections will allow the northern, pre·
dominantly Sikh state to g~ii itself for the first time in nearly two
years.
The Election Commission's
announcement follows by less than a
month the signing of a peace pact
between Prime Minister Rajiv Gan·
dhi and the Sikh political party,
which appears to have ended a
bloody campaign for Sikh autonomy
in Punjab.
The Indian news media speculated Gandhi's government would
bow to pressure by opposition par·
ties, including the Silrn's Akali Dal,
and postpone the elections until next
year.

Akali Dal President Harchand
Singh Longowal had argued that
provisions of the recent accord
should be implemented in the state
before elections are held. These in·
eluded the designation of the city of
Chandigarh as the capital of Punjab.
Politlcal observers, however, be·
licved Longowal wanted more time
to unify the disjointed Akali Dal and
build grass-roots support for a return
to power in the state.
The Congress (1) Party won the
last state assembly election in Pun·
jab in 1980. The Akali Dal, in a
coalition with the Janata Party, ruled
the state for the previous five-year
term.
The Election Commission said
"it hoped all sections of the people
of Punjab would extend their coop·
eration in ensuring a peaceful and
orderly election."
Sikhs, who make up only 2 percent of the nation's population of
750 million, are a 52 percent major·
ity in Punjab.

into the Mediterranean. The sevenstory building WliS wrecked.
Mangled pieces of car metal hung
from telephone lines hundreds of
yards from the scene.
Scores of people were trapped in·
side the burning apartments and supcrnJatkct, hidden behind billowing
black smoke from the blazing cars.
A would-be rescuer screall]ed and
waved his amJs in frustration.

Husbands stood in the rond, pmying
their wives were not inside.
Police and militiamen fired into
the air to keep away hundreds of
pt~nic-strikcn people whose relatives
were either working or shopping in·
side the luxury supennarkct.
"Three days ago we had the dis·
aster at S11d cl Bawshrich and uow in
the supcnllllrkct,'' said a local res idem, referring to a similat' car bornb·
ing Wednesday. "l do not know
what we shall do to protect oudami·
lies or where to hide."

A crane was brought .in to smash
holes in the walls of the smoke-filled
building til get the survivors out.

El Salvadoran army steps up attacks
SAN SALV A.DOR, El Salvador- The army step·
. ped up its counterinsurgency sweep Saturday across
<'ine-third of the counny, killing five rebels in tile most
recent combat.
Two leftist guerrillas were killed during an hourlcng battle in the Usulutan province town of Estanzuelas, 100 miles east of San Salvador, said an army
report.
Officials a]so said troops killed three other rebels,
including A guerrilla commander, in skirmishes
throughout eastern San Miguel and Usulutan pro·
vinces. The battles were part ofan intensified counter"

insurgency operation through tive of the country's 14
provinces •
Mennwhi!e, rebels reportedly dynnrnited electicol
power towers that ~crvice the small town of Apopu,
just north of San S;dvador.
The attnck was part of the rebels' ongoing s:tboiage
campaign aimed at destroying the fragile U.S.·backed
economy.
In the capital Saturday, the Chamber of Commerce
accused the ruling Christian Democrat Party of "not.
consulting opposition parties'' before deciding on new
taxes for industry.
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India Kitchen
Lunch 11 :00-2:30 Mon-Fri
Dinner 5:00-9:30 Slm.-Thurs.
& 5:00-10:30 Fri & Sat.

$10.95

zl
.801

Tanduri Chicken
and
Beef Curry Dinner
with Bread, Rice,
Vegetable & Salad

Now Serving Beer & Wine
Come celebrate our new location with us
SW Corner o( Montgomery & louisiana

6942

,

Dinner
Special
Dinner for two

Authentic East Indian Cuisine

•
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Blvd. NE * 884-2333
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OcasiNA SOLIGDR®
CT·1A w 50/1,8

70-210
35-140
28-70 . •

with case

Special 5 9995

512495
s159ss
s109ss

Student Darkroom Prepacks
Contents:
1 Stainless steel dev. tank .. .. .. . . . . . .. • . .. . . • $11.95
2 Stainless steel reels . . • .. . . . • .. . . • • .. . • .. . .. .. 9.90
1 Dial thermometer .. . . . .. • . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. 9.95
1 14oz. dust eliminator .. .. • . . • .. .. . • . .. .. . . . .. .. 4.35
1 Negative blower brush ..•..... , . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • 2.49
1 Blotter book . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . 5.95
1 Spotone set {3 colors) . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . 4.95
1 Spotting brush .. .. . .. • . . . .. .. . .. .. . • .. .. . .. .. 3.00
25 Negative storage pages . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. • . . .. 4.95

Sale Price

''Pride Through Excellence,,
;ZWinner ofthe 1983, 1984, and 1985 President's Cup for
Most Outstanding Fraternity on the U.N.M. Campus
-kRanked Second among the twenty largest fraternities
throughout the United States

~t·•·•··········~········

• a a a a
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$48.87

$34.95

'k Highest Active Chapter Grade Point Average on the
U.N.M. Campus for three of the past four years
and winner of the Inter-Fraternity Council's
Sc:hoiarship Award for two of the past three years

NOTE: Quantities are limited, first come, first served.

Rooms available with meals served six days a week

camera

Out of print/New and Used

~ Sat. 10 am-6 pm

$57.49

Suggested Retail
Regular Student Price

BOOKCASE

Save·-------------... --·--

1985

Mon • Sat IOAM - 9PM

109 Masa SE

-------------- ..... ~ ...... C/ip'n Save ClipJn

Augu~t f 9.

Sigrnd Phi Epsilon •
New Mexico Alpha Chapter
cjo Rush Chairman

I

1705 Mesa Vista, .N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

(505) 247-4299 or (505) 277·3711

2931 Monte Vista Blvd NE • 255·1133
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The news changes, but the Daily Lobo t~rives on
lly ))avid Morton

Wci•k/y. The Mimi!<' name was rcas.

The vol. 90 number affixed to the
upper left-hand comer on the front
page of Imlay's New Mexiro Daily
Lobo may indicate that the paper is
90 years old- oral least that University of New Mexico students
have published a newspaper, in one
form or another, since "1895.
"There is no real defense for the
argument that the Lobo is actually 90
years ol!l, b11t there's no real argument against it either," said Don
Burge, an employee for UNM's
Public Affairs office, who has researched the Lobo's sometimes evasive past.
According to Burge, UNM's first
siUdent newspaper appeared under
the name of The Cac/us in April of
J89;5, six years after the Unil'ersity's founding. The Cac/us, which
died later that semester, was replaced the following year with a
publication called the /JIIh•ersity
News. Two years later tile studentrun MiraJ!e surfaced as a monthly
aud continued as such until 1903,
when it became a weekly and its
nnmc was changed to the U .N.M.

signed to UNM's yearbook.
The early student newspaper"
"were largely one or two person
efforts," and their four to eight
pages were filled with news of so~ial
events, such as dances and parties,
Burge said. "Nothing in them
would be considered news by today's standards."
Tile following excerpt appeared
on the front page of the Weekly in
January 1909:
"The second class event held this
year was the party given to the thi~d
yc;~r preps by Ly Je Abbott, at h1s
home, on New Year's Eve at nine
o'cl.ock; when all had arrived,
games such as only a third year stu·
dent knows, were played until
eleven, when refreshments were
served. At three minutes to twelve
the class adjourned io the front yard
and 1909 was sul\Hcd with a terrific
discharge of shotguns (mostly in the
hands of the girls.)"
The remaining pages of the W~ek
ly were filled with jokes, poetry and
litemry writing. For many years the
paper had a joke editor among its
staff members to fill the "Pitfall and

continued from page 1

1908 UNM Weekly. Examples of the 1927 and 1928 campus papers.
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ENGINEERS
2 & 3 year Army ROTC scholarships worth
up to $7,000 wlll be available to qualified
applicants. Interested? Contact Capt. John
Klauck 277-0673 or drop by Marron Hall
Rm. 239.

R
0
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Farer

Gin" section which sometimes Co· other changes as well, namely
changes in attitudes which were revered a page.
The Weekly was published every flected in the Lobo's front page
Saturday and cost 5 cents. Its name, news.
FAT REDUCER DISCO·
too, would not stand the test of time
though, as UNM's student body~ VERED BY- PROFESSOR
all 320 members- changed it to the SKEECH; High Bids for Secret
U.N.M. Lobo by majority vote dur- Received From Local and Foreign
ing an assembly held in March of Capital, read one headline which
appeared in the pap.:r's "Razzberry
1923.
The Roaring '20s brought about Edition" of 1924.

Lobo Classifieds
Just 17¢ per word per
Issue! Check It outtoday at
131 Marron Hall.

"Ig$_nse excitement was created
Wednesday by the announcement of
Professor Leon Skeech, of the Chemistry Department, that he had ~t
last discovered the long sought specific cure for obesity," the article
stated. "The cure is, according to
Professor Skeech, applicable to all
kinds of fatness, including that of fat
feet, fat cheeks, fat heads, and various other fat things. It is heralded
as the Nemesis of the all-powerfull
and Tyrannous calorie."
The article continued by listing
the names of several coeds who were
highly interested in Skeech' s secret

continued on page 10

Rapist-continued from page 1

Char-Broiled Lamb
or
Deef Burgers
Two for One with This Ad
Buy one 4 oz., 6 oz., 8 oz., Lamb or Beef
Burger and recieve ~ne 4 Oz. Burger FREE!
offer expires

2312 Central SE
255·9673

8-23·85

~tudents. ~;l~o-:-)

Announcing!
For the tenth time, the lobo men's shop

Sidewalk
Sale!

$75 Deposit

j

Casual Adult Living

I

.- Eiliciency; One & Two Bedrooms

J••Pool
All Utihll<>:s Paid

• Bar-B.Que . Picnic Area
• Beaufifully Landscaped Courtyards

j

• Cable iV Ava•lable
• f'ull Laundry Fac>hhes
• Adulls O~ly
• No Pels

I

however, that "the victim and all the
witnesses for the prosecution are
very disillusioned about the court
system."
Asked about the prospects ofSanceezsscking a plea bargain agreement, Shane said he did not think it
likely since Sanchez had refused to
negotiate a plea in the first trial. •
"Before I would even consider
accepting his plea, 1 would have to
get an agreement from Sanchez to
admit to the rape and the assurance
that he undergo some sort of
psychiatric treatment,'' said Shane.
"'fhis really looks like the kind of
case that needs to go to trial."
Shane and defense counsel,
Riggs, will confer with Judge Cosgrove Monday to determine when a
hearing on the conditions of San·
chez's release can be set.

• Compensation parameters for
faculty at research-oriented !lniver·
sities should be set against valid
groupings of similru- institutions to
reflect the marketplace.
• New Mexico should experi·
ment with .economic incentives to
improve the quality of Instruction.
• For the smaller specialized in·
stitutions, such as Tech, where the
programs are limited, and enrollment is thus more affected by prevailing economic conditions,· some
kind of fixed, programmatic funding
is becoming necessary to offset enrollment fluctuations. On the downside of the enrollment curve, New
Mexico's averag!! cost method will
take away too much funding to permit viability of the programs, or
perhaps, of the institutions. In arelated matter, institutions which eliminate programs that are adequately
offered elsewhere might be allowed
to retain a suitable fraction of re- sources thus freed up to improve the
quality of the programs which are
retained, provided the retained programs are consistent with defined
missions and long-range plans.
• Specific revisions should be
made in the I and G formulas to fund
the gross deficiencies that have
accumulated for the adequate
maintenance and replacement of scientific equipment, the replacement

of computers which are now so research and development awards,
pervasive and whose t.ime to an amount $3()-miiJion greater than
obsolescenc<; is so short, the funding the sum of the stat<.'-funded instrucof maintl'nance of computers, a.nd tional budgets at Jhese institutions.
the adequate funding of the summer This large infusion of resources
session.
coming almost entirely from outside
• The libraries at our universities ' the state supports education, creates
are not in good shape. Largely, this jobs, leads to greater cooperation
is due to the price escalation of over with. the private sector, stimulates
I 0 percent per year for the last I 0 economic development, and is good
years which the formula simply fails for the institutions ;~nd the whole
to recognize. Periodic bond issues st<tte.
are helpful but are not the best
The Legislative Higher Education
answer. New Mexico's research· Re-evaluation Committee heard two
oriented . institutions need library days of testimony Monday and
funding based upon national stan- Tuesday from various members of
dards for their various programs. the higher education community This should be combined with a among them, D<;Jwayne Matth\lWS,
statewide, rational plan for collec- Board of Educational Finance mem·
tion and sharing which will mini- ber, who presented Gov. Toney
mize unnecessary duplication. This Anaya's proposal for the rcorganizaplan must include support for the tion and funding of higher educameans of effective sharing; i.e., a tion,. and a presentation concerning
statewide electronic network to pro- institutional missions and program
vide access to electronic catalogues duplication among schools.
Of ho.ldi·ngs.
Th e C omml(tee
·
· d to 1
was appomte
• The funding formula should be review and make recommendations 1
adjusted to reflect the broader scope on higher education to the Legisla- 1
andmissionoftheresearch-oriented turc after the second Special,Ses- 1
universities. This means that !he in- sion, held June 8, failed to produce 1
structional workload factors need to additional funding for education- 2.
be lowered or redefined to permit employee salaries.
~·
research-oriented universities to in::1
crease the amount of externally .----,o,=---=l.,::----:L-b::--~--...,
a ,y
sponsore d researc h an d d eve Iop.~
ment which they now capture. In
Classified Ads
1
fiscal 1985, State, Tech and UNM
Get Results
1
won in excess of $115 million in
131 Marron Hall

o o

277-Sese
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CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYER

If

ree initial consultation
practice not limited to this field
f.

Many Famous Artists Including:

SALE ENDS SUNDAY,
SEPT. 1, AT 8 P.M.

Higher List Cassettes

$1 00 OFF
Blank Tapes
Lowest Prices Ever
TDK D-90 2 pack - $2.99
SA-90 - $2.95
MAXELL XU & II 90 - $2.95

of

881·49<14

·~~- ··,_Ho-urs: fo~9 Mon •• Sat.
Albuquerque, NM 8'11:H

~

$4.95 LP & CASSETTE SALE

Pants $7.50
Shirts $5.00

DaUy Lobo 1 UNM Box 20

DAY.JD C. SERNA

NATURAL SOUND. RECORDS & TAPES
13TH ANNIVERSARY S.ALE
All regular $8.98 List
Cassettes Just $6.99

19 Harvard S.E. Arrn<:"

from Hi

255-8295
lc:e Cream)
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That's the convience of get·
ling tpe Daily Lobo delivered to
your home. For just .$15 a year,
we'll mail it anywhere in the
United States every day it comes out.

$15 A Year

DWI • MISDEMEANOR • FELONY

1
1
411 lOth St.SW • 24 hour phone:242-4057
1
L. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.... _ _ _I

Right On
\'our Doorstept

3135 Comanche N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

DENVER (UPI) - The Colorado Health Department Friday reported tbe state's second case of plague this season, but said the victim
has recovered after treatment with antibiotics.
A spokesinan said an !!nidentificd 40-year-old Trinidad man
apparently contracted plllgue in late July while staying with a relative
southwest of Colorado Springs. The man became ill July 29 with
typical plague symptoms, including fever and swelling in the left
groin.
The Centers for Disease Control Plague Branch Lab in Fmt Collins
confirn1ed the man had plague.
·
John Pape, disease control official with the Health Department, said
the man probably was infeoted by a flea bile from rossible contact with
infected rodents. He said El Paso County health officials arc invcsti·
gating to determine where the man was infected.
Colorado's first plague case this year was a 6-year-old boy from the
Trinidad area. He became ill in late July after spending a few days in an
area north of Rat011, N.M., but recovered after treatment.
Pape said plague is a bacterial disease that infects several. roclcnt
species. It is normally transmitted to humans through bites frolll
infected fleas, but people can contmct plague through direct contact
with diseased animals.

.-----.--------..----------:----....:.;1

This Saturday, August 24, 9:00 a.m.

.. . .
Plus a large selection
leather coats,. Frye boo~, k~tt shtrts,
.
.
sport coats, shoes, sweaters, swts and swtmswts
1ObO
men's
shop
2120 Central SE • 243·6954

Colorado health officials report
victim recovered after treatment
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Aerosmith
Tom Petty
Jeff Beck
Leon Russell
Karla Bonoff
Steely Dan
Clash
Santana

Elvis Costello
AI Dimeola
Bob Dylan
Muddy Waters
Motels
Laura Nyro
Psychedelic Furs
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continued from page 8
formula and were willing to pay
large sums for it, Another tongue-in. cheek ncws piece tllled, DUIIOIS,
G.RENKO, and CHJ~NEY
FI~TED, fell just beneath the Fat
Reducer story in the same cditon.
''One of the most hectic and soulsatisfying affairs of the season was
the strip poker party held at the home
of Miss Virginia Bragg, 606 Northwest Raspberry Boulevard, Saturday Night, May !5," it rend.
" . , . About ten guests were invited, most of whom came, Small
.rubber balloons, in monogrammed
silver boxes, were distributed as
favors to the guests at the beginning
of the evening."
Satirist H. L. Mcncken would
probably have taken great delight in
the Lobo lampoons, but apparently
.lome UNM administrators, faculty
and .~tudents took a dimmer view of
the articles. The paper's editors,
Alton E. Bailey and Lyman H.
Brewer, published a front-page
apology for the stories on the following week,
Photogmphs began seeping into
the [.obo 118 curly as 1927, with a
three-inch by one-column photo of a
UNM football coach. Sports played
a major news role in the earlier years
a~ fn>nt-pngc banner headlines
proudly proclnimcd victories for
UNM or cmbmTasscd UNM players

with notice of a loss.
Students began publishing the
paper semiweekly in the 1930s, but
it8 frequency fluctuated during the
depression and World War H. During the 1950s it graduated to a threetimes-a. week publication.
liB political outlook was "pretty
moderate,'' according to Eric
McCrossen, an Al/mquerque Journal editorial writer, who worked at
the Lobo in various capacities for
four years and served as its editor in
!957.
"It was the dull '50s," he said.
"We weren't really into politics and
stuff like that. We were pretty middle of the road."
But much would change in the
1960s. Mark A''uff, former editor
and publisher of the now-defunct
New Mexico Independent, entered
the Lobo's confines and served as its
editor from 1961-1962.
Acuff wrote many editorials concerning free speech and the importaJJce of hearing all points of viewsamong them the opinions of American communists. He also expanded
the paper's focus by giving a fair
amount of news coverage to the
Civil Rights movement.
Some members of UNM's Board
of Regents felt that Acuff was using
the Lobo as his personal voice and
demanded that the paper have closer
tics to the University's journalism

department to ensure ''journalistic
responsibility.''·
Acuff's editorials and expanded
news coverage also in !lammed some
members of the American Legion
.and "radical right wing" state legislators, according to Tony Hillerman, professor emeritus in journalism, who came to UNM in 1963 as
an administrative assistant to thenPresident Tom Popejoy.
•'It wa~ hard to maintain the inde·
pendcncc of the Lobo during the
McCarthy Era," said Hi !Jerman.
"Popejoy put a lot on the line to keep
it independent," as the legislators
''were in a position to hurt the University (financially).''
According to Burge, another
sticky incident occured in early
1962, when a mob threw a stink
bomb through a window into the
Lobo newsroom. The perpetrators,
he said, turned out to be members of
a UNM fraternity who were upset by
the Lobo coverage their fraternity
had been receiving. Some of the
fraternity members were later
arrested and charged with operating
a burglary ring, Burge said.
But despite the turmoil, in 1963
the Lobo won the Overseas Press
Club's first place College Newspaper Award for a non-daily paper. The
paper expanded to publishing four
days a week sometime afterward and
moved to publishing five days a
week by 1968,

purchased a copy to pass it on to
another, It was felt that the added
price would discourage waste and
more trees would be saved by publishing fewer copies. The 10 cent
price tag was eventually dropped .
The Lobo staff still maintained a
sense of humor through various
satirical columns - the most notorious of which was titled, CommonTory by George Hanover (a
pseudonym for staff members). One
CommonTory article prompted about 25 women to occupy the Lobo
newsroom after it lampooned reactions aroused by a women's study
program on campus.
Another and more recent newsroom takeover occurred in October
1982, after then-managing editor
Mark Blazek published an editorial
.titled, ''Discrimination is Sometimes Desired.'' The serious piece
inspired more than 50 students to
occupy the Lobo, and to demand the
resignation of Marcy McKinley,
editor-in-chief.
Blazek contended that the editorial was misinterpreted because of
the "poor word choice" contained
therein. He wrote an apology and
resigned. McKinley was placed on
probation by the publications board,
and then re-instated. She resigned
shortly thereafter.
During the takeover, the students
tried to prevent Lobo staff members
from getting out the next day's paper. The dummy sheets had to be
smuggled past the angry mob into
:~2-•7!:~· ' the backshop for paste-up. The following day the Lobo's inundated the
campus as if nothing new under the
sun had occurred.
In 1979, a word-processing system purchased to replace the newsroom's typewriters brought the Lobo
into the computerized age. Its equipment is still considered to be state of
l the art for a small daily.
But the Lobo is no longer so
small. It has an academic year press
run of about 1.4,500 copies and a
'·'' readership of more than 30,000,
making it the .fifth largest paper in
. the state. It operates with a budget of
approximately $340,000, almost 90
,, percent of which is self-generated
:. through ad revenue, according to Jo
! Schilling, current editor-in-chief.
: Money appropriated for student sub,; scription fees by the Associated Stu. I dents of New Mexico and the Gradui ate Student Association provides the
·1 remaining funds,
·
"The reason it's so big and
strong,
and virtually indepe. ndent. of
1
; \ student government," said Hiller·
man, is because of its financial independence.

Other changes in the Lobo
occured in its appearance, Up to the
early l960s the paper's layout consisted of tightly ruled, vertical news
columns, much like the layout still
used by the New York Times, and
relatively small, sparsely-placed
photographs. Technological advances in printing equipment enabled
more creative use of photos, and the
newscopy was positioned in the
more modem, hori~ontal form still
used today.
Also, up until the mi.d-sixties the
paper's printing had been done on a
flat-bed press located in the under
the journalism depanment, in the
Printing Plant. That press was replaced with more mode.m equipment. By the '70s the Lobo was using the United Press International
wire service.
News concerning the Vietnam
War received heavy coverage in the
Lobo of the early 1970s. Much was
happening on campus in relation to
the war, such as the anti-war riots in
which several people were shot with
buckshot, others bayonneted and
scores arrested.
The conservationist mood of the
early '70s crept into the Lobo as
well. Its staff members, concerned
about the extra papers on campus
and the scarcity of trees, affixed a 10
cent price tag to the paper and a
motto calling for students who
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Report in final stages
lly Bruce Clark
The ad hoc commHtee
appointed by University of New
Mc:11ico President Tom Parer to
study and make tecommenda. (ions concerning KUNM,FM
radio station's relation to the University and its overall e<jucational
mission, is in the process of drafting its final report, which should
be submitted to Farer by the first
of September, according to the
committee's chairman.
Alex Sanchez, interim vice
president for community relations ;~nd international affairs,
said, "The committee .tended to
focu.s on perceived problem
areas, and these areas will be dis·
.cQsScd. extensively in its report."
However, he stated that ''nothing
earthshaking or real problematic" would be included in the
committee's recommendations to
Farer.
Among the matters with which
the committee's report will deal,
said Sanchez, arc the professionalization of KUNM' s management, managerial salaries,
the retention of KUNM' s current
staff, and the role ofthe University in control ofmanagement, hiring practices and programming.
·Sanchez declined, however, to
· divulge any of the specific recommendations to be made,
saying that revealing the repon's
contents to the press prior to its
submission to Farer would not be
fair.
KUNMNews Director Marcos
Martinez said Friday that the
committee had thus far refused to
discuss its proceedings with
JWNM's current staff. When a
KUNM staff member serving on
the committee attempted to give
the staff ''feedback" on the deliberations, she was "blasted" by
Sanchez, according to Martinez.

The secrecy with which tbe
committee has proceeded, and
certain actions taken by Sanchez
with respect to the management
of KUNM has raised
apprehensions among the radio
station's staff, Martinez said.
When Sanchez changed the radio
frequency of KUNM's transmis- ·
sions this summer ''apparent! y to
accomodate the Community College of Santa Fe, we were really
freaked. out," sai.d Martinez.
"Most people at the station did
not know about it until after it
happened. We were ncvercon.·
suited., and we're concerned
wheth!lr management ·Will be
conducted like that in the future.''
According to Martinez, the
rea~on that the ad hoc committee
was appointed in the first place
was "because the University
realized that there are serious
management problems. In the
meantime, things still haven't
been running all that smoothly.''
Sanchez conceded that
KNME·TV .general manager Jon
Cooper was relieved of any .managerial responsibilities at KUNM
earlier this summer beca!JSC
"Cooper's management was not
working out as well as we hoped
it would, and we wan.tcd him to
be able to concentrate full-time
on running his televisio.n station," said Sanchez. However,
there are no plans to remove
Wendell Jones as KUNM station
manager prior to the time the
committee's repon is submitted
to Farer despite complaints by
KUNM staff members contending that Jones is incompetent, he
said.
KUNM staff members plan to
meet with Sanchez in an effon to
find out what recommendations
the COI!lmittee will make.
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SARAH ARIZONA
AUDREY SHENK
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NOW WE ARE "COOKING CAJUN'' NIGHTLY
Yon loved our "TASTE OF NEW ORLEANS" on
Tuesday Evenings. So we are now offering "authentic"
Cajun dishes every evening for your dining enjoyment
Come any evening for the freshest seafood in town and
experience "COOKING WITH J~Z".
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Hours of Operation

1414 Central Ave. SE

Monday·Friday 11-3
DINNER
Monday•Thursday 5-11
Friday & Saturday 5-11:30

247-CAFE

The worlds leading

test prep organization.
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CAFE OCEANA
(Between 1-25 & University)

STANlEY H. KAPLAN EOUCATlONAl CENltR tTD

265·2524

aitistic talent, many Mirage yearbooks and insiguias for other Uni·
versity-affiliated groups (such as the
Alumni Association) bear testament
to his creative ability.
Henry's latest rendition of the
school symbol appears for the first
time on the "flag" of this issue of
the Daily Lobo. (The flag is the logo
at the top of page 1). Most of his
work doesn't bear his name, but
Henry's "unwritten signature" has
left its mark on UNM.

PRESENTS
"COOKING
WITH JAZZ~'

DEPARTMENT OF PEACE

Probably not. Stanley H .
Kaplan has helped over 1 million students prepare for their
gradschool exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even i
you're fresh out of college,

call.
hy. takeachan.ce
withW.
your
career?

-A collector not onli of UNM
symbols, but also of memorabilia,
Henry's closets arc filled with Indian rugs from a long-forgotten land
grant, a football boot from a gamewinning kick, precious oil paintings
donated to the University and a
treasury of what he calls his "junk".
In short, he has amassed a curator's
history of UNM.
In 1968 he became alumni director •'just through friendships and my
knowledge of the University."
Although Henry downplays his

- Gwinn "Bub" Henry, Director of
Hodgin Hall, has been on the UNM
campus since 1934, when his father
began working for UNM, As a student he started drawing ''lobos' ' as a
hobby during UNM's homecomings
in the 1950s and he continues to
share bis talent with the University
community.
His renditions of the University's
mascot spawned "Lobo Louie" in
1962, as well as many other
"lobos" which are evident on notebooks, sweatshirts and jerseys.
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t1:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI.&SAT.

Juggling_· Mllgk: • Entertalnmr.nt Arts

Henry's talent keeps UNM's spirit alive

Cov-ered

HARICASOALS
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Gwinn "Bub" Henry sits at his desk in the basement of Hodgin Hall amidst the memories and
artifacts he has collected from his many years here at the University.
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"WHERE ALL TilE GOOD TIONGS HAPPEN!"

Eleven Major Events· Available on Subscription
at up to a 60°/o Discount

SCHEDULE
Saturday. September 21
Dinah-Mite Opener!

cut~~ (f5MmR~~~f~
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· with full orchestra
Single Tix.-$25. 20. 15

Wednesday, November 13
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Tuesday, October 15
JOHN COLLUM in
Rostand's Classic Romance

Saturday, October 12

c~o
-~

~'l?!R?@ff3@ @<?J iiD~~ctER.~C

''Cranks out fun'' -NY Times
Single Tix.·$20, 18, 15

Single Tix.-$20, 18, 15

Tuesday, November 19

Wednesday, December 4
A Classy Cabaret Show
Handsome. Debonair

Hilarious British Farce
Big Hit on Broadway

]@~~!#~ ~~~y
~wwd FRIE~\JIJ5
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'U'@(UJ D:7©)~1 ~@
Michel Plasson. Conductor
Brigitte Engerer. Pianist
Single Tix.·$20. 18. 15

Single Tix.·$20. 18. 15

Single Tix. ·$15. 13. 10

Sunday, January 19
Direct from Las Vegas
The Incomparable

Tuesday, February 11
In the Tradition of the
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo

RICH LITTLE

TOLSfJ ~fia,Jt~T THEATER

with Orchestra
Single Tix. ·$25'. 20. 15

Featuring Gaile Parisienne
SingleTix.-$20.18. 15

COPPERFIELD

Sunday, February 23

@\AV~D

Tuesday, March 11

l:;.lrrod STREET

ALL NEW SHOW- SEE HIM WALK THROUGH THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA
SINGLE TIX.·$25. 20. 15

-BIG SMASH HIT MUSICAL COMEDY

SINGLE TIX.-$35. 30. 25

SINGLE TIX.·$15. 13. 10
PLOS- PROGRAM TO BE firtNOOHCED
FACU LTV/STAFF & STU DENT SUBSCRIPTION RATES
SAVE UPTO 60°/o
Section I· Orch Rows 5·27, Mezz Rows 1·5
Section 11· Orch Rows 28-33, Sal Rows 6-13
Section Ill- Balcony Rows 14·19

FACULTY/STAFF
$240 Value· You pay only $130
$206 Value· You pay only $110
$165 Value· You pay OI)IY $80

UNM STUDENTS
You pay Only $100
You pay only $85
You pay only S65

For Complete Details - Phone 277-3121 or Visit Our Box Office
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Nuclear awareness: goal of political science course
lly Turri' Khrei;

Nudl•ar aw:m·nt•s<, i'> tlil' go:tl of :t
o!feJc!l tim rull by thl' \Jm··
H'r,itv of New Mexi<:o·, l'olitlcal
Sci~n~·c Department.
The t:la'·' h aimed at cnli!lhtening
~tudcnt' of the latest developments
and attJ~:al issues of the nudcar

LI>UfS\'

race.

arm~

"Our goal is to update und inform
student~ and the public of the latest
developments regarding the arms
rat•c," suitl teaching assistant
Spcnt:cr Wnlnitis. '·we lmvc n rcsp(msibility to provide the means by
which the public can attain and
u%css information about nuclear
war and related peace issue~."
The course, titled International
Relations, will examine the debate
over mms <:nntrol negotiations, mu.:·
lear winter, "star wars" nnd "other
i"m'' relcvcnt tu the resolution of
nud~~tr proliferation and m•ckar
war
The da!iS itinerary will indudc a
fu<'lllty symposium, a guest lecture
series, and projection video presentations that. will expose students
to what Wala.itis descr.ibes as a
"whole visual experience in the
phenomenon of nuclear war,"
Walaitis, who has rc~carched the
nuclear phenomenon for the past
eight years, has compiled a 50-title
video library on nuclear war. He

says the video aspect of the class is
important because it will "sensitize
the students in a visually stimulating
way," The visual effects of nuclear
weapons puts what is imaginary into
the realm of reality.

SoJ.te issues to ..,e addressed in the
course include anns control, national security through the Strategic .Defense Initiative, commonly known
as "star wars," and nuclear winter.
Professor Jay Sorenson, a partici•

pant on Sen. Pete Domenici's advisory committee on SALT II and an
instructor for the course said, "We
will examine, through academic discussion and critical question, a vari.
ety of issues concerning the nuclear

arms race through the petspective of
guest speakers who are experts in the
field."
Adds Wul~titis, "New Mexico
contains some of the foremost
bodies of opinion on nuclear war and
the arms race, and this course will
provide an opportunity for students
to dialogue with experts in the field
on these and related issues."
The class will also deal with
"psychic numbing." According to
Walaitis this refers to the phenomenon by which people, although
realizing the urgency of nuclear war,
"put it out of their minos." ·
·'On three separate occasions we
(the United States) have come within six minutes of launching retaliatory missiles becausp of computer
malfunction," Walaitis said, "the
future of the human race is in the
hands of a few, and the world's
population should be concerned
with this."
International Relations is an extension of the Philosophy Department's Peace Studies course. That
course addressed the question of
what can be done to initiate peace
between world powers in possession
of nuclear anns. "This is a very important aspect of our course,''
Walaitis said. "There is concern
that we are not contributing nearly as
much energy in the study of peace.''

UNM
BOOKSTORE
FALL 1985

Internatianal Relations is a 340
course and will meet on Monday
from 6:30 to 9:15p.m.

Medical school
asks volunteers
·to aid research

Chili Feed

Dorm Street Dance

Duck Pond

11 :30-1 :30
Student Survival & Job Fair

II 8:00pm-midnight
live Band:JAMES BLOND

Redondo Drive

1·,~ -_.n_r.~: .:·:~.

'

Collegiate Singers
Dunk Tank &
Name The Duck Contest
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Fun In The Sun Concert

II Three Live Bands!
Aria Fusion, Elevation & The Muttz

The Mall ll12:00-4:00pm

Noon Hour Activities

THE MALL

Larry Freedman - Blues/jazz Pianist

17

t¥-tt

2 o<fr~

vv.-'1-t~\ Health Fair/
Commuter Convoy
East Main Mall

I

9:00am~3:00pm

Door Prizes!
$10.00 cash charge for
SMAC blood testing •
Happy Hour II noon 1 :30pm
(alternatives to llltohol)
Jc~ Crellm Social H 2:tNH:3pm
Bicycle, Moped & Cllltullltor Auction
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Noon Activities Again

The Mall
Karate Club Demonstration
D~ubl~ Film Fe.ature II 8:00pm & 10:00pm
Thrs Is Spm~l Tap & Ntght of The LMng De~d

Oo

More Noon Activities
The Mall

.
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Run
c,\'\1~
7:00am If UNM North Golf Course

Sunrise

3 mile run

The University of New Mexico
School of Medicine needs volunteers with insomnia to test a new
sleep-aiding drug. Participants must
be between 21 and 65 years old and
must have had trouble sleeping for at
least three months. The study is
under the direction of UNM faculty
members Dr. Paul Roth and Dr. Bob
Rhyne.
The UNM School of Medicine
also needs volunteers with high
blood pressure for a variety of studies of new anti-hypertension drugs.
Participants will receive a physical
exam, blood tests and lab evaluations, including an electrocardiogram, at no charge. The studies are
directed by UNM faculty members
Dr. Philip Zager and Dr. Charles
Spalding. For more information
contact Lisa Konti or Marti Brittenham in the UNM Hospital renal
division, or the UNM phannacology
department.
In other UNM medical news, Dr.
Timothy Schuster and Dr. Albert
Vogel, psychiatrists at the UNM
Mental Health Center, have been
elected fellows of the American
Psychiatric Association. Nine of
New Mexico's 23 APA fellows are
now UNM School of Medicine
faculty members,
Dr. Gary Rosenberg has been
named chainnan of the department
of neurology at the UNM School of
Medicine. He will also serve as chief
of the neurology service at the UNM
Hospital, and as program director
for the neurology residency program
at the UNM-affiliated hospitals. As
chainnan, Rosenberg said he hopes
to encourage expansion of research
in the department, Which he joined
in 1976.
A geriatrics specialist at the UNM
School of Medicine needs active,
healthy volunteers aged 65 and older
for a study of daily changes in blOod
sugar levels. Dr, Mark Rosenthal is
investigating whether age affects a
common but_ unexplained jump in
blood sugar that occurs each morn•
ing near sunrise in younger adults.
~

Display Advertising
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More Than 150
Typefaces Available
131 Morron Holt

277-5656
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COMING EVENTS:
SEPT. 7-14: Banned Book Week
UNM Bookstore Joins Bookstores Across The
Nation In Celebrating The Freedom To Read!

I

I,

OCT. 21-NOV. 6: SALE! Midsemester Break SALE!
Everyone Needs A Break At Midsemester, So
You'll Find Special Low Prices On Selected
Books, Records, cassettes, Supplies, Posters,
And Sportswear.

DEC. 7: Annual Children's Book Fair
Proceeds To Benefit UNM'S Friends Of The
Universtiy Of New Mexico Libraries: Books,
Puppets, Stories, Magic, Music. Join The Fun!
j!

RETURNS POLICY:

I'I

I) Must Have Sales Receipt
2) Must Have J.D.
3) Books Must Be In Original condition·
4) Last Day To Return Pall Texts Is Sept. 21

HOURS:

Regular
M,T,Th,F 8am-5pm
Wedsam-6pm
sat 9am-lpm

Main Branch:

Rush
Aug .. 26 & 27 sam-7pm
Aug. 28 8am-6pm
Aug. 31 closed

Medical & Legal Branch: Mon. -Fri. sam-spm
Rush: Aug. 17,24 loam-2pm
Main Branch

s

277-5451

•

Medical & Legals 277·5827

II
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UNM Bookstore Tracie Department
A Full-Service Bookstore

We Can Pass
Your
Open Book Test
AESOP'S &\BLES

~

Selected and Illustrated by

~

Michael Hague

r

S'
..,

Tom
Clancy
..

The

~

Hunt

i

RED

§ for
~
Holt, Rind1an ,md \Vlnsron
.. When ~was )'Oung In the mounlains, I ncyer wanlt'd ro
go to Ill<' oct•ans, and lnt••·•·r wanted rn go 10 lh<' dcst>rr. 1
rwver wanted to go any,,·lu.•r<~ ("1St• in the world, for 1 was
in the mounraJns . .An(J thaj ,,.·as always t~nough.''

NL~W

'rbrk

"You ma)' be a treasur<· 10 men who prizl' you, hul 1
"'ould rather havl' one gmln of delicious bari(')' than all
the jl'wels in the world."

[

"
;;

OCTOBER
A NOVEl.

[

In hlsdazzllng first 110\'(•1, Torn Clancy tilk<•s rht• rl'aclt•r
from fh(' hottom ofrhe Atlantic to rhl' clradt'lsort>o"'<'r In
washington and Moscow.

1Javita's'flfarp .
-A .N t..' \ F t

.

l)in'/1<1'.~ llarp, chalm l'olok brings to hl'ilr th<' Insight

gl'rwrooslll\' thafluiv<" infotn\t•d all ofhls 110\'(.'"ls on a
itt II srory ~•bnur how '"-'l" cnn learn and
fail us, and how Jr C'arl ht•lplJS knCh\·
ursch'<'S..--<rl•<m<' and as l><lrl of an clfll'n nmfoun<ling

0_\'er n pc:rJod ()f years. "J<"e)'nman•s COi1V('rSallOnS with
his rrlend llalph Leighton Wl'r<' flrsr mpNI and llu·n S('!
dol•'n as they appear hen•. lilllt· chmlgt•d from lltl'ir
SJ)Oken rorm; as Is filling for a ~rt·ar r<-nchcr and~ Story..
rcller who has li''''d " llft• of gusto und l'!l!llt·ss dls·
C~\'Cry.
··-•~•••-••:O.:•••"'"~"'·•!"••~••-.o:n~••~·"~,.,.--

Ferl'nr lllorfon Szasz. proft•ssr>r of Ills tOrr at 01(' l 'nl·
l•t•rsil)' of N<•w Mt•xlco, gi\•N; n mlnure by mlnut<•
account or tlw days l>rl't'l'l'dlilg th<· W<lrid's first m•ri<'ar
bomh CXJ>IOdt•d ar Trlnlly Sir<• irl nn isolau·d Sfr('ldl of
Nt~w McxJcan dt•serr.

• .-....... ,._.l!',..••-r••••«h••••••u·

PREHISTORY
OF THE

SOUTHWEST
Linda 5 Cordell
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NEW MEXICO,

UNIVERSITY·

'

and othC'I" lntt"rt·stNI-rt•adt~rs.

GIFTSHOP/BOOKSTORE
~

277-7469

Cakndar
.. 1986

Cor<h•ll, dmlrp(•r.~on or rlw ll!•parl·
,\nllltl:lJltOIO~i)' ul I.'NM, pr<J\'Idt•S 1111 liJH<Hlall'
nthi~Sis
southwt'Sf<'rll pr•··hlstory ror studt•nls,

Nl'w York Grnphlc SOd('t)' nooks Si2.!13
Pontegrantll<' CiliNlllars & IJot)kS St;;.!l:;

contemporary & Classic Fiction * NOn· Fiction * southwest & Native American History
General Reference study Guides, Foreign Language, Technical & Professional
Children's Books * Books Authored by UNM Faculty & Staff " Science * Photography
History * Business * Psychology * Travel * Cookbooks * Computer Science " Posters
Art * calendars * Cards * cassettes
Special Orders "B' 277·5408
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Financial aid office attempts to shorten long lines
By Alicia Garges

/

/

If you are like approximately
12,000 other students at the University of New Mexico, you will be
receiving some type of financial aid
this year to attend school,
Not filing early ~nough and not
having all of the proper forms are the
major obstacles Qsually met by St\1dents applying for financial aid, said
Virginia Edgar, associate director of
Student Financial Aid and Career
Services.
UNM validates all the financial
statements made on the financial aid
applications, so students should be
prepared to provide their 1040 taxforms and their parents' 1040 forms
if applicable, she said.
This year to cut down on the long
lines which annually fQrm in financial aid, students who will be receiving Guaranteed Student Loans will
go to the New Mexico Education
Foundation, or the bank which will
issue the loan, to sign the promissory note, she said.
The most horrifying problem to a
student applying for financial aid is a
lost file, Edgar said that very few
files have been lost this year. All
files are logged in and their movements tracked by the financial aid
staff, she said, If the department

loses a file, an effort will be made to
spare the student the long reapplication process, she added,
If a student applies now, he can
expect a three-to~ four-week wait until an award can be made, Usually,
o.nly Pell Grants, work-study positwns, and Guaranteed Student
Loans are available atthis time of the
year, Edgar said. ·
If students are planning to have
their tuition deferred, they must take
either their award letter, or a clearance from ~ loan program, to Student Accounting to be cleared for
registration. Deferment is not automatic and work-study award money
cannot be used to pay tuition.
Any amount owed for class fees
and tuition will be deducted from the
student's financial aid check and a
special check will be cut to refund
the remaining amount to the student.
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Financial aid does pr.ovide
counseling services for students ·
KEY
With aid problems. Peer counselors
are ayailable on a drop-in basis.
A - GENERAL INFORMA·
Full-tJme counselors are available
TION;
applications, additions
by appointment only.
to existing .Iiles, requests for file
status, fee deferments, book·
. Edgar said that there are approxImately 80 to 85 staff members
store deferments, sign award
working in the financial aid office,
letters. (A·l - sign award let·
half of whom are student work-study
ters, starting Monday, Aug.
employees.
26).

B - INFORMATION ANI)
LOANS. Until loan disburse·
ment begins on Aug. 26, this
desk will also be an information
desk. After that date this desk
will ser'fe the following:
-Signing of promissory notes
- National Direct Student

Loans
-

Pharmacy, Nursing an(!

h.ealth profession loans.
Attention! - Guaranteed stu·
dent loans no longer need release cards. Go directly to the
cashiers nfter confirming that
your GSL is in. Call the Financial Aid Office or Cnshier's
Office.
CALL AOEAD- The Finan·
cial Aid Office recommends
that students call ahead to
check if Iiles are complete and
if promissory notes have ar.
rived.
C - COUNSELORS
- Counselors deal with individual problems in the financial aid area. These include:
- Changes in awards
- Early disbursement rc·
quests
- Short term IQnns
- Special conditions forms
- Less than full-time clear·
ance for checks
-Help with completing limiR·
cial aid applications
·
- Explaining ineligibility
D- SCHOLARSHIPS
Persons with the following
scholarships or aid can go
directly to this area:
- Presidential Scholarships
- Athletic Scholarships
-Excel

-WICHE

Hewlett-Packard Calculator
Back-To-School Specials
Sale Ends Septen1ber 21

Hl'-llC Advanced
Scientific Programmable
· 20 Data Registers
• Up to 203 program lines
• 11ath Functions
• Statistics functions
w,qul<ir ;:; or 1 Sale $65.00

HP-15C Adv. Programmable
Scientific with Matrices
• 448 Program Lines/67 Registers
• Solve and Integrate
· Insert/Delete Editing
· Complex Numbers
rl'gulm

.121J.IJO

Vulcan
$3,299

HP-41CV Advanced
Programmable calculator
with 5x memory
r<"s.(ular 22:>.oo

Sale $185.00

Sale $97.50

All Our

l(ellf's aid
l(a.r~as •II!
Has It

Mechanics are
Certified Technicians

5400 Menaul NE • 884·5797

HP-12C Advanced
Financial Programmable
Calculator for Professionals
and Students in Business,
Finance and Real Estate
r<'~ular 12o.oo

Sale $97 .so

H:P~l6C Programmable
For Digital Electronics
and Computer Sciences
• Convert number bases instantly
• You determine word sizes
·Boolean-Fast Logic

r<·gular 12o;oo

HP-41CX Advanced
Programmable. Calculator
with extended functions
r<·gular :32:>.oo

Sale $270.00

Sale $97.50
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Desks, Chairs, File Cabinets, Etc.
FREE CITY WIDE DELIVERY
We special order hard-to-find items
27 years experience

Buy Now While Supplies Last.

VNM SUPPLIES/BOOKSTORE

1724 Lomas NE
Mon • Fri 8·5:30

I

6300 San Mateo NE
Mon • Fri 8-6
Sun 12-5

::

*
I
**

•
Drafting Supplies
*
I • Note Books, Binders
I
*I •• Calculators,
Pens, Pencils, Folders
*
Computer Supplies
1
* • 20% savings with valid student ID ·1*
110%
*
I** 247·8847
. . 821·2414#
*
** Sat 9·4
*
Sat 9·5
*:tt
2 locations to setve you
~
**

.

*•·

*********************************
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Give your student living quarters a touch of class with fashion furniture from Aaron .Rents. You can furnish your place in style at rates that
are guaranteed to be the lowest in town. we offer next-day delivery
and a convenient short minimum rental period, and our decorator
showrooms are full of quality, up-to-the-minute furniture so you can
make your place a real home away from home. Come to Aaron Rents
and see for yourself why more people rent furniture from us than any
other company in the country. You're sure to
dis«=ov«;,r that the reason is

4401·8 Mcleod Rd. NE
Albuquerque

884-4465

The Nation's Largest
Furniture Rental and Sa.le.s Company
--··---
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Construction plans listed

UNM student affairs office

Ily .JL!UeUe Torrez

to concentrate on services

('onstru~tmn

ou the University of New Mexico campus will continue
through this semester with the oddition of several buildings, including <l
parking structure and an engineering and science center.
.
A report released by University A~chitect_Y~n [)oro ~looker l1sted campus
projects under constmction and proJeCts siJJI 10 plnnmng.
Pl:1ns incluc!c the following:
11 A Parking Structure: Contmctcd at $3.4 million by the Jaynes Corporation the stwct\lrc would accommodate an estimated 800 vehicles near the
Co~puting Center. Construction was planned to start in late June and is
cxpcc\ed to be completed by April 18, 1986;
• An Engineering/Science Center: The center is contracted by Puge and
Wirtz Constn1ction Inc. of Albuquerque, for an estimated $10.9 million. The
completion date is set for Junc.Z8, 1985. In a previous interview, Hooker said
the project would be pnid for through severance tax bonds from the state;
•The UNM Valencia Campus Pha~c I: Contracted by the Jaynes Corporation fi>r an estimated $3.8 m.llion, the construction for the campus is
expected to be completed Jan. 15, 1986. The report estimated that 37 percent
or the construction is already complete:
• The School of Management/Social Sciences project: Plans lor the $8
million project include clussrooms ;md n library, altogether totaling 78,000
S(lU:trc feet. No cmnplction date is given;
• The University Stadium Exp;~nsion: Planning for the $5.8 million
renovation is im:omplcte. However, the memo s:1itl that the state Legislature
hud appmpriatcu $250,000 fmm severance tax bonds fo1· cxptmsion and
improvement of the l JNM f(>Othall fic.ld. In a prcvio~s intc1·v i~W:, Hooker said
the ,tadium had not been renovated subst:mllally since tts ongmal constmctnlll in I CJ;i<J.
<l>thN structures planned for the campus include a mmerials technology
cL•ntL·r and an electron microscopy lnbnratory. Rcnov•ttions include a rc·
wofing nf the physics/astronomy building. the Farris engineering building.
Other imprownu~nts nru ,slated for the Computing Center.

By ,Juliette Torrez

I

ONSTJ UTION

Shown are Albuquerque's major bike routes. More detailed
maps are available at local bicycle shops.

City buses provide frequent daytime service
As alternative to campus parking congestion

per trip. Punch passes and tokens
cost $1 Z for 20 rides. Currently there
are no special fares for students
~i;iijj;i~~ii~i~~3fl~~-~~~~~Eti)~ andRiding
Sun-Tr:m, the city owned ai'ove the high school level.
operated bus system, provides
Semester passes used to be avail·
an alternative to driving to daytime
able
to students for $36 per semes·
classes at the University of New
ter,
but
they were discontinued bC·
Mexico.
Buses in Albuquerque urc cause of a lack of student interest,
17,000 times per day. Ortega said. Sales dropped from
acc:orcline to Isabel Ortega of Sun· 1,000 passes sold each semester to
t1gurc rcilects both round about 350, she said. ·
Sun-Tran is currently promoting
ips and tnmsfers, she said.
"Pass
Plus," a monthly pass good
Full adult fares arc 60 cents each
way and include two free transfers for unlimited rides and merchant
discounts, such as 20 percent off
food purchases. So far, downtown
:::J::::::t:::;J;:t::Z:::::t:J:::r:::t=CC::Z::::J::;;);;;;I;;;;I;;;i;;;!;iliiiiiliiiiiiliiiiOiiiiiiliiiiiii...,=l:;;;!;!-------------• merchants have been targeted most
heavily, Ortega said, with the University area merchants being the
next group on Sun-Tran's list.
lly Alicia Garges

Fast, Fast Repair Service!

Expert repairs on all makes of bicycles

Tune Up $10
Complete Overhaul $25
Includes: adjust brakes & dereilleurs,
true wheels, clean chain & bike, grease
both hubs, headset and bottom
brackets.

All Bicycles Discounted!
Bikes start at $135. We have all styles in
stock, including Mountain bikes
-with purchase of a bicycle receive a (J
shaped Master Lock with a $350
guarantee for just $19.99
offer expires Sept. 14, 1985

Campus Bicycle
106 Vassar SE
COME IN
AND
COMPARE

OUR

LOW, LOW
PRICES

Announcing!
For the tenth time, the lobo men's shop

Sidewalk
Sale!
This Saturday, August.24, .9:00a.m.

l0 bO.

Pants $7.50
Shirts $5.00

. .

Plus a large selection of leather coats,, Frye boo~. k~1t shtrts,
sport coats, shoes, sweaters, swts and sw1msUJts

men's
shop

2120 Central SE • 243-6954

For frequent riders the pass is a
better deal, she said.
No major chan!JCS are expected on
the current bus routes in the ncar
future, UNM is currently served by
ll routes which span Lomas, University, Central, Yale and Girard.
Bus stops, marked with yellowpainted curbs, can generally be
found at each block on these streets.
Buses generally stop running
eastbound, between 6:15 p.m. and
7:30 p.m, and westbound, between
7 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. This varies
from route to route. Most routes arc
not served on Sundays. Sun-Tran
schedules arc available on campus at
the SUB Information Booth and at
Campus Police and Parking Services.

Service finds car-poolers
to share rides, expenses
By Bruce Clark
Ride Pool may prove to be the
answer for University of New Mex·
ico students who find themselves
burdened by the expense and diffi·
culties entailed in commuting to
campus.
Ride Pool provides referral and
information services to persons interested in car-pooling and is available to anyone commuting regularly
into the Albuquerque area. Its office
is located near campus at 1940
Lomas N.E.
In addition to car-pooling referrals and information, Ride Pool pro·
vides information on bike routes,
public transit and referrals to inde·
pendent van-pooling services to
Albuquerque operated from Belen,
Las Lunas, Moriarity and Santa Fe.
Although van-pooling may offer an
alternative to ·students commuting
long distances by private auto-

Concentrating on students and
providing better student services
wiJJ be a priority this year, said the
University of New Mexico's interim
vice pr(;)sJdent for student ~ffairs.
"Our focus is on students," said
Mari-Luci Jaramillo. "Our energy
is going to be geared toward providing better student services.''
Jaramillo w;~s appointed to the interim position last March by UNM
President Tom Farer. Jaramillo replaced Marvin "Swede" Johnson,
former vice president for student
affairs, alumni rcl&tions and development, last March.
·
Farershifted alumni relations, de.
velopment and KNME· TV, which
were previously under the direction
of the vice president for student
affairs, alumni relations and development, to other adminstrative
posts to allow the office of student
affairs to concentrate on st11dent's
interests.
''Those units were removed before we came," said Jaramillo, indicating herself and Leon Griffin,
associate interim vice president for
student affairs. "It was a good
move," she said. "We wanted to
concentrate directly on students."
Both Jaramillo and Griffin said
that since their appointments, they
have learned the details of the daily
operation of student affairs,. ''We
can sec the whole now," said Jaramillo, "and you can't pick that up
from the literature."
Jaramillo cited her staff as in·
strumcntal during her transition
from former associate dean of the
College of Education to the vice
presidency post. ''We have come to
know the staff. They are a very
talented group of people and we
have a nice working relationship,"
she said.

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The government has agreed to pay $1,700
apiece to the owners of two Texas shrimp boats that were damagedon Dec. 5,
1983, when the Mexican gunboat Chihuahua chased them into U.S. waters
and forcibly seized the vessels.
"Justice has been Served,'' said Rep. Solomon Ortiz, D-Texas, who
introduced legislation last year calling for funds to repair the shrimp boats
Santa Monica and Miss Channaine, which were fired on and rammed by the
Mexican gunboat.
"The a'Ctivity took place within the United States Exclusive Economic
Zone, a substantial distance north of the international maritime boundary,"
Ortiz said. "Mexico contends that its enforcement aciion occurred while in
hot pursuit instigated in the Mexican Exclusive Economic zone. However,
the manner of hot pursuit was not recognized by the United States as being in
accordance with international agreements," .
Ortiz said the new law now provides reimbursement for any other American vessels damaged in a similar manner.
•'I think that all American fishermen who utilize resources adjacent to our
international boundaries can now be reassured by our new law. Americans
conducting lawful activities in the U.S. E.EZ arc entitled to full protection by
out government. The reimbursement is an important response to the lawless
and destructive aciions of a foreign government."
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Jaramillo said student ~ervices
would not undergo any changes.
''We're not looking at any rcstwcturing this fall," she said, quoting
the phrase, "If it ain't broke, don't
fix it."
The office of student affairs goes
throughseasonalchanges, said Jaramillo. "Every semester brings
another set of st:1dcnts with another
set of needs," she said.
"We came in at the end {of the
school year)," said Griffin, "And
now we're at the beginning . "
Both Jaramillo and Griffin said
Farer is "very supportive" of student affairs. "We both admire and
respect him greatly," said Jaramil·
lo. "He's a mover and a shaker. He
listens, studies, observes and then

Feeling lost? Here's a basic directory for your first week on campus!

he takes action."
The positions held by Jaramillo
and Griffin are still classified as interim appointments because
affinnative-action policies require a
national search be made for permanent positions within the two-year
interim period,

Lobo Classifieds
Just 17tt per word per
issue! Check it out today at
131 Marron Hall.

Competition for grants pressing;
application deadline approaches
Competition for grants for graduate study, or research abroad in
academic fields, and for professional training in the creative and pcrfornling a.rts opened in May of 1985.
Approximatcy 700 awards to over
70 countries are available for the
1986-87 academic year through the
Fulbright Program and other grant
programs for graduate study abroad
which arc administered jointly by

the United States lnformation Agcn·
cy and Institute of International
Education.
Application forms and further in·
formation for students currently enrolled at UNM may be obtained
from the Fulbright Program advisor
at the Office of International Prog·
rams and Services. Mesa Vista Hall.
Room 2111. The application dead·
line is Sept. 30, 1985.

Conversation class f.,r adults. Learn the Chinese art of
knotting, The adult conversation class emphasizes speed
learning in conversation for dail!f and travel usages

Our
Computers Are
Compatible with
IBM and Zenith
Software

The traditional art of Chinese knotting will be taught by Ms.
Jen·Mei Ma. Students will do many different patterns of knot·
ting. Ceramic wooden or laquer beads will be used to make
necklaces, hairpins,belts, X·mas tree hangings, wall decora•
lions etc

Students interested in utilizing
Ride Pool's services should submit
an application to Ride Pool including name, a~dress an~ class sch?·
dulc. By thiS fall, R1dc Pool wdl
have implemented a fully autom~ted
matching system cnablmg apphca·
tions to be processed by computer.

Government will pay for repairs
on damaged Texas shrimp boats

CENTRAL CAMPI.\ S LANDMARK. S
Co. b'""yeo.~c.'I'Qt\c cliv-e.c.fory)

Learn Chinese In Your Spare Time

mobile, it must be borne in mind that
these services arc not provided free
of charge. Biweekly fares for vanpools from Santa Fe, for example,
run between $33.90 and $35.00 depending upon the carrier.

According to Ride Pool Matching
Specialist, Ron Martinez, there are
now I 300 such applications on file.
Of the people using Ride Pool's re·
sources only 77 are UNM students,
even though Ride Pool has a 75 per·
cent success rate in matching applicants with prospective pool mem·
bers. Application fonns are avail•
able at Ride Pool's office.

Griffin, since his adminstrative
appointment from former head of
UNM's Health, Physical Education
and Recreation program, was named
as UNM's faculty represent!ltive to
the Western Athle.tic Conference
and the National Collegiate Athletics Association. Griffin also serves
as an advisor to Farer regarding college sports on occasion.
"When Leon came, it was real
easy for us to become a team," said
Jaramillo. "Students have access to
two people."
Jaramillo said she hoped to work
very closely with student government. "There are people who think
their work is important," she said.
"I'll be as active as work will
permit."
Both Jaramillo and Griffin serve
on several campus committees, including the strategic planning committee, the Student Union Building
board and the subcommittee on
athletics.
''I'm people-oriented,'' said
Jaramillo. ''Iwork very closely with
the staff to see how I can be suppor-

A·21, New Mexico D;tily Lobo. Augu't I9, I985

Fall session: September 8 - December 8 (fourteen weeks)
Time: Sunday 2:00 - 4:00 pm, 1 :30 registration
Fee: 530 for language class, 20 per month for art class
place: Ortega hall, Room 215·221, UNM main campus, Yale
blvd N.E.
Sponsored by international programs and serllices.
For more information contact:
Dr. Bruce Tracy, 277·4032 • Mrs. Regina Chen, 298·6477
Mrs. Pearl Wu, 277·6457
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back to school specials

~ BICYCLE SHOP
TUNE-UP

• • •• •• • •• • •• •• •• •

II

to Me~
Hard .Dri~c ~

'\.; 1111!1111_

Financing
Available

Motobecane Bike Special
Mirage Sport (251b 12-speed) •••• , • • • ONLY 229.95
NOMAD (281b 12·speed) ••••••••• , • • • ONLY 159.95
CAT-EYE cc·3000 Cycle Computer • • • • • • • • • • • 29.99
Blackburn Racks •• , • , , • , , , •••••••• , • ALL 10% OFF
Leather Kam Riding Gloves • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6.98 J)r.
Master U Lock 350,00 Guarantee ••• , • • • • • • • • 18.98
Master X•Long (J Lock 350.00 Guarantee • • • • 19,98
Tire Special (Buy any 2 tires and have them installed FREE)
Tube Special (Suy any 2 thorn resistant tubes and have them
installed FREE)

SPECIAL VALID WITH THIS AD ONLY
REPAIRS IN AND OliT IN 1 DAY

607 San Mateo lYE
(between Copper and Lomas)

266-5149

Reg.

Discount

1000
1200
2000

$999
$1999
$1599

$799
$1599
$1280

'~~·

University of New Mexico

ONLY t 1.99

includes adjust brakes, derailleurs, wheels true, oll and clean bike,

Tandy

20%

Discount~

for Students, Faculty and Staff
PC Compatibles starting at less than
$800 with Discount
Available at:
6315 Lomas NE 265-0827 (Lomas at San Pedro)
2264 Wyoming NE 292~7290 (Wyoming Mall)
2108 San Mateo NE 265~9587 (San Mateo at I-40)
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New Services!!
New Credit Courses!!
New Jobs!!

3rd Floor, Zimmerman Library
Open for Fall Semester on Tuesday, September Srd
Mondays-Thursdays 9:00am-9:00pm
Fridays 9:00am-4:00pm
Sundays 1:00 pm-7:00 pm
Phone: 277-4560 for information (anytime) and scheduling (after September 3)
The Skills Center will provide instructional support services to all undergraduates. These services will consist
of tutorial sessions and group workshops. Specific services include:
Writing Lab - drop-in lab available to students enrolled in English 100, English 101, and English 102.
Assistance will also be available for paper writing for
any undergraduate course. The lab is open during regular Center hours.
Math/Science Appointments ..... Students enrolled in
the following courses will be able to make appointments to meet with regularly scheduled tutors: Math
100, 102, 111, 112, 120, 121, 123, 150, 162, 163, 180,
181, 182, and 183; Biology llO, 121, and 122; Chemistry
110, 111, 121, and 122: Geology 101; and Physics 151,
152, 160, and 161.
All other requests for tutorial assistance will be made
through the ON-CALL Program. Students will be matched with available tutors within a 24 hour period. The
ON-CALL Program will begin on Monday, September
9th. Students can begin making requests on Tuesday,
September 3rd. APPOINTMENTS WILL BE SCHEDULED
BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 9th FOR ON-CALL RE·
QUESTS.,

--Summer News-Roundup
Jly Juliette Torrez
While students had the opportunity to enjoy .sum~er vacat\on, news
at the UniversitY contmued to
accumulate as events developed.
Beginning with the reinstatement of
KUNM's news directm'; Marcos
Martinez, .the following is a summary of .summer 11ews.
• Martinez was fired last April by
KUNM Station Manager Wendell
)ones, In a previous story, Jones
said he had released Martinez "because things were not working out."
The dismissal, coupled with racism &Jiegations, created a con·
troversy amo11g .KUNM staff and
volunteers,&s well as student groups
on campus. Several people, including Patricio Chavez, student University Radio Committee m~Jmber,
and John Scheoppner, former president for th.e Associated Students of
UNM, participated in obtaining a
public hearing for Martinez thrqugb
which he was reinstated as news
director.
Tbe Martinez case also touched
off an evaluation of KUNM by an
ad-hoc committee appointed by
UNM President Tom Farer.
• The UNM Board of Regen!s
voted unanimously last June to divest all University holdings in com·
panics that conduct business with
South Africa. The New Mexico
Rainbow Coalition, a human rights
organization estimated the holdings
at $1.23 million.
• Several campus orgimizations,
including Native American Student
Services, the Chicano Student Services and the Afro-American Stu·
dent Services, rallied together
against plans to tear down i 7 Uni·
versity-owned buildings in the 1700
and 1800 blocks of Roma and Las
Lomas.
Headed by Native American Studies Director Ted Jojola, the organizations housed in those buildings
presented President Farcr with an
alternative proposal for the area.
The option presented to Farer would
link several ofthe buildings together

.....
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Have An
International Affair
(with surplus)

t9 form a mall and is still under conSideration by the administration.
. ' What began as a fraternity party
last June escalated to a fight that
resulted in both UNM and AJbuquerqlle police using mace to disperse the crowd, estimated. at 200.
. According to witnesses, approx·
Jmately 15 to 20 APP officers arrived in riot gear, with mace and two
vehicles filled with dogs.
Whil~ Captain Alex Roybal,
then-actmg UNM police chief, said
there was nothing in the UNM police
reports about officers using mace to
disperse .the crowd, Sergeant Roy
M11nfr~d1 of the APD public information office admitted that APD
officers had used mace at the scene.
• Six electrical transformers containing PCBs were found on campus, prompting the Enviro11niental
Protection Agency to impose a fine
of $27 ,()()() against the University
for failure to monitor the tmnsforrners. But, EPA spokesmen said in
July the fine could possibly be reduced.
Polychlorinated Biphenyl is a
coolant used in electrical transformers, first commonly used in 1929.
W~en heated to 575 degrees, the
tox1c by-products dioXin and furan
are produced. Exposure to the PCBs
can lead to chloracne, a ski11 illness,
according to the EPA.
• UNMPresident Tom fo'arer went
to Argentina to testify against nine
former high-ranking military com·
manders and three former presidents
charged with the murder and torture
of Argentine citizens.
Farcr served as a niember of and
later presided over, the l~ter
American Commission on Human
Rights of the Organization of American States from 1976 to 1982. In
1979, Farcr and the commission
conducted investigations of human
rights violations in Argentina, at the
request of the Argentine government. The commission concluded
that the military leaders knew about
the crimes.

Swedish Cotton Battle Jackets
,
.West German Athletic Jerseys
50 s Vtntage Tweed Sport Coats and Slacks
Italian Cotton Garrison Shirts·
Great Selection of Hats, S1.1nglasses & S1.1rplus Oddities

In Santa Fe

ill./1, ·~ ll Nil'l, I \T ·~
SIJili,I.. IJS (;f)
Take Cerrillos Rd. Exit
Turn Right ~~ 3rd Stoplight,
Calle Del Crelo at Cerrillos

Mon. thru Fri 9·6
Sat. & Sun. 9·5
1·473-0968

ATIENTION

FACULTY MEMBE~~!

Let .\ij '!1;;C ir. :fiJi, ,, Printshops of the
Future help you organize and distribute
instructional materials among your students and colleagues with our unique
Professors' Publishing l'lan. Our plan
features fast, high qu:dity services at
remarkably inexpensive prices!
All you need t(l do i~ leave required
reading material~ with AlphaGraphic~
in>tcad of. or in addition to. the ClllllJlU'
library reserved h•1ok mom. We will
prcp:1rc your materials and distribute
them to your ~tudcnts for ns little n'
3 VJc per page.

Endowment for med school
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TIME MANAGEMENT
Tuesday, September 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2:00 pm
Wednesday, September 18 .................. 3:00 pm
Thursday, September 26 ................... 10:00 am
NOTE TAKING
Wednesday, September 11 .•................ 3:00 pm
Thursday, September 12 ............ , . . . . . . 10:00 am
Tuesday, September 17 ..................... 2:00 pm
TEST TAKING
Thursday, September 19 ................... 10:00 am
Tuesday, September 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2:00 pm
Wednesday, September 25 .................. 3:00pm

The Flinn Foundation of Phoenix has granted the UniverSity of New
Mexico School of Medicine $450,000 to match an equal amount from the
New Mexico Legislature to establish a chair in cardiovascular research.
"This generous gift is a significant addition to the UNM Foundation's $5
million development program currently Underway," said campaigJJ develop·
ment fund chahman Robert Stamm.
The RobertS. Flinn Chair in Adult Cardiology will provide an opportunity
for the UNM medical school to aUract a national expert in cardiovascular
research, strengthen the critical number of such investigators in the South·
west and broaden collaborative research betWeen the UNM and University of
Arizona medical schools, according to UNM medical school Dean Leonard
M. Napolitano.
John Murphy, Flinn foundation executive director, noted that while the
group historically has not favored endowments as a form of financial suppOrt,
the unique matching fund program created by the New Me1tico Legislature
and governor's office enticed the foundation board into. making the decision
to fund such a chair at the UNM School of Medicine. Murphy said the Flinn
gift is the most significant investment the board has made in New Mexico
health programs. The foundation's 20-yearefforts have largely been directed
toward prOgrams in Arizona.

New, Used, Rare
Special Order, New
& Experimental Music

z
ALL THREE TOPICS
Have you been tutoring on your own only to find that it is
a hassle scheduling meetings and collecting payment?
Do you want experience teaching others in a one-to-one
situation? If so, the Skills Center is now accepting applications from WORK-STUDY qualified sutdents for
positions as tutors (all subject areas) at $4.50/hour and
receptionists at $3.50/hour. Applications are being
accepted at the Center from 9:00 am-3:00 pm, Monday~
Friday.
An unofficial transcript is required of each tutor applicant Minimum hours will be guaranteed in most subject areas. If you have any questions, please call 2774560.

-
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Sunday, September 29 ......... , . . . . . . . 1 :00-3:0~ pm

One spit,;l bound
tomplime.otary desk copy

wlth waeh Profe!J!orsp

PobEnhln!1 Pl•n ordut u!ceivcd

..J ..__-=:::---...l L
LOMAS

This plan is designed to incrcilsc your tcncfling
effectiveness by relieving you of various facets of
publishing. We look forward to being of assbtnnce
to you.
MESA. VISTA . , . _ OHE WAV

HOURS:
7:30am • 7:30 pm Monday

OIPIIDUraphlo:r

Through
Thursday

7:30 am - 6:00 pm Friday
8:00 am • 5:00 pm Fridav
10:00 am • 4:00 pm Sunday

r

!~t:ntsliom

Of Ti':o futuro

1730 Lomas N.E. • Albuquerque, New Mexico • Phone 243-1842

-·--------------------------
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Records a. Fine Arts

for the 80's
103 Amherst S£ - 256-11928

On Entire Summer Stock
August 23 & 24

The Skills Center is partially supported by student fees
and an ASUNM allocatiott. The Skills Center is designed
for YOU- to help YOU become a better student and
lifelong learner.
3SOO ....... ,.,_
"'•
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Store Opens 9:00-Frfday 1r Saturday
Lobo Miss 842•8678
2118 Centrar SE
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High Energy Progressive Music

Newest Nightcl.-b in · .
2120 Eubank NE·
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Return to the wild, wild west
i

v

Photos by Scott c·araway
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"ihe Last Escape of Billy the Kid," a pageant performed each year in
Lintoln, N,M., by the residents of Lincoln County, is part of the Old Lincoln
Days celebration depicting life in the Old West.
the 4S·year-old pageant depicts events leading up to the Lincoln County
Wars, the arrest of Billy the Kid and his subsequent escape from jail. The
wars irwotved conflicts over fencing the openpraitie and cattle country.
The Lincoln County War is enacted by Lincoln County residents at top. At
left, one of the villi ails reloads his six·gun. Right, Billy the Kid escapes from
the jail.
Below, Dan Agnew Storm, a colorful Lincoln County resident and player
in the pageant for more than 20 years, adds a touch of the Lincoln County
essence to the pageant.Storm, reputed to be in his 80s, runs asmaUranch and
is known to all residents in the county for his kindness, though in the pageant
he plays a villian.
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Photos by Scott Caraway
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BE A PLASMA DONOR

New Mexico

a i Iy L0 b 0 ·------::::::;....
. .- ,_,_

-~------· D

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.

-·

I

122 Yol• SE
Albuq-..•rqu•. NM 8 71 06

.
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1u Affordable Quality Used Records
a Current and Out of Print
.>- ::::»
1-tOpen 7 Days A Week
I a We Buy and Sell
I
10
30
,,, Mon.· Thurs. : • 8 P.M.I a Special Wanted Records Searched Nationwide ( ) I
!.t Fri. - sat. 10:30 • 9 P.M.

I
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..v.·•Tune
• Brakes'
Ups
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u Sun, noon • 6 P.M.
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CHICKEN
1830 Lomas NE

1

10015 Central NE

I

242-2111

PEPSI

~~o ::~~~~)Loop
Expires 8-26-85

3720 Juan TaboNE

A. I

IE S~\ ; 0~!
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..,een.... sw

4700 Menaul NE

0
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across from the university
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Admission

~

BURGER

So take a bite, and enjoy a
great-tasting, flame broiled
~ Burger King® burger now.

KING

1

.>-

Your Leader In Concert Entertainment

COLLEGE NIGHT FRIDAY NIGHT

Free Well Wine and Drall

1

II

Coming Soon

80 I
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3301 Juan Tabo ME

292·5602

B.T.O & Chubby

·

Checke~

Expires 8-17-85

FREE

1916 Central Ave. SE

BAR

I
I
I

Expires 9-9-85

Expires 9-1-85

20 I
()

Get 1 Free
Carry-Out
Only

We eater special events.

2608 Central SE 266·4149
600 Reinken, Belen 865·9147
704 Main SW Los Lunas

BacaS

3311 Central Ave
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Breakfast
Burrito
Buy 1 and
Get 2nd

Cold Cuts, Cheese, Lettuce,
Tomato and the "Works"

$1.69

I

FREE

Free Med. Coke

with this coupon
expires 8-24·65

with Sandwich
with this coupon
expires 8·24~85 .

UNMLOBOS

BUY ONE BACON
o z
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER :3
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AND GET -~ ::)0
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Void where prohibited by law.
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1 c.oupon pet donor.
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Alex Padilla Sr., Owner
Alex Padilla Jr., Mgr.
Debra Medina, Office Mgr.
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Breakfast All Day
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

RoH,SpicyBeans,JalapenoPepper,andMedBeverage
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A Parisian eye view

What I did on my summer vacation?

Wisconsin: a dairy state of consciousness; reporter zones out
By David J, Clemmer

Anyway, first things first. Starting with the airport in Albuquerque:
a warm draft beer costs $2.50! Is that
ridiculous or what? 1 suppose a cold
dmft beer must cost $3.50. Be forewamed.
My first !light took me to Ocnver.
The flight lasted about an hour, but it
seemed like a Jot longer because of
the squalling brat the lady next to me
was holding on her lap. She was
doing her best to control the little
beust, but without a $lraight jacket
she didn't stand a chance. I considered calling the stewardess to ask if
they had any RITALIN on board.
Anyway, J just said my mantra
and zoned .out on the llight magazine
provided for me in the handy pouch
in front of my scat. Listen people,
sometimes l wonder what I'm doing

Since I wrote rtn article on what I
did on my Christmas vacation last
year, it seems only fiHing that I
should write one about whM I did on
my summer vacation this year.
Actually, we just needed something
to fill up space with, but that's why I
wrote the other article, too.
What did rdo on my vacation, you
ask'! 1 went to Wisconsin. My parents have a summer place up there
in a small town on the shores of Lake
Michigan. My l'arnily hus been
going up there for the better part. of
50 years and there's a good reason
for that. It's very nice. Extremely
nkc. In fact, my vacation was so
nice thM I'm wondcrir.g why I cume
back.

with my life, but everytime I'm on
un airplane I realize that I'll never
really hit rock bottom until I end up
writing for an airline flight magazine. On the other hand, those wri·
ters probably make more for one
article than I do in a month (actually,
a couple of months here at the Daily
Lobo).
Once on the ground in Oenver I
bounded joyously onto the tarmac
aud into the terminal, looking forward to sampling the joys of a real
big city airport. Forget it! Hey, Oenver! Your town is pretty cool, but
do something about that airport.
Kind of trashed out and dul.ler than
dishw<tter. Two observations:
everyone was carrying tennis racquets and eating popcorn. Oh, sweet
mystery of life!

Albuquerque perfecting by best mirror-shaded "Leave Me Alone"
vibes, this sort of unprovoked niceness was extremely disorienting. It
took I!le a few days to get used to the
notion, but I eventually found myself being uncharacteristically sociable and even occasionally starting
conversations with complete strangers! Incredible!
Another phenol!lenon I experienced WaJ> the complete cessaiio of
I!IY most prominent neurosis; worrying about things. While I was on
vacation it was like sensory deprivation frol!l my usual regimen of stimuli: no TV set, no radio, no stereo,
no bills, no telephone calls, nojob to
go to. Instead there was silence,
clean air, the beach, the woods, the

After a couple of hours of tedium
at lovely Stapleton Field I was onto
another plane bound for Mil waukee.
Now, Milwaukee has a nice airport.
Real zippy looking, nell! restaurants
and lots of neon and stuff. It's not
much bigger than my apartment, but
it's nice,
Without going into specifics about what I did on my Wisconsin
vac11tion, I do have some deeply insightful observations on tap. First of
all, folks are just so darn pleasant up
there! People are constantly saying
'hello' and 'good day' and 'how arc
you.' In a post office or a gas station,
a restaurant or a supermarket, everyone smiles and offers assistance,
chats abol!t the weather and how the
fishing is. After spending 99.9 percent of my year sulking around
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Editor's note: He stumbles out cons de cafe" (waiters) would not
the door of the pension (hotel) as challenge. Which is most obno·
thpugh someone. had pushed him, xious? Their carefully nursed East
h1s body wavenng ,for an instant, Coast accent or their nonchalant cerfina/y secures itself upon two slight· titude of being in the right place for
ly bent legs with boots pointing out- the right purpose (namely living it
ward. Removing the 'cowboy har up). To the latter clue theyrecognize
from his balding head he wipes away one another as members of the
the sweat that has accumulated American Left Bank community, as
there with the back of his hand. His birds of the same feather hibernating
eyes blinking twice send the message in the warmth of a migrating flock.
to his brain that he has just stepped
But .summer! Oh Summer! Color·
onto the Boulevard St. Michel in ful packs $porting Hawaiian shirts,
Paris, and not onto Main Street back oversized checked-jackets and cowhome in Anrarif[o.
boy hatli come bobbing down the
Another American in Paris. And boulevard, joggling their ways
although Americans are difficult to al!long orderly teams of wide-eyed
stereotype - as they come in all Nikon·, Laika- and Canon-carrying
colors, shapes and sizes - mo:;t Japanese tourists. Occasionally the
Parisians will tell you they can spot American visitors will sit on the
an American coming a mile away. ''terrasse,'' extract a pocket dictionBeatrice Huret, ll former exchange ary from a back·pack, and proceed
student and teaching assistant at the to order an onion soup and a "chocoUniversity of New Mexico, offers a lat 'frappe'"(hot chocolate on the
Parisian-eye view of Americans in rocks) in the middle of a bright hot
Paris, where she teaches French afternoon. Feverishly they will
and English. Currently, she is vaca- check the menu for ice-tea or burritioning in the United States.
tos, cast an inquisitive eye at the
street corner's Burger King before
taking a chance with a native quiche
By Beatrice Huret
or "plat du jour" (daily special). At
times too, they will ask a puzzled
The "Select Latin" is nei.ther neighboring Argentine couple for
fashionable nor well-known. directions on how to place an order,
However it is among I!IY favorite or signal the waiter with an expencafes on the Boulevard St. Michel. sive wave of their Cuban cigars beIt sits 200yards from Paris' Ling· . foreresuming a live instanciated criuistics Institute and constitutes a ticism of the local customer service.
most valuable experimental ground
Prawn out of my lethargy by their
for the crash student. All languages loud and sharp voices I look up from
can be heard there, along with my copy of the ''Officiel des Specta·
French at the various stages or its cles'' (a Parisian publication that feacquisition,
atures performing shows) at the
The "habitues" (regulars) will sight across my table. They are five
notice that this varies according to and must be from Southern Califorthe seasons. Winter displays in- nia, Texas and New Jersey, or so say
teresting specimens of cosmopolitan their accents, their jeans and their
expatriates with an acquired confi· T-shirts. Most likely they met in
dcnce and a proficiency both in the Paris or aboard a plane on the way
language and the culture even "gar- there. Typicaily, the girls wear

OfCS
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shorts which· nffe; to a bewildered
French-eye a view of their long legs
fitted in comfortable tennis shoes,
(In Paris, shorts are mostly considered fit only for country-outings.)
The guys, less sensitive to the heat,
or more so to some ofthe local customs, settle forred-tagged Levis and
socks, All show the sal!le excitement half-concealed under a conceited air of having seen, heard and
done it all before.
I can hear their complaints, their
remMks, their critical appreciations.
Most of it is justified. None of it is
offensive, not when their smiles,
.their faces, their whole bodies arc
telling you how happy they are to be
there doing just what they are doing.
Opening up to another culture they
are, walking in ecstasy from one
piece of architecture to the ne)lt,
crossing in wonder from a tiny but
significant difference to another,
and checking each other for a cue on
how general and sensible all their
reactions are.
More importantly they are acquiring a sense of relativity. Before leaving the cafe in search of some new
excitement they turn to me and ask .in
the most deplorable French whether
they are supposed to tip the waiter,
who had them wait for so long and
did not seem to know enough French
to be polite to them or even .to get the
order right.
The very fact that they addressed
me in what they thought was French,
ranks them in one of two categories:
they are either students or artists,
perhaps both. I choose to acquaint
them with a typically French con·
cept; tip according to your means
and mood. Their next question to me
is about the seemingly rude mood of
waiters, clerks and cashiers when
dealing with a potential customer. I
know from experience what they
mean: the blank looks, the if-you-

don' t-Iike-it-herc•go-to-anothershop attitude and the over-asserted
certitude that they are doing you a
favor you will never be able to return. Why is that? Simple: Being
polite and accomodating is not. part
of their job. Neither is it stated in their
contract that they should please any·
one. They arc selling goods; pieces of
infonnation, directions and smiles arc
not included. These are not for sale
and, therefore, outside their compe·
tence.
My new American friends listen
to this detailed account and reassemble the pieces explaining a puzzling
foreign reality. But already I can
spot a definite drop of interest in the
topic at hand. Their attention moves
on to the periodical laying on my
table and to the hundred movies,
monuments and restaurants it lists.

Thankful for this last opportunity
to practice my English, I leave them
to their latest fun, confident they
will find all the excitement they pur·
sue. As l al!l passiug the door of the
cafe r chance a smile at the waiter
who has waited on me over a
thousand cups of coffee and chicken
sandwiches, and who is now muttering back a cold and bored goodbye.
Further down the boulevard, as I am
making my way to the Odeon metro
station, a loud American couple
bumps into me and demands its way
in the language of Shakespeare and
Hemingway which I am fortunate
enough to understand. Without a
thank you or a "merci" they bob
away and I am left alone facing again
the grave question. Did you say

''rude?''
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We've .made a. special
purchase of high quality
book packs which are
either factory seconds
(cosmetic blems) or discontinued styles. You can
buy a great pack at a great
price like the:

onsalenowforJus~139!•
1

Megalock model
* S25~Guarantee. . .. · .
* earner Bracket av·a1lable..

.§

*Frame sizes: 19'~ 21'~ 23" and 24': men's only.
*lifetime frame warranty
*Free 30 day check-up.
*Professional ass~mbly.

~~~·-~·-----..--------:

afford!
3222 central s.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87106
268·3949
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You can get cash anytime right
down the street from UNM at
the Day & Night Teller® outside
our Richmond Office. With 12
other Albuquerque locations
and 950 throughout the West.
Plus thousands nationwide in
the CIRRUS network.
Call 766-6032 or drop in at
3022 Central S.E. and open a
checking or savings account. A
First Interstate Bancard and
directory of First Interstate
offices are yours for the asking.

265-3315

UNM Welcome
Back-Pack Sale

10.speed, available in gloss black or fire red
America's H1 mountain bike
* Frame sizes: 171/z", 191h", and 211h''.
* Medium blue and metallic guards red.
* oversize crMo tubing throughout frame
and fork.
•Shimano oeore XT brakes. on sale now
* Lifetimeframewarranty.
* Free 30 day check-up.
*Professional assembly,
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Images of the U.S.S.R.

Students explore Soviet life
By ( :;unille Cordovu
An old wonwn uses a long stick
with twigs lied to the end to sweep
the street, people mow the lawns
with s~ythcs. evcryon~ bus a waxy,
vitamin-deficient ~'mnpkxion. Ar~
th~sc the images that >pring to mind
wh~n you imagine life in a mctropo·
litan city in one uf the world'H superpowers'!
A group of students from the University of New Mexico got the
chmH.·c to find out, f'irst .. hulld. ubout
hie 10 the Soviet Union thts summer
throuv.h a UNM-\ITEP program for
which they re~civcJ credit while
attt·mling Rus;i;tn lan!!uage classes
in tht• Sovil'l Union.
The students had mixl'd f'cdings
ahmll the quality of the das1cs,
whit'h tH:t:upit:d the it mornings, hut
tht• aftt•rnoons wen:- their own.
"My t~·:~ch~r ww. pretty p;ood, she
motivated our da~s prrlty well,"
'aid Mdissa Moody. ''Most people
didn't !.ike to go tn dat.st's because
they wercn •L i ntcrc.,ting enough.
Running nround in the afternoon
wa' much mor'' interesting."
The grnup spent four weeks in
Moscow and remember the city as
hem)\ more sccurily-con~l:ious than
otlwr phtccs in the Sovid Union.
The spnn~ors ol' the group. Phil
Roeder. ~ UNM political science
prolc~snr. and Paula Kisku, a prolessor or English at the Univcr~ity of
Texas ut El l'nso. were called in to
meet with security officers three
times during the trip. One or their
tour guides recognized the phone
munher the officer; !!ave us being a
KOB number.
"Thcv wantcu to know whut the
studt•nt~; \JVCl'C up tn. 'Were they scrinu~ student~'! Did tht•y know about
the laws nf our land regarding: black
mark~tccring'!'" ~aitl Roeder.
"They were real gentlemen in nice
'llit;, I ;tlways nnticcd that the best
dressed JlL'OpJc in Moscow were th~
plam·clothe.; men."
It wasn't until the sponsors were
called in thal U1e group realized that
they were being watched.
·'In Kiev about I0 of us went out
nn the street one night," said
George Ruthctford. "After n while
we noticed these two guys. Every
time we: sl<lppcd, they stopped. I
think they wanted us to know that we
were being followed.''

Some of the other students on the d'ocuvres, which were sliced
trip got "heavily involved" in black cucumbers, sliced cheese and s~r
marketcering said Roeder, mostly dines. Cucumbers were the only
trading for money, military uni- fresh vegetable served and were
forms and other souvenirs. One of served twice a day.
"For lunch we got soup that had
the students was stopped as the
group was leaving and his hags were fat and grease tloating 00 the S\lf•
scar~hccl. He was detained for six
face, mashed potatoes all the time,
hours after the security agents found meatballs that were greasy and
SIJVlct military uniforms in his suit- burned on the outside and raw incase.
side, or fish. Everything was fried,"
The students said most of the peo- said Thompson.
ple were very restrained about in"The borscht was good. The
teracting with them. Black mar· second course for dinner was always
kctccrs approached them the most the same as the third course at lunch
on the street, but some of the stu· and then some other type of entree.
dents were approached by ordinary Whenever we got beef it was always
dtitcns as well.
some part of the cow that you
"We had one old lady come up to couldn't identify. Dessert was alus on the street one day." said ways ice cream. They're all going to
Rutherford. "She had two teeth in die of coronary disease," said
her whole mouth. She was griping Roeder.
The same menu was rotated about
Jtbout Rcugan being a fool and about
SW Wars. She had been talking for every three days," said Rutherford,
about five minutes when another "It was monotonous,"
"The best food was in Odessa,"
woman, who had walked by before,
came back and asked what was said Moody. "But people were told
going on. She tried to take the old about the food in advance, they were
lady away.
told to take stuff and they com"Then. after the old lady left, the plained all the time anyway. But,
same lady who had tried to lake her you know, we didn't go for the food,
aW<lY came back and usked what she for God's sake."
(the older woman) had been talking
The older women, called babushabout."
"There's a lot of med- ki, which means "grandmother''
dling," said Roeder. "The official arc the most colorful people in the
policy is watching others and look- country, said the students.
ing out for them, and looking at · "lhbushki run the country," said
them."
'
Roeder, who was slapped by one old
The differences between the woman when he got in her way on a
Americans and the Soviets were subway platfonn.
readily apparent said Roeder, and
"l was standing there waiting for
the Americans were stared nt every- the subway and this babushka comes
where they went.
barreling down the platform, on her
"The way we carried ourselves, way somewhere. I sort of stepped
the way we dressed was different, back one step to get out of her way,
just looked western," said but she was also trying to move
Moody,
around me. We kept moving in the
"They're all midgets," said same direction. Finally when she got
Roeder. "They're malnour.ishcd, within arm's distance of me she
They' vc all got this yellowy, waxy simply went Whap on the back of my
complexion that looks like it comes thigh. It was probably as high up as
from some sort of vitamin dc- she could reach."
11ciency."
"They're wonderful, they arc inThe quality of the food was a ma- credible," said Moody. "I saw
jor complaint voiced by the stu- them at the beach in bikinis, these
great big, old, fat ladies. They keep
dents.
"Their food is vcr:y heavy, very the country running. They're the
greasy," said Yvette Thompson. ones out sweeping the streets al 5
''They cook it to deatl1 and then they a.m. You.now, in this country, you
cook it some more.' •
don't see fat, old ladies out there
A typical breakfast selection con- doing stuff. They just sit around and
sisted of thin, greasy pancakes, become bigger lumps of fat, but
cheese that looked like it had been there they go out and do something
siiting out for three or four hours and with their lives, they don't just sit
maybe a little bit of apple juice, hut down and die, I think it's
more. likely water, said Thompson.
wonderful."
Meals a! ways start with hors
The group saw very few elderly
men, the "missing generation,"
many of whom died in World War
IL They also didn't sec many hand·
icapped people said Thompson. ''I
counted six the whole time we were
there," she said.
A couple of the women had to be
hospitalized for infections while
they were in the Soviet Union, The
condition of the hospitals surprised
Roeder. In no way do they compare
lo modern, sterile, American hospit•
als, he said.
"My first impression when 1
walked in there was . • • one of
those mental hospitals where people
go to die," said Roeder.
"The hospitals have very little in
the way of modern devices. It reminded me of Matron Hall. It is as
dilapidated, and about as dean as
Marr<ill HalL They clean it, but
there's lots of dirt in the cracks. And
it's out in this unpaved, uncleaned,
wilderness part of the city. It's sur~
rounded by trees and mud. The food
was horrible, they didn't change the
bedding regularly and you couldn't
bathe. The way they (the patients)
get their food is the families bring it
in. One woman in the hospital would
get out of bed, get dressed warmly,
buy the stuff (food) on the street, and
bring it back."
Roeder was impressed by the con•
cern shnwn by the hospital staff.
"It's a very strong, nurturing en·
virontnent," he said. "The staff was
extremely nice and especially concerned about making a good im·
pression on Am~.ricans. They said
that they wanted us to sec how good

f
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Welcome To
Nob Hill·
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Mexican Restaurant & Cocktail Lounge
All Major Credit Cards Accepted .
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II a.m. to 9 p.m. Sun, · Thurs.
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II a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday and Saturday
265-2636

Photos of USSR

•

for carry-out service call
266·2925

by Kathy Gonzales

3311 Central Ave. NE
Between Carlisle and Girard
Baca•s

we

their clinics arc. They tried to make
up for backward technology with
tender, loving care and they did
make up for a Jot."
They do have warnings on cigarrettc packages and scales on the
sidewalks,. but on the whole, they
arc not a particularly healthconscious society, he said.
To have a balanced diet it take a
little extra effort, he said. "You
could get good dairy products, you
could get vegetables- you'd eat the
same cucumbers, day in and day out
-but you'd be healthy. I think a lot
of the people really try to stay healthy, but it's hard.It's an hour and a

half to work on the subway and an
hour and halfback. After that. if you
have any shopping to do, you do it
then. There's no time tn do healthy
things. On weekends it would be
possible, but I think people arc just
tired."
Strolling .is the most popular form
of recreation, he said.
"It's a poor, poor country. They
have the ability to reach the technological thresholds, but they don't
have the ability to distribute the
wealth throughout society. People
don't live badly, but it's not a luxurious life. They get the maximum
out of the little that they have."
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BUFfALO
TBADBIS
3409 Central NE
Next to the Bike Co-op
266-2876
Bookpacks, backpacking
equipment, trail guidebooks,
safari hats, outdoor clothing.
Everything to protect you
from the elements
·
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Cleanse your karma and your socks:
A review of UNM area laundromats
fly David J. Clemmer
Does anyone actually enjoy doing
laundry'! As for myself. I'd rather go
<mt and buy new clothes than wash
the old ones. But it certainly has
become a much easier task than it
used to he. In some places in the
world people .\till have to haul their
laundry down to a ri vcrb:mk .and risk
g••Htng eaten by a cmcodilc.
On the other hand. :mthropnlogl~h tdl us that in some socictks a
woman's prinwry ~ocial interaction

with her peer group takes place at the
communal washing site. In our own
society the laundromat is often mentioned ns being an excellent place to
rnect people 'and sow the seeds of
romance amongst the bleach bottles
aml fabric softeners. Some progressively mmdcd entrepreneurs have
taken this notion :.1 few steps ft!rthcr
by introducing cocktails and even
Jive music into the heretofore solely
lunctionallaundromat environment.
Imagine the possibilities! How about a combination meditation center/

Petroglyphs form outdoor art gallery
By David E. Stuart ©

laundromat'? Cleanse your karma
and your dirty socks at the same
time! Of there isn't already one of
these in California I'd be surprised.)
In New Orleuns, where l'in from,
laundromats
arc
called
"washatcrias." When my roommates and I would make our infrequent visits to the washateria it was
like going off to war. We would
pack up dulfcl bags and backpacks
and &rm ourselves with bottles and
boxes full of dangerous chemicals
with which to fight the battle for

KURT'S CAMERA CORRAL
for Everything in Photography

p.,~O ALUMNI
15°/o DISCOUNT

Student, Faculty,

AT OUR THREE LOCATIONS
(non-sale items)
Celebrating 35 Years In Albuquerque

Kathy Gonzales

Lobo reporter sees the light in quest for Karmic cleanliness.
3411 CI!JITllAL liE

t 524 WlOUDO CEJITJ!l
The only camera store With It's own lab m3 JtWI TABO liE

Choose from an outstanding
selection of newest releases._

NOWOPEN
Falcon &
The Snowm;m

i~~:s

~.

~

w:.kHOME VIDEO

Runaway

925 SAN PEDRO SE (CORNER OF SAN PEDRO & KATHYRN)

* TRY US FOR 'HASSLE
FREE' RENnNG
OF
PLENTY

PARKING

268-8-3-59

Announcing!
For the tenth time, the lobo men's shop

Sidewalk
Sale!
This Saturday, August 24, 9:00a.m.

Pants $7.50
Shirts $5.00- . . .

.1O. b0 . Plus a.sport
large. selection of leather coats,. Frye ·boo!S, k~It shirts,
coats, shoes, sweaters, suits and swimsUits
men's
ShOp

2120 Central SE • 243-6954

The Coin-Op Laundry (2626 Cencleanliness. Conditions at the front
were never easy: either too damn hot tral S.E.) is looking good these
or too damn cold and we were often days. Theyhavealaundromatfull of
plagued by equipment failures and brand new hi-tech Speed Queen
chronic shortages of essential sup- washers and Compu Dry driers. The
plies (beer and cigarettes). It wasn't place is spacious and has lots of wineasy, no one ever said it would be, dow space for serious peoplebut when it was over the sense of watching, The Coin cOp's washers
pride in a job well done made it all take 75 cents for a 22 minute cycle,
worthwhile.
and the driers cost 25 cents for 12
I must admit, all nostalgia aside, minutes. This establishment is open
that the laundromats in the UNM from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., seven days a
area are a far sight better than the one week, and offers dry cleaning,
I used to do time in back in New wash-dry-fold (by the pound), video
Orleans. They are cleaner, better games, a free steam presser and off.
maintained, have better machines, street parking. Like most university
and their owners don't wear tank top area laundromats, i( is convenient to
undershirts and ha:ve only three food, drink and various distractions.
You can even jog around Johnson
teeth.
In the spirit of public service we Field while your other pair of swea:there at the Daily Lobo have taken it socks is in the soapy stuff.
upon ourselves to produce a guide to
The Quality Coin Laundry ( 1717
the UNM area laundromats, This is Lomas N.E.) is under new manage·
not intended to be a complete listing; men!, and .is looking good. Easily
some may have been overlooked. the largest laundromat in the. UNM
The establishments mentioned be- area, this establishment has lots of
low are in no particluar order and it Speed Queen washers and driers and
should also be noted that your intre- prodigous amounts of room to
pid reporter patronizes none of stretch out in. Your washer will cost
them. I do my laundry down at the you 75 cents and a drier will cost 25
river.
cents for 15 minutes. It is open 8
FirSt on our list is the Campus a.m. to 9 p.m., seven days a week.
Laundry (2106 Central S.E.), The Quality also offers dry cleaning
perhaps better known ils St. Ger- and wash-dry-fold at 60 cents a
maine's Violet Flame (featuring the pound. There are lots of video
now-defunct Merlin's Game games on hand, as well as a device
Room). I have always been intri~ that delivers your fortune inside a
gued by the mystical connotations of plastic egg. With its University at
this establishment's name. Could Lomas location, this is definitely the
there be a Coptic church operating place to go to if you have a hankering
out of the basement? St. Germaine's to check out a new car during the
is one of the most atmospheric of the spin cycle. Food, drink, office sup•
UNM area laundromats and it has a plies and photocopying are nearby.
great location, convenient to a video
The Easywash (1500 block of
parlor, newsstand, ice cream shoppc
Girard
N.E.) is the only 24-hour,
and other amenities. Their hours are
8 a.m. to II p.m., seven days a seven-day-a-week laundromat in the
week. Washers are 75 cents and immediate UNM area. It's a Small
driers are 25 cents for 10 minutes. place, but there can't be too many
Dry cleaning and jumbo GE washers people who do their laundry at 3
are available, The owners boast lots a.m. The Easywash's easy washers
of off-street parking, a friendly staff will wash yuur dirties for 75 cents
and the driers will set you back 25
and free coffee!
Next is the Laundorama, located cents for 15 minutes. There is offat 2229 Lead S.E., at the comer of street parking and a convenience
Lead and Harvard. The Laundorama store within spitting distance.
is cool and clean and is close to a
A couple of notes to end up with:
superll1arket, coffee houses and re· It is always advisable to keep an eye
cord stores. The hours are 7 a.m. to9 on your laundry if you don't want to
p.m., seven days a week. Washers find someone walking out of the
are 75 cents and driers are 25 cents laundromat wearing some stuff that
for 15 long minutes. The owner of looks awfully familiar. There. are
the Laundorama claims "a triple-A laundry facilities available for UNM
rating, the lowest prices west of the dorm rcsidems, but it's like doing
Mississippi, clean accomodations your wash in a fallout shelter.
artd a bathroom."
C'!oose wisely and keep it clean.

Classified Advertising
Marron Hall, Room 131
Open Mon. ~ FrL ~ Sam to 5pm
Telephone- 277~6228
Cash .. Check .- MasterCard ~ Visa

1300s a number of pueblos were
founded along the Rio Grande to
accommodate local population increase, and migrations of villagers
from the forested districts north of
Santa Fe.
The Rio Grande Period's earliest
settlements were located on fortified
bluffs above the river - some
underlie modem Rio Rancho, Co(rales a,nd new developments near
Coo(sBoulevard,l,ater, in the A.D.
14QQs larger pueblos were built
down on the river's floodplain.
Many of these have been washed
away in rampaging floods that plagued the Rio Grande Valley before
the river was dammed.
The rock carvings are varied and
imaginative. Some depict masked
kachina gods; others are shield bearers, stars, snakes and animals. My
favorite is a huge, wonderfully
clean-lined rendition of a macaw.
In late prehistoric times the
macaw, a large scarlet parrot, and its
feathers were precious imports from
Mexico's coastal jungles. As a consequence, many scholars emphasize
that trade and religious ideas from
Mexico shaped Rio Grande Indian
~ociety during the late A.D. 1400s.
Other~ liken commerce between the
two cultures to modern trade between Japan and the United States
-lots ofToyotas, but few effects on
language, religion or social patterns.
Either way, the fellow who pain-

Jet,black boulders once cascaded
from the volcanic mesa's high,
angular rim to forrn an immense lava
terrace. Here Indians engraved remarkable designs on the ancient
rock, turning it into an outdoor art
display more impressive than the
main gallery of any museum,
The black rock changes constantly - absorbing rain, snow or heat
according to nature's seasons, Each
season has its own smell. On a hot,
summer's day hardened lava exudes
the scorched scent of a good
machine shop. In winter, dark,
snow-capped boulders radiate the
dangerous sensation of cold razor
blades.
Then there is the smell of Albuquerque. It comes on the east wind,
carrying hints of hot asphalt, taco
stands and exhaust fumes. I resent it
sometimes, but it fascinates me, too.
This is Petroglyph Park - a city
park. Albuquerque lies below, a
panorama of houses, rooftops and
skyscrapers. The white facade of
City Hall glistens in the sun, but the
mayor can't see this spot His office
windows face the Sandia Mountains
to the east,
It is an odd sensation to caress a
rock carved 700 years ago by those
who prayed that the world as the
knew it would always by safe fo(
them, their children, and their children's children, then turn to stare at a
cluster of bank buildings: Such .con"
trasts a(e the essence of New Mexico's special appeal.
Most of the petroglyphs, or rock
carvings, are done in the "Rio
Grande Style," dating from about
A.D. 1300 to 1600. In the A.D.

stakingly pecked that magnificent
macaw onto a large, black boulder
near the park's picnic shelter, unknowing1y helped fuel a half·
century of lively debate among
archaeologists. No doubt, he would
be vastly amused by .it all - and
utterly shocked to look down from
his artwork and se modenn llbquerque stretched out below him.
Petroglyph Park ought to be the
favorite prehistoric spot in all of
New Mexico. From it, one can see
the world as it was- t}]e world as it
is now- and imagine the world as it
might one day be.
It is a timeless, enduring place.
Think of it! That giant macaw will
still be there when you, your children, and your children's children
have all passed into history. Who
will stand there 600 years hence,
gently touch the black rock, and
wonder what the valley below was
like in our own time?

AnnQunclng

Problems In Chicano Philosophy
A 3 credit hour seminar
MWF 9-9:50 am
American Studies 30 I :001 or Philosophy .:141 :002
For graduate credit registration call
John Trujillo 2.77-6202 or 2613-4650

Editor's Note: Dr. Da:vid Stuart is
the author of Glimpses of the Ancielll
Southwest. He lives in Albuquerque
and teaches Ancient Man in New
Mexico at the University of New
Mexico.
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Wisconsin
continued from page 4
lake and general peacefulness. I was
in a near panic at first, but as the
urban static cleared out of my head l
began to relax, in a big way.
I had hoped that a bliss full sojourn
among the birches and beaches
would help stimulate my creative
juices to flowing, but in the long run
I got nothing done. I was too relaxed
to write anything. The best I did was
to rattle offa few postcards, and then
I nearly forgot to mail them.
My vacation came to an end long
before I was ready to leave, but so it
must be. The .revelation of the flight
back to New Mexico was that even
from the air the Midwest is boring.
The landscape below was so flat and
featureless that I could just imagine
people trying to orient themselves:
"Zeke Johnson's farm? No problem. See that anthill about ten miles
up the road? Well hang a left when
you get there."
Upon returning to Albuquerque I
felt as though I had been gone for
ages. Had all of my friends gotten
married and moved away? Would
anyone recognize me anymore?
Would I be able to fight my way into
my apartment through the mounds
of correspondence that had piled up
in my absence? Actually, most of
my friends didn't even realize I was
gone and the only mail waiting for
me was a couple of bills and a post·
card that I had mailed to myself. It
said "Wish you were here," which
is funny, because I was. Get it?
Before I finish this,. I recall that
my editor requested that 1 write a bit
about what it's like in Albuquerque
during the summer. My analysis: it's
just like it is during the rest of the
year, only more so.

FREE
- SHIRT
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L1m1ted Ed1t1on
~
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12 Anniversary T-Shirt :
100% Pre-Shrunk Cotton
Free with $5.00 Purchace

:
:

Sunday, Aug 25 Only
10 A.M. Until We Run Out

a~
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***************************

C. inese Cu ture C.·enf)ter
..
.

Tai Chi,
Kung Fu

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
3015' Cenlral N.E.
N.M.

Albuquerqu~.

Nell Ta Lobo Theater
Call 268·7023

•
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·

HIPPO ICE CREAM
120(across
HARVARD
S.E.
from Natural Sound)
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Winter Preview
November 13

Back to School!
August 19

Everything everyone needs to
know to survive the school year
can be found in this Daily Lobo
special issue. Our five day distribution and 20,000 circulation
makes sure the Back to School
issue is waiting for every student arrivinG' at UNM this fall.
Ad Deadline: August 15,

Winter sports are big business
in New Mexico. This special
covers everything from ice
fishing to Lobo Basketball.
Ad Deadline: November 11

Career Guide
February 26

Christmas Gift
Issue

Students will keep this Daily
Lobo special issue which is
filled with information on
employment prospects and
how to get the job you want.
Ad Deadline: Febuary 24,

December 11

Just in time before the big
buying rush. Three days of distribution and an increased
press-run.

Alex Sanchez
V.P. for Community
and International Programs

Ad Deadline: December 9,

Health Fitness
& Fashion

Fall Coupon
Bonanza

April18

September 9

Coupons,Coupons,Coupons,
the Daily Lobo's Fall coupon
insert is very popular with
bargain hunting students.
Free color for every coupon
in this special issue.
Ad Deadline: September 5,

Finals Week
Edition

One of our most popular issues
from last year makes a .return
appearance for spring 1986.

REQUIRED SUBJECTS l

Ad Deadline: Apri114,

December 18

Distributed all five days
of finals week.
Ad Deadline: December 12,

Graduation Special
May7

Route 66
Business Issue

Spring Welcome
Back Edition

October 9
Read all about it! The past, present, and future of Albuquer·
que's most influential avenue.

January 13

Ad Deadline: October 7,

Homecoming 1985
October 25
A UNM traditional favorite.
Ad Deadline: October 23,

Five days of distribution and an
increased press-run insure the
availability of this special
edition all week long,
Ad Deadline: January 9,

Congratulations are in order.
Celebrate with the graduates in
this very special Daily Lobo.
Three days of distribution and
an increased press-run make it
a special bargain.
Ad Deadilne: May 5,

Spring Coupon
Bonanza

Finals Week
Edition

February 10

May 12
Distributed all five days
of finals Week.
Ad Deadline: May 8,

Back again for the spring
semester. Free color on all
coupons in this special section.
Ad Deadline: F'ebruary 6,

Call Display Advertising, 2 7 7~5656, for more information.
The New Mexico Daily Lobo I The Newspaper for the University cotrununity.

COMPUTER DESK •.. in a
contemporary style to fill all your study
needs. Includes 47" x 24" table, box
pedestal, monitor stand and 47'' x 11" x
35" deck. Grafted of teak veneers.

BALANS VARIABLE CHAIR ... offers
the perfect seating for work or pleasure
because it assures good posture and
no back strain. Rocks into position.
Upholstered in sand, brown or rust.

12988

OAK VENEER BOOKCASE ... with
smart contemporary styling and
medium oak finish. Holds books,
collectibles and your stereo on 4
shelves. Quick assembly. 30" x 11112''
X72"H.

5988

OPEN AN ACCOUNT AT
AM!:RICAN TODAY!
CARLISLE AND MENAUL NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Shop Monday lhrough F'r~day t 0 AM to 8 at Noght
. Saturday 9 30 AM to 6 PM
. Sunday t2 Noon lo 5 PM OPEN
AN AM~RICAN CHARGE ACCOUNT
30·day charge. J·pay plan wllh no tonance charge or revofliing charge. FREE
DELIVERY
on Ameru:an s regularly scheduh!d routes on purchases of 25.00 or more

•,,
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RETURNING STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
For Non-Traditional Students
Just $! per semester provides:
Peer Group Support
Grant Program
Informal Tutoring
Private Lounge
Social Activities
Teachers File
Exam Samples
Monthly Newsletter
Message Center
Study Groups

SEASON END SALE ...... 15% OFF
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PUCH - AUSTRO DAIMLERS ....................... . $235.00 i
PUCH - MOUNTAIN BIKES ........................ . $269.00- i
INERTIA-- 12 SPEEDS 26 lBS .................-...... .. $169.00
INERTIA - 15 SPEEDS .............................. . $179.00:
INERTIA - SUPER SPORTS ................•.....•.... ·$195.00:

•:
SELECTED HANDMADE ANDRE BERTINS
AND ClAUDE BUTLERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $535, $635 t
•
o lARGEST SELECTION OF HANDMADE BICYCLES IN N.M.
•
t

STARTING WITH THE ANDRE BERTIN C-70 AT $335.00

o MOUNTAIN BIKES BY PUCH, MONGOOSE, G.T., AND HUTCH
o COSPONSORS OF THE GUERCIOTTI RACING TEAM, WINNERS
OF 2 GOLD, 1 SilVER, 1 BRONZE MEDALS AT THE 1985
U.S. NATIONAl CHAMPIONSHIPS

i
i.

••

Academic And Financial Advisement

Join Today

Room 14 C SUB Basement South Of The Pool Tables

Can't Afford To Travel
To Other Countries To
Neet Other Peoplel

Come visit the
International Center
and Welcome our
Foreign Students
and Friends!
Open Weekdays: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

o ACCESORIES AND REPAIRS FOR All MAKES
-

-

-

---

---

-

If y:ou have a
:•
speech or hearing !
:
difficultY., we
:
can help.
Jps Alnigos Stables
Helping people with speech or hearing difficulty
is the whole idea behind our Telecommunications
Center for Disabled Customers.
At the Center, we can take care of establishing
or disconnecting phone service, handle the certification
or monthly adjustment of long distance discounts,
explain phone bills and answer other phone service
questions. We can't get you phones, but we'll be
happy to explain how to obtain any specialized
phones and equipment that may be needed.
Ifyou or someone you know could use our help,
we'd like to hear from you. Call us, toll-free, at our
Telecommunications Center for Disabled Customers
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m., .Monday through Friday.
(The numbers are listed below.) Or call at your
convenience and leave a recorded message. We want
to do everything we can to help you with your
special phone needs.
TelecommunicationsCenterforDisabledCustomers.
1800 525"3156-Voice

1800 525"6028-'ITI

For the way you live.

o GUARANTEED LT. WEIGHT, LUGGED FRAME USED BIKES
3 SPEED lADIES $75.00 • 10 SPEED MEN'S $115.00
USED RACING BIKES $495.00

'

.
i

THE UNIIIEASITY OF NEW MEXICO
18081AS LOMAS. NE
ALBUOUEAQUE, NEW MEXICO Bll Jl
TELEPRONE 505 2)1.2g46
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Los Amigos
oilers horseback
riding lessons
lor credit.

You can learn horseback riding among sprawling cottonwoods in Albuquerque's beautiful North Valley. The course
covers safety, saddling, anatomy, trail riding and competitive horse events. A hayride and BBQ will be offered to
students at the end of the course for a discount. All students
will receive discount coupons at the completion of the
course.
Los Amigos also offers horses for rent by the hour.
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Mon. thru f'ri. 9-6
Sat. 9-5
Closed Sundays
1-473-0968
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• a special tJNM fee applies to this course

Take Cerrillos Road Exit
Turn Right at 4th Stoplight
Calle Del Cfelo at Cerrillos

t

:

Course Numbers
03454 PE-NP 181·001
03455 PE-NP 181-002
03456 PE-NP 181~003
03457 PE-NP 181-004
03458 PE-NP 181-005

.. • .. M
•••• T •• • • • W
• • • • Th
•••••. F

*
-· 3:00-4:50
11:00-12:50
~ 3:00-4:50
~ 3:30-5:20
- 3:00-4:50

Register Now! Los Amigos Stables 898·8173
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Saberhagen to headline
science fiction weekend
By Craig W. Chrissinger
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John Paez

Jerry Apodaca

Ann Jourdan

Robert Lee Sanchez

Collen Maloof
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Fred Hart
Dean of the Law School

Ray Radosevich
Dean, Anderson School
of Management

Barbara Rees
Dean, College of Nursing

Carman Bliss
Dean, College of Pharmacy

Rodney Young
Dean, University College

The following people's positions are interim: Mari-Luci Jaramillo, Joel Jones, Alex Sanchez and Joseph Scaletti.

UNM CHILD CARE CO-OP

TIIAIDOUSE
The Only Thai Restaurant In Town

Now Has Thai
Ice Cream & Pies
Open Monday • Saturday
Lunch 11·2

108 Bue11a VIsta

Dinner 5·9

H7-9:10&

(across from UNM behind 31 Flavors)

CONFUSED?
Which Direction?
Academic Goals?
Choosing A Major?
Selecting Cources?
Course Load?
UNM Policies?

Quality Child Care
for Students Faculty,
and Staff of UNM

~;

.

"' We accept children 1 year and above
·. . .
00
* Rates: Toddlers $55 /Wk., 3 yrs. and up $4500/Wk
* Lunch and Snacks Provided
* Parenting groups and classes
"'Co-operative Involvement
"' Morning and afternoon care available
277-3365 (Across froll'l University Volkswagen) 1210 University ~E

SEE
Your Academic "Travel Consultants"

School of Architecture and Planning
Archileclure Bldg. 102
College ul Arts and Sciences • , ....•.. , Ortega Hafl 2111
Anderson Sthools of Management ..• , . , , , , . . ASM 204
College of Education •••. , ..• , . , Education Bldg. 109A
College of Engineering .• , , . . . •. Farris Engr. Center 345
College of Fine Arts . . . •• . • . . • . • Fine Arts Cen!er 1103
College ol Nursing .. , ... , .• , , . Nursing/Pharmacy 156
Col.lege ~f Pharmacy . , .. , , . , , . Nursing/Pharmacy 185
Umvers1!y College ...•.. , . . . . . • University College 20
General College ._ ............. ., ...... Onate Hall 115
Division of Dental Programs , . • . . . . . Novitski Hall 204

277-2903
277·4621
277·2.947
277-22tl1
217·4354

<!77-4811
277-4221
277-2625
277-2631
277-535~

277·4513

Har.h oqhesuGollcgo. Adl•iscn!l!ni Center> fo"uscs on its own Hp<!Ciu liz"< Ifl"hk 'rhu

Unl\•orstty C_otlcg_c C.ontc_r focUS(_ls on uxplorili.g/un<lm:ided JH:ndomit: mnjor.!f. the

11l_lch?lo,r,of Unlvnrsify Studii1s Progra~t. lind 011 tlttiVl!tsily cnllt!gn lm!ligihilit~··

ur.ntfcmH, probation.

ncuthnnk StHifiemHnll.

thing you can just Jove to hate. You
don't have to feel guilty about goi!lg
Local author Fred Sabcrhugcn is out and de*oying your enemy, bethe guest of honor l'or the annual cause it'sjust a lawnmower after all.
convention of the New Mexico Sci·
Craig: You have a couple of new
cncc Fiction Conference. Buboni· books coming out pretty soon,
con 17. this weekend,
Berserker Blue Death and The
Saberhagcn is best known for his Frankenstein Papers. Could you tell
stories about the Berserkers- robot us a little about those?
spaceships progr!lmmcd to see.k out
Fred: Blue Dearh is another
and destroy all life. the Books (If' Berserkers story. I hope it's diffeSwords and a series of Dracularent enough from the rest so that it's
viewpoint nove.ls,
easily distinguishable. I think it will
Born in 1930, he decided he could be. The Frankenstein Papers is
write as well as other science fiction something I've been mulling over in
authors in the early 1960s. His first the back of my mind for years. It
two stories sold immediately uno he finally jelled, so I went ahead and
introduced the Berserkers in "For· wrote it.
tress Ship'' in the Jant!ary 1963
Craig: The title .l<:ind of reminded
issue of If magazi nc. Except for a me of your Dracula-viewpoint
period between 1967 and 1973, he series, The Dracula Tapes, for insthas written for a living since that ance. I was wondering if The Frank·
time.
enstein Papers might be similar.
Suberhagen's major artistic in·
Fred: Well, it is and it isn't. (t
spiration comes from mystery wri- teils something of the original story
ters and Western novels. He espe- from the viewpoint of the famous.
cially is fond of A. B, Guthrie's Tile monster, Other than that, 1 don't
Bill Sky, ''The narrative just runs think they're much alike. I would
like Water from one end to the other emphasize that this is a science fie·
and carries everything along:·
tion novel and Dracula, of course, if
He has lived in Albuquerque for fantasy.
about I 0 years and runs a computer
Craig: Speaking of the Dracula
games company with his wife. Joan. series, what was your purpose when
Berserker Works develops games you decided to write the. books?
based on works by such authors as
Fred: Oh, !just reread the origin·
Stephen Donaldson. Gordon Dick· al and realized the Count was hardly
son. Walter Jon Williams and ever on stage in that one, He has a
Saberhagcn.
right to be heard, so I thought I'd let
Other science liction and l'antasv him say what he thought about the
authors attending the convention hi- whole thing.
elude Stephen Donaldson. Suzy
Craig:. You've been living in
McKee Charnas. Mike Kring. Put Albuquerque for about 10 years now
Mathews. Victor Milan. Melinda and before that you were stationed
Snodgrass. Robert Vardeman and with the Air Force in Roswell. Do
Walter Jon Williams .. all of Albu·
you think the desert environment has
qucrquc: and George R.R. Martin or had any influence on your work?
Santa Fe.
Fred: I don't think I'm that much
Vardeman. Univcrsitv (lf New influenced, As long as 1 have a
Mexico alumnus. is I'Csp(msiblc for reasonably quiet, comfortable place
the convcntion·s name. In 197 f. he to sit with a good light, r keep writwas inspired by the state·, number ing away. I don't really write about
of plague reports. 1\vo yean• later. u my immediate environment.
rut nicknamed Pcrrv Rodent was
Craig: With the number of scienadopted as the official mascot.
ce fiction and fantasy authors in
The convention opens with reg· New Mexico, do you find yourself
islnllion ut 4 p.m. Frid<•Y at the Red talking back and forth?
Carpel Inn. 12901 Central Ave NE,
Fred: I certainly see more of the
and continues through Sunday after- other writers here than I ever did in
Chicago. It's good to have somenoon.
following registration Friday. thing of a community here.
Craig: Within the last two years,
there will be a question and unswer
session with Vardeman at 5:30 you ancl your wife have started up a
p.m .. a panel on "Vampires: The computer games company, Berser·
Living Dc:td" at 7:30 p.m .. a ker Works. I was wondering how
screening of the camp c.lassic Blll· that's going.
Fred: Actually, it's been about
num at 8 p.m. and a soci:llizing p:trty
three years since we started making
at 10 p.m.
Saturday's program starts at I() the games. It's going slowly. We're
a.m. with a presentation (\11 cuntpu- trying different ways of marketing •
the games. Wehavesomein B. Dalter grJphics. ·
ton's in Winrock now.
Other activities include ll reading
Craig: Besides yourself, what
by Martin. a panel on .. Trends of' the other authors are involved?
Future." Sabcrhal!en's uucst of
Fred: We're working on a
honor speech, an ·auction ami a Stephen Donaldson story - transscreening of the cult film Plummm lating_ it into a game. Wehave one
•lf' the Paradi.t<'.
from Gordy Dickson. We have a
A membership fonlll three days is Walter Jon Williams.' game, too. It's
$ (5. Daily memberships arc also a lot of fun. Plus a couple of other
available at $5 for Friday. $10 for prospects.
Saturday and $5 for Sunday.
Craig: It's kind of clich~ quesFor more inlimnation call 256- tion, but I'll ask it. Why do you think
3546. 242-4642 or 881·7467.
science fiction is pop11lar today?
Fred: Hmm, I don't think that
The Dally Lobo's Craig Chrissin· was a cliched question. It's ~ in·
ger conducted the following inter· teresting question, but I don'tth1nk I
have a good answer for it.
view with Fred Saberhagen.
Craig: Perhaps you're. best
Craig: Do you think it's more
known for the Berserkers sencs popular now than it has been in the
killer machines - Which began in pa5t?
1963. What was your original in·
Fred: Oh, certainly. About the
spiration for that series?
time Star Wars came out, it seemed
Fred: Well, 1was writing a space toreallyiakeoff.Idon'thaveagood
adventure story and I_ ne~de~ some explanation for it, but I've always
kind of menace to put m l_t. Th~ liked it.
Berserkers just popped up and 1used
Craig: Is there a book you're
them, and I'm still using them.
working on .now? ·
Fred: I'm working ou some more
Cralg: That's been a pretty successful and popular series for you. Swords bOoks. I don't know when
What do you think is the appeal of the .first one will be finished, but I
hope to finish it this year, I don't
the Berserkers?
Fred: Part of it is that it's some• know when it will be published.

NW Corner Of Mesa Vista

2n-3013
Persons interested· In being trained for para-professional
counseling can arrange training around their schedules during
September.
AGORA -- An excellent Introduction to the field
of counseling and crisis Intervention.
Orientation will be held Thurs.
Room 231-C SUB 7:00

~epF.

5

for· more Information call 277-3031

ARE YOU SMART ENOUGH

TO SAVE YOUR PARENTS
THE COST OF COWGE?

You nrc, if you .win an Arm)' ROfCliCholnrship. When you win one of our scholar·
ship,;. we payyout tuition, books. ab fees and mhcr academic expense~ We'll also give you
up to $J.(l(Xl a year extrn. And when you ~'r:tduatc, we'll make you an Annyofficcr.
B_ur_ you have to be mnrc than ~mom ·to win. We'll consider your cxrrocurricuJar,
leadership and nlhlcri• ncri,•irics. And if you reach til<: finals, we'll meet wilh you for a personal
interview.

for mort,! informmlon nlxmt hm\' t{'l avoid overburdening your pnrcnt~ for the nc.:-.:t

fourycnis, contact the Army ROTC Pmfes_<orofMilitary Science on your rom pus.

·

•

Interested? Contact Capt. John
277·0673
or drop by Marron Hall Rm. 239.

THE LOWEST RATES IN TOWN!!
XEROX COPIES

High
quality
copies
made on our Xerox 9500
and 8200 machines cost
you as little as 2'-2¢
each
on
either white
.2!: colored. paper!

OTHER

SERVIC~

FUll Color reproductions
t'rom books
or slides
are available, starting
at 85¢ each!
Come by and see us for
a
complete description
of prices and services!

ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTER
FALL HOURS:

Monday-Thursday
8:00 atn-8:00 pm
hi day
8:00 anr-5:00 pm
Saturday
11:00 atn-3:00 pm

PHOn: 271-5031
Located in the NM Union :Building, lower level (next to the Games Area)

.,'
'~

'•

'
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Offers a helping hand because business
recruiters won't be impressed with a ''B''
in corporatefinance!
internal rat~ of retu~n, or amortization. The HP-12C's quality has no
equal. That s somethmg you can see. Even feel. Right down to the touch
of the keys. They're specifically designed to eliminate double entry. So
you wo.n't enter more thar;t one number at a time. It's a calculator you'll
apprectate even more as time progresses and as you progress. From the
classroom to the boardroom. So make a smart investment right now, at
Holmans. HP-12C.

Then assume a "B-Grade'' calculator won't be good enough to help you
make the grade in "B-School." We suggest you get a calculator that has
no equal. The HP-12C. So advanced, it doesn't need an "equals" key. So
extremely simple to use, you'll be mastering even the toughest courses,
The HP-12C is a recognized standard in the world of business. Ask any
banker. Or financial analyst., Or consultant. It offers more built-in financial
calculating power than any other hand-held. Press just one key and
quickly solve time value of money calculations like net present value,

.,.

LIST $120.00

f

r

HP-12C

The HP-12C-the unequaled business calculator

$96.00

PP.lCALCULATORS & ACCESSORIES ...
0 nflRJ>·HC

Get HP's new $49.00
software module when
you buy an HP-41.

LIST

For scientists, engineers, professors,
and students in research, design,
and statistics

0 flHP-12C
For busmess professionals and students
who need to calculate depreciation,
future value, bond yield,
or internal rate ofreturn

LIST
82160A HP-IL Interface Module
$125.00
82170A HP-41C Quadmemory Module
75.00
82180A HP-41 Extended Functions I Memory Module
75.00
82181A HP-41 Extended Memory (Requires the 82180A)
75.00

$75.00

120.00

For mathematicians, scientists, engineers,
and statisticians who work with
complex numbers
120.00

96.00

96,60

0 lW-HiC
For computer programmers, systems
analysts, and students doing
number base conversions
and process emulation

0 12K bytes of ROM
0 user-accessible subroutines
0 it's menu driven

0 HP-41CJl
For professionals and students in
engineering, science, and research

96.00

225.00

325.00

W{ll.OO

2(10.00

on:P-71
For professionals in electrical, mechanical,
525.00
civil, and design engineering

Just what it takes to help make the grade in everything
from Linear Algebra to Physics to Electrical Engineering Fundamentals to Statics and Dynamics. Get the
calculator engineers prefer. And get the HP-41 Advantage at the price you prefer.FREE.

195.00 • li56.01~
385.00 300.U~
125.00 UCO.OIJ

82104A Card Reader
82143A Thermal Printer I Plotter
82153A Optical Wand

rrw ..nn, l!l'BUJ?Hll~RAJL§

'"·

,_·,"

.

.

'

.

.· HOLIVIAN'S~ '
.

420.60

HrP'4XC/CV ICX PERIPHERALS

82161A Digital Cassette Drive ..
82162A HP-IL Themal Printer I Plotter
22258 Thinkjet Printer
91l4A Portable Disc Drive

Solutions for the world of
Science and Engineering

120.00

0 HlP'-411CV
For professionals and students in
engineering, science, and research

,.

'

~-

401 WYOMING NE

- ... ,_
II

~

.

.

'

285~7981

«~~).m~

u1~.GDJD

i/15.110

HP· 71 EXTENSIONS

0 HEP·lSC

A deal that has no equal, for a calculator that has no
equal. The HP-41 Advantage holds the most popular
engineering, math and financial programs ever written
for the HP-41. Plus:

')W~Utln

550.00
450.00
495.00
795.00

.~,~~u~o

165.00
125.00
75.00

82400A HP-71 Card Reader
82401A HP-71 HP-IL Interface
82420A HP-71 4K Memory Module
HP4lC I CV I CX SOFTWARE
Application Pacs
00041-15006 Circuit Analysis
00041-15004 Financial Decisions
00041-15001 Standard ·
Solution Books
00041-90100 Chemical Engineering
00041-90089 Civil Engineering
00041-90088 Electrical Engineering
00041-90083 High Level Math
00041-90090 Mechanical Engine,ering

35.00
35.00
35.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

715.00

95.00
95.00
125.00

82484A Curve t•itting
82480AMath
82480AHP·41 I HP-71 Translator Pac

HP CalculntOJr Accessories for Series 10 mad Series 40
82120A Multipurpose Rechargeable Battery Pack (HP-41)
82059DAC Adapter I Recharger 110Vac (HP-41)
00097-13143 Blank Program Cards for 82104A (120 Cards)
921169 Leather Case- Series 10
00011·90009 HP·1lC Solutions Handbook
00012-90009 HP-12C Solutions Handbook
00012·90015 H.P-12C Real Estate Applications
00012-90021 HP-12C Leasing Applications
00015·900,1 HP-15CAdvanced Functions Handbook

35.00
20.00
50.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00.
15.00

:H.50
.31.!)0

B.:m
]3.50
n:J.!\0
U.5®
u.~w

H!'i.~m
m~.am

nu.so

31.50
HI .fill
·il5.@1~

t~.:m

B.:m
Vl/ll!l
l2L~1~

lJ.:m
13.50
I

We carry a complete line of Hewlett-Packard
Calculator Accessories.

~i.J
HIWLI:TT

MCKAIItO

Your back to school headquarters
SALE ENDS 9/29/85

:-n.:m

HP-n SOJFTWARJE I APJ?IJCATION ~WC§

360.00

445.00

132.011
li!J0-110
67.50

QUANTITIES LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND.

HOURs= Mon.· Fri. s:oo-5:30/Sat. 9:30·4:30

PERSO·NAL
COMPUTATION
.

DEALER

..
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Arts and entertainment guide: where to go for fun
For your entertainment pleasure, the following is a selective
guide to cultural pfferings in the
UNM area.
Movie Th~aters:
[7 ASUNM Film Committee,
downstairs in the Student Union
Building, fentures avante·garde,
foreign, classic and cult films every weekend. Admission is pretty
cheap with a .student ID.
a Don Pancho's, across Central
from UNM, and the Guild, on
Central between Girard and Car"
lisle, show independent and foreign films not available at the con-

glomerate-owned theaters.
Admission is $4.
a The Lobo, about two blocks
cast of UNM on Central, is the
nearest Commonwealth theater
that shows first-run movies.
Art Galleries:
a University Art Museum, in
the Fine Arts Center.
a Jonson Gallery, on Las
LomliS almost to Yale.
a Art Stud~:nts Association Gallery, downstairs in the SUB.
a Tben~'s another one in the
SUB, but the arts editor has quite
embarassingly forgotten the
name of it, Take a look, anyway.

ABORTION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINIC'S

WELL WOMEN CLINIC
Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, Referrals.
CALL FOP. APPOINTMENT: 265-9511
107 Girard SE 87106

Book Stores;
a UNM Book Store, next to
Ortega and Woodward halls, will
take care of your textbook and
UNM T-shirt needs.
a ASUNM Textbook Co-op,
downstairs in the SUB, is an
alternate to the UNM Bookstore's prices.
10" Living Batch, b~:hind the
Frontier on Cornell.
a Salt of the Earth, across from
UNM on Central.
a Newsland, between Salt of
the Earth and Don Pancho's, has
magazines, newspapers and
comi.cs.

Record Stores:

u Bow Wow Records, on
Amherst, is the best bet for new
wave or hard-to-find records.
u Natural Sound, on Harvard.
a Budget Tapes and Records,
on Central across from UNM.
Tbeater:
u Popejoy Hall, Keller Hall,
Rodey Theater and the Experimental Theater are all in the
Fine Arts Center.
Concerts:
u The ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee will have
some concerts, probably in the
SUB Ballroom. Big River, the

Year of the Dragon: flawed but compelling

local promoters, will also have
some shows, probably in Tingley
Coliseum on the Fairgrounds
(Central and San Pedro).

By Kelly Richmond

Pizza:

marri;~gc is falling apart. he's fulling: in love with the loeal TV n~ws

generally acknowledged to have
the best pizza, but is it ever
crowded at lunchtime on school
days.
a Godfather's, comer of Central and Harvard.
a Carraro's, on Vassar. .
a Pizza Plus, comer of Central
and Girard.
"'a Student Union Building's restaurant. At least it's cheap.

woman. and )JC's decided to sing:lc-lmndetlly clcun up his htlestllsSi\.!nmcnt: Chituttown.
'
Jo_c~ is~ Chinese immigrant who ht~" work~d his wt~y lot he lop. he'..,
ambitious. ruthless. power-mad. and lw's just become the top crime
boss of Chinatown.
·
Yew· q/'lh£• Dra}l,l!/1, directed by <Lcndemy :tward-1\innim! director
Michael Cimino and stun-ing: Mickey Rourke. i.., a movie 1\'ith a lot nl'
promise. It never rcully fulfills that prombc. but it\ a cmnpdlin"
movie nonetheless.
,.
The best purl of the movie is Mickey Rourke's perl'onnanec. Pre·
vinusly seen in Diller t~nd Rumil/c:fi'.lh. he is mw nl' the best nctors
amund today. He has been playing: young Ccnllcg~-agelmcn. hut this is
his first role as an adult leading-man chamctcr. He curries itoiT in l'ine
fashion. playing a pathetic anti unlikcublc. but lhnrnul!hlv believable
character.
• ·
The most dift1cult thing about the movie is thatnur "hero ... Swnlcy
tpluycd by Rourke) is so unlikeablc. In l'<tcl. the villain eomes otT
pretty well by comparison. Stanley is willing-to dcstmy anyone or
anything. in his obsscssivc. sell~ righteous allcmpltu en<.! Chinatown'»
con-upti<>n.
It is this obvious comparison of the two men. one driven by ambition. the other by self-righteousness. that mnkes the movie ;ts interesting us it is. Stanley could easily huvc devolved into a Charlc' Bronson·
type. gctling his deserved revenge bc.·ause of the nlllrality of hi>
positi<>n. However. while Stunlcy is indeed righting for the l'mws of

We go where the news is.
Nothing is beyond our reach.
(Because we've got this really neat 'copter)/

.

TBll
WJLDIDI.NliCS8
_CKNIK:.
2421 San Pedro NE
884-5113

and order and Joey is the ruthless lmroin dculct·. the two men arc
ulnmately very similar.
Th.cy ~rc doing what they ha~c to do and good m· evil ha' nothing to
do w!th 1t. Real ~ucslitliiS arc nused about whn h really doing: the nHist
for h1~ cnnJnlunity. Joey I!HIY be ruthless. but he is serving. his ramilv
and lm; community quite well. Stunley never ;,ccms to given d:un;1
about anything.
·
While this is _a fairly fuscitH!ting: story. why docs it lake Cimino two
hours and 15 mmutcs to tell it'! Cimino just :tbnut wred;ed hi.., <:<!reer a
few years ago with the 1'/em'<'ll's Gate• fias<:o. Al'il.'l' his dit"ic mm·ie.
Til!' Deer limller. he W(IS going to m;tkc ;m cpie Western. To 111ake u
long story ~hort. l~e went so far over budget making.'! l'ivc-htlur-long.
unrclcHsuble mov1c culled lka''''ll ..\ (;me that the entire 'tudio had to
be sold.
,One w?uld think that after thut experience he would try to keep
tlung:s a !1ttle m~Jre ttmlcr cont~ol. But Ye<ll'l!(llu· Drogo11'' bii![!.C'>t
prohlemts there s too much gomg: on. Ton many diiTcrenl characters.
ttJ\l many different rcla.tionships. There is one scene. for cxmnplc,
where Joey goes to Chmu to negotiate :1 dnn! dctd. that h, filmed in
Cimino's best cast-ol'-tlwusands stylc.Jt had t~, be an expensive sr:cne
to shoot but it's absolutely pointless. It adds nothing to the ccntml point
of the movie and should have been cut.
Cimino has shown with Deer llll!lfl'l' thai he is a brilliant filmmaker. He has also shown. with Hem·en's Clah•. th;lt his trcmcnuous'
ego can ruin a movie. Y£•ar t!/' 1/w Dmgon tillb somewhere between
those two points.
V" Ye(ll' l?f'llie Draxrm. rated R. is now ;howin!! ut the Cincmu East.
the Louisiana Boulevard Cinema, the LaderH Cinema Six antl the
Albuquerque Six Drive-in.

Stanley Is tlw most tlccoratqcJ eop in New YorJ... a Vietnam vet his

u Nunzios, on Cornell, is

.~.
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DISCOUNT OPTICAL
2626 Central S.E.
Princeton & Central

~

SALE

~

II .50%
STUDENTS & SENIOR CITIZENS
I
OFF FRAMES or SUNGLASSES I

Big savings on sleeping bags, tents, packs,
summer and winter clothing. Don't miss it!
'I

~

Black Uhuru
plays Paolo
Black llhm·u, with guest .lohn
Bailey, will be in concert next
Sattn·chty, Aug, ;!4, nl the Paolo
Soled in Santa Fe. Tklwts ;we $14
in adl'nncc at all Gillnt Ticket CCIItcr;s,

Blw:k Uhuru is the top .I iUH;tican
reggae band around these uays. Unlike the English rcgg:uc bnmlllB4ll.
whicl1 also recently played S:ulta Fe.
they arc not "llllp·reg.guc." The>·
arc more straight-forward, combining: n;gg.uc's Ja111uican roots with
modern recording tedmiqucs.
Featuring: "the premiere rythm
section in the world tnday" or Sly
Dunbar nnd Robbie Shakcsrcarc.
Black Uhu111 has released a number
of well-received albums. Their most
recent album won the first Urammy
award for rcg:gnc by hc;tting out the
likes o(Petcr Tosh. Jimmy Cliff and
Steel Pulse.
The band went thr<>ugh a shakeup earlier this year hut has reformed
recently. Dunb;w and Shakespcllrc.
who hni'C managed to stay busy by
workini! on solo ;tlbums 1\lr Mid;
Jagger and B<>b Dylun. will be in
Santa Fe with this version or Bluck
Uhuru .

with this ad •

oHer ends 9-30-85
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PEP BOYS

~

......"'...........................................................................................!:

YOUR CHOICE OF
MEN'S OR LADIES'

AUGUST 24-31

• 26"x1 3/8" chroma rims w/Gumwall tires

• Lug construction (not welded

ROYCE UNION 26"

• Solid front fork
• Shimano free wheel & cluster

10-SPEED BIKES
We go where the slogan is because no cliche is
beyond our reach. The Daily Lobo, in its
neverending search for truth, ju.vtice and a11
award"winning scoop, proudly amwtmces the
acquisition of the first helicopter to be owned by
any news organization on.tlre University of New

Lobo. August 19. 19H5

.

OPTICS U.S.A.

I~

suMMEf?

l>~ily

#7245·3/7246·1

88

Mexico campus.
Forget the van with a satellite dish, this is
better. Of course the thing guzzles gas so fast we
can't possibly afford .to put it in tile air, but it
looks fabulous in the promotional shots, doesn't
it?

frame)

~********************~

THE GOSPEL TEAM®
FOUR NIGHTS ONLY
IN THE SUB - ROOM 23.1 A-C
7:00P.M.

-

Monday, Aug. 26 ................ God's Purpose· Man's Meaning
Tuesday, Aug. 27 .................... Man's Fall • Man's Condition
We<l., Aug. 28 .......... Christ's Salvation • Man's Restoration
Thursday, Aug. 29 ..... God's Pispensing ·Man's Enjoyment

*i
~

**

.
Daily Lobo

*~

Displav Ads

!*

are nof.ced

Call Us for Information 277-5656

~

~*******************,:~
LET KaW-\ 'iu\ GIVE YOU A
1° 000'"""''""""''""""''"""""'""""""'""""""""~''

GREENBACKS

~FORyoUR~R
GoEY~ ......

ouaranteed
NeW· Meltlco
·
tLoansstuden . . ·n{ortnation,
For tnore 1
il.'o

BUY ONE PAIR OF BASIC DANCE SHOES
AND LE:OTARD ••• AND GE:T ONE:
PAIR NYLON TIGHTS

FOR ONLY A PENNY

.

all 765-4016.

c

. · ·. · · t NatiOnal BaD"-

l.,in

. , . , Tb.e FlJS -'"ft\le
AlbUClU.~,

MombotForc

BIKE TIRES
PART NO.

2~~
PART NO.

140518630-5
141018665-2
141518610·8
143018605-8
144018672.-8
1445/8687·6

SIZE

81ow.Jtll>l ll2t~
8169-113168-1 li>2.12S WNI

ALBUQUERQUE

1308 JUAN TABO BLVD. N.E.
PHONE: 292-7111
OPEN MON. THRU SAl 6:00-9
SUNDAV 9:00-6:00

ALIUQUERQUE

SIZE

20x1.75
20x2.125

24x1 318
26x1 318
261<2.125

. AliUOUERQUE

4523 CENTRAL AVE. N.W
PHONE: 83&-0163 .
OPEN MON lHRU SAT. 8:00-9
SUNDAV 9:00.6:00

5651 SAN MATEO BLVD. N.E.
PHONE: 881..0101
OPEN MDN.lHRU SAT. 8:00.9
SUNDAY 9:00.6:00

SE

HAllA
ESPANOL

*SPONSORED BY CHRISTIANS ON CAMPUS*

MANY, MOE & JACK- THE THREE BEST FRIENDS YOUR CAR EVER HAD!

l':tgc B-21. New Mcxko Dnily Ltlbo. Augu't l<l. l'IH5
l'a!!C B·20. New Mcxi<:o Daily Lobo, Augu't 19. l'iH5

vestment, R.E.M.. is not so complex and pretentious that they are
inaccessible, but neither are they
so simple and mindless that they
are bQring af~r two listenings.

Album reviews, R.E.M., Sting, more
hit songs for Tina Turner, and
produced an album for Aztec
Camera, The only thing he has
not done is give his band a good
kick in the pants to get it going
again.
Maybe I'm being unduly
harsh, "Money for Nothing'' is
as listenable as MTY gets, there
are one or two <!ecent ballads,
and "Your Latest Trick" is a
really good, bluesy kin<! of song.
The problem is that's just not
enough to justify wasting the
plastic. The rest of the songs on

The latest album from Dire
Straits, Brothers in Arms, really
does not do anything that Dire
Straits has not been doing for
their last three or four albums. If
ever there was a band that was
stuck in a syndrome, this is it,
Which is unfortunate, really.
Marie I<nopfler an<! the band have
some talent and their first couple
albums were fairly enjoyable.
Lately, though, it seems like
Knopfler can't keep his mind on
the band. He has recorded some
movie soundtrack&, written some

The main criticism this album
has received, deservedly so, is
that it takes R.E,M no further
than they already we~ after their
last album. While it is trl!e that
they are basically treading water
with this album, it is not nearly as
terminal a problem as it is with
Dire Straits.

this album are indistinguishable
from each other and indistinguishable from every other song
Dire Straits has recorded. If this
album is any indication, this
group is all dressed up with no•
where to go.
-

Kelly Richmond

R.E.M. has shown more
promise and is still young yet.
I'm not going to worry alx>ut it
for a couple more albums, anyway. Any band capable of the
incredible version of ''Sweet
Home Alabama'' that they did in
concert still has room to grow.

With the Police either dissolved or on long-term hiatus, the
members of the group have gone
their seperate ways to work on
solo projects. Police frontman
Sting has risen to the occasion by
assembling a remarkable group
of young black jazz musicians to
back his solo effort. The group is
currently on tour and the product
they are promoting is the album

-

The Dream of the Blue Turtles.

Sting wrote all of the songs on
the album and provldes lead vocals and guitar. Saxophonist Branford Marsalis and keyboardist
Kenny Kirkland, on leave from
Wynton Marsalis's group, are responsible for most of the
ambiance of this LP. Backed up
by the vibrant rhythm section of
bassist Darryl Jones and drummer Omar Hakim (from Miles
Davis' group and Weather Report, respectively), Marsalis
weaves intriguing curlicues that
bQth complement and challenge
Sting's vocals. Kirkland's pianos
and synthesizers create a lush
background for the interplay of
voice and saxophone. Not to be
overlooked are the excellent
backup vocals by Dolette McDonald and Janice Pendarvis.

The overall feel of the LP is
very textural; a layered, full
sound that emphasizes and enhances the ensemble playing.
This approach (masterminded by
Sting and co-producer Pete
Smith) makes Dream a very
pleasant, listenable record, b11t
the lack of emphasis on solos is
carried a bit too far at times. Specifically, Marsalis's sax is often
buried in a mix that leaves one
straining to get the full effect of
his melodic improvisations.
Although Sting is credited with
playing guitar, there is scarcely
arty evidence of it. If at all pre·
sent, it is hidden somewhere be- hind Kirkland's keyboards.
However, in the face of the over-

..............................................................l
i THEATRE ARTS FALL SEMESTER :
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DANCE

•

TA 1 05·002 DANCE APPP.ECIATION
Call 05084 3 credits

..;<~

T·Th 12:30. 1:45

An lntroduc;lory JIOd)' of dane~ as spt(facle, rl"Chnlqut, 011d rltuci, Cou~e mat~tia11ntludes video topes, tilms, end live donee~

+
:

Courses for non-majors

2 credits

*~*

TA 1 08 .Introduction to Dance

**-~<

04359 S•c. 1 MIWIF 11-12

04060 Sec. 2 M1W 6-7:20

Umbe-r up your body ond mind W~h ihb course deslgn•d fof beglnn~~trs. l~rn bmlt dante prlntlple1 and d.Vetop your own e.i:pre~sslveone".

TA 495-001 Studies In Jazz·
Call 04377

Hove fun exploring the poulbhklej

***

2 cr•dlts

*':~ T-Th 4::J0-6:00

ot rhls commercial theotr• done• form. r; don't mean o rhlng ff lr oln•r got" rhof swtngl

TA 250-001 Movement Analysis
Call 04068 ,.**

3 credits

*"*

MIWIF 4:30-6:00

Examine- how !hf!' body moves Ond how k reveaiJ oUr thoughts end fH"IIngs through the proctk•. pbu!!Nofton_and d~crlprlon of movement evenrs. The

t

•

+
:

t

i

+

An inlf.tdisdpllnory coun:e bringing roQedlet

:

;:~

~cholors and ortlstswilli various tnteresl_s to discuss o sp_ecifh;theotre topic. The title of this- y~or's courset"The
TA 192·001 Stagecraft

***

The coUtse where foilon and dtl tome together. lCdtr\ the basic. fethillques and -styles of theoite Costuming.

:.

TA 196-001 lntroducion to Lighting

:

The c:irt oi llghrlngll~orn boslc !loge llghflng technique Whlle.receMrlcj hands· on expetfenCewirh the loresf Ughririg E!'qulpment.

Call 04320

{t.

De oho hond behind lhe >Cones!

•

:
+

.
+
f

•

+

:

3 credits
M!T/WITH/F 8:00 • f0:45
Doslcoochnl~oos, lools and mol<rlollorohe con'"""lon of stage <ceoery.

TA 194-001 Introduction to Costuming
3 credits ,:~, M!TIWITH/F 8:30·1 0:45

Call 04320 *":'~<
Call 04321

:

·:

Arts and Society: Who1 Is Arr and Whorls It Good for?''

•

+

•.

T-Th 11-12:15

+
:
+
+
•

+.

****************

i

*** 3 credits l;, T-Th 11-12:15
+
The noMe of Ihe Theatre An, exploring lhe oosohellc and procolcol dlmlnsfono of lhelheolre produdlon.lndudlng class offend once of lhielheoore even IS.
:
3 credits

Jonathan Richman has been
charting his own remarkable
course through the cosmos of
modern music for the betterpart
of 20 years now. From the classics of the first Modern Lovers
LP ("Pablo Picasso," "Roadrunner"), to his latest release on
Twin Tone, Richman remains
unique.
The songs on Rockin' and Romance exhibit the Richman
lrademarks of childlike exuberance and honest emotionalism.
The music is sparse and energetic, featuring Richman's vocals
and guitar, drumming by
Michael Guardabascio, and a
chorus of male and female vocalists (most notably Ellie Marshall).
Richman's voice is in fine
form and his songwriting continues to delight and amaze. The
sentimentality of .songs such as

:

+
:
•+

,.\

Kelly Richmond

+

•

Call 04347

-David J. Clemmer

Like the first two albums from
R.E.M, Fables of the Reconstruction has several good radio
singles ("Driver 8," "Can't Get
There From Here'') but it is repeated listening to the entire album
that convinces me R.E.M. is one
of the very best American bands
of the '80s.
Also like their first two
albums, this one isn't always an
easy listen. For one thing, the
lyrics are indecipherable. The
best thing to do is just think of his
voice as another instrument and
don't worry alx>ut it. Also, it can
take a couple ofplayings to really
start appreciating the album.
It is more than worth the in-

(Thanks go to Andy Horowitz at
Bow Wow Records for his help)

•

THEATRE
TA 4:l7-001 Theatre in its Cultural Setting

continued from page 20
The soulful pop and light
Carribean rhythms of "Set Them
Free" and "Love is the Seventh
Wave" are perfect for top-down
summertime listening, but this
LP has quality that will last and
even improve with time. Check
out "Fortress Around Your
Heart" f()r evidence of this
group's collective genius at
work. Sting deserves great credit
for instigating this unique pop/
jazz project, whether or not the
group hangs together long
enough to commit anything more
to vinyl.

Roi1Ulnce.
-David J, Clemmer

:

t

TA 122-001 Introduction to Theatre

*

do little to detract from an extremely enjoyable record.
Sting's songwriting covers
topics ranging from matters of
the heart to the nuclear threat, the
British coal miners' strike, and
vampirism. The sentiments are
admirable and heartfelt and
Sting's lyrics are thankfully less
convoluted than on the last couple of Police LP's. On "Love is
the Seventh Wave" he even lampoons himself with a joking rereading of a few lines from "Every Breath You Take,'' including
a few new ones ("Every cake you
bake/Every leg you break,"
etc.).
continued on page 21

Reviews

flow nutura!ly a11d effortlessly
from Richman. His Norman
Rockwell-ish bits of Americana
have a whimsical insight that
shout<! to11ch anyone who can remember what it's like to be a ki<!.
In "Vincent Van Gogh" Richman tells of the painter who
"loved life so bad that the world
had to know/the man loved life
and he let it show." Richman's
days of angst are in the past now,
b11t like Van Gogh his Jove of life
shines through brilliantly, For the
fullest effect check out .Richman
wJ!en he comes to town on Sept.
7, but in the meantime, settle
back with a copy of Rockin' and

i

coursl!!' contains Valuable rool.s for orchlte-ds, arrf:m. psyd!ologlsf;, soclologb.ls. anyone whose field lnvotves human behovlor and lt~teroctlan·.

Call 04318

.

all quality of Dream, these faults

"1 Must Be !Gng," :md "Bermu<!a" is so unselfconscious that
one marvels at Richman's perpetual innocence. Richman recounts stories of his. youth ("The
Fenway") and basehaU Jleroes
("Walter Johnson'') with the
same wistful humor that so
beautifully colors other classics
s.u.ch as ''That Summer Feeling," from last yei!I"'s Jon(lthan
Sings LP.
Rockin' and Romance'~ opening cut, ''The Beach,'' states .that
"The beach be one of the best
things we got/where it's not what
you have on, but what yo!l have
not/find out whose bum looks the
best/see who has a hairy chest/the
beach be one ofthe best things we
got." Lyrics that might seem
absurd coming from anyone else

***

3 credits ;;, MIT!WITH/F 8:30·10:45

TA 4:l5-001 Theatre History I
:.~ 3 credits ,&'~ MIW/F 11-11:50 am

Call 04346

From lhe origins Of rhe world of Shokespeoto, examine how lheoue has developed lhrough ohe conourles.

FOR TEACHERS!

. Ta 418-001
Call 04344

Creative Drama

,;;;. 3 credits (';1, T·Th 5•6:15 pm

The(ot.n1e fotuse-s·on piinc/ple.S and lechnlquestlf.bevefopmenrol Dromo as Oioal for use With childre·n.-yduth ondspeciolpOpulallons. Wiih opplkcllion
fo educational and teeieailonol senlngs, Fat lnfor'f11otlon· coli Prof. Sc:-.uiZ, ~71·2416,

For further information.. ond other Theatre Arts courses,
call the Theatre Arts OHice at 277·2416.

+
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+
+
+
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EIGHTS COMMUNITY CENTER
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BUENA VISTA S..E.

The gentleman of ALPHA TAU OMEGA would like
to welcome all incoming freshmen and to welcome
back all Fraternity and Sorority members .

A NON· DENOMINATIONAL SERVICE
FOR THE UNM COMMUNITY

9•30 WORSiiiP, 10:45 BIBLE STUDY

1820 Sigrua Chi Rd. NE
247-0253

SPONSORED BY:

For every concert of the exciting
inaugural season of Maestro Neal Sttilberg
with the New Mexico Symphony Orchestra.
Call for details and our fabulous new brochure
on the upcoming season 842-8565 .

NEW MEXICO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Pugc 13-Z.\ New M<'Xico Daily Lobo, ALigu.,t t<J. 1985

Daily Lobo Display Advertising
More Than 150 Typefaces Available
For Further Details

Mu~ttum qf N~w f\1exi~:G pr~ent,s "Joseph A. fl.eck;

I '

IMJJ! Wlrh Thr _llatf!w~ter 4l t)u: Vortc~ Theatre. on
Ilw.:un Vista, just _samh of Central. Frltlay, Saturday
and Sunday .;:vening~ through August 31. Tickets :tre

Open to all EquitY and noQ·EqUia•a<;:tprs. Auditions
for second season productions of Master

$~.

1/l&hf.

Call.24?·8600 fot inro. and reservations.

Ar1 EYfrJ(rtg of our Own Sptclul /Jitnd, a v~rir.tY show
with ill\J~ic, poetry, theatre Rntl dance, prc~cnled by

the
TbrMtre prc.~cnts
"9'.1 (em Surpl'i5e Ntght," 111 BJ'.5 Coffee nnd Tea
{ (}., ut ihc turner ur Yale und Silv~r. Thi;. Philll•
ta~mngumms al~o perrorm every Saum.lu~ cvcn_in~ fll
Jm,.ph's I ublc restaurnnt, 404 Su.n l'cllpe NW, ill Old
Tuw11, Sh()WS uf H mtd 10~ food and drink avuilnbl~,
tkkm are U$0 at the door. C'nll 842·5550 or 2~5·
J"176 for 111ote Info.
·"'GUill ··e Op.-rll 198~ SeJUlOII pre~ents Orpht!.tS In lh'l'mltr'lt'or/11, 20,24, T/Je Mrvrtagt Q/ Flgar,, Au~ust
21,23. /)/~ Lltbt Orr ()(tflat, Augu~t n. For iufo. cull
tht Santa f-'c Opera ut-982·3855.
l'hllllhi!I!IIIIJI,(Ith'l

lmprovlullon~l

Zu~:alu

Theatre {2000 Camino del Pue'llo, Hwy.
uta p.m. Tltkf;IS

8$, Uerualillo), Sept. s·,6,7,l3,14,
nre $5ntth~ cJa~t.
Jfyt' H)•e 11/rdl~,

presented by the Albuquerque Civic
Lt_!!lll Op<:ril As~oc,. Aug. 23,24,Z.5,30,JJ, S1=pt.
1,6,7 1 1U Popejoy Hall. Sunday perrQrmiJ,ru::t.$ ~t ~:l.:i
p.m., all others at 8:1 S p.m. Tickets runge rram S6to

$l3, nvnilable :u the Popejoy Hall Box Orrice, Que

PI\Sll Rec. CEnler, KAFD, and at theACLOA Center
(4201 Ellison NE). 'For more info. ·and .reservations
cal134,·6517.
New Mulco Repertory Thnlre Audlllons: Mon.,
Sept. 9 and lUes,, Sepl. 10, at the K!Mo Thcalre.

WOLFF SYSTEM: Tanning Salon
9500 Montgomery NE

OPEN DAILY:
7 am to 10 pm Mon-Sal
Noon·10 pm Sun

Jlamlr/ ... (Jnd the boy5, Twelth Night, Happy End~
Mother, a,nd The .Rainmaker, For more: info.
ti\1.11 P~uline !il24.3-4S'77.
Put!l!(t NegrQ tit N~!;:Slro T~atro (321 I CePtrlll. NE.},
Fridays, Saturday-s and Sundays1 .August 2~·Qc~oller
6. Fd. and SaL. shows at 8 p.m., Sunday ShQW at J,
Fer more Info, call2$6-7164,

First VIsit FREE
(Call for appointment)

cf::JI!I l
C.A. !
[~]- B l

::1'

g.

Jull,OI1 Gall~ry (1909 La~ Lomas NE), Gallery hours:
Tue.s .• t:rJ,, 10-4, Slc\t.·Sun., lA p.m. Call 277-4001
for mor.t::Jnfo.
Thomp!lon Cullery (UNM SUB Bids., M11in Level}
Onller)':hours are 9-4, Mon.-Fri.
Unh•erslly Art Museum (Fine A.rts Center, UNM,
2?7.4001) 11 Tamarind· 2:S Years,'' through August
JO, Upper Galler)". "Selection~ from the Permanent
Collec(!Qn.'' thro-ugh October 20, Lower Gallery.
Recent Aquisltlons\ Photograph~·. a~ the Nonh.
Gallery,opem J!lne 29, Hours: Tues,.Frl., 10..4i Sai.Sun., J-4, Cull July 4. Ca11277400l for more info.
How Wow Records and Fine Art (lOJ Amhent SE)
Mlxt>d Medin. works by R.K.Sioane and Tcri Corbin.
Hours art: Mon.·Thurs, 1 11-8; Fri.-Sat., 11·10; Sun.,
12·~. Ca112S6-0928 for more infQ.
Art EducatiOn .GaUrry presents a one-man exhibition
of paintings by Robert Hooton, August 26·Seplember
19. Hours: B-S, Monday .through Friday, and by
appointmcnl. Located In Masley Hall, Cotl~ge of
Education;l/NM Campus, Call277~5519, 4112 for

293-1666/1667
Eltl...
~~~:::!~~lit UniCed Artlllt!l presents "Out or
stallatlonsWay/'
by Melanie
Mills, at the show
North of
Oallc:ry,
a one-per$on
tYo'o 821
In·
;:::;;;:::::::;:::::::::::::::::::=::=============~ Hllnn's
Mountain Rd., NW. l'-{o1,1rs; Wed,·Sat,, _!l-4:Sun., I·
MC/VISA

Ch urch
Dl·r·ecto

wOfShi. p ServlC9 Qnd Blb.l
. 9 .study
•

4.Formoreinfo.cali243·0:SJI.
T"ollrund Chll• Co-op (323 Romero NW) Prmnto
weaving and orocheo by Margaret Welnrod,
1 •pinning,
a11d poUery b)' Michelle .Ber~Uhrman, August H~24.
F;;.:.:...;;:...;;:;..;:..::;..::...L---~-----=--=,.....,..=---.....,.----1 "End or Summer Dtues," ltll·mr:mbcr show, August
2S·SCpl, 14. Shop hours: Mon.~Sat,, 10~$. Sun.,
12:30-4.
Is a possibility thinking Christian Church finding spiritual solulions to
And~w Smllh Gallrry (3:2:3 Romero NW) for more
info. cali242-273Z.
human problems. We believe Ihal being alive is o joyful experience. We

.

,Sponsored.
. by the following churc.hes.

Hillside Community Church

believe there is more good for you: more success, more happiness, more
harmony, more peace, more health, more wealth. 1215 Hazeldine S.E.,
just west of Roosevelt Park, corner of Spruce and Hazeldine. Sunday
Service 11 :00 am. For further information, call 823-2326.

Central United Methodist Church
Central, where the priority is people, cordially invites you Ia join our
church family. Sundoy o.m. services 9:00 & 11 :00; Sunday School 10:00;
Bible Study 7:30p.m.; Choir practice Thursday 7:30p.m. (weekly starling
September). Address: 1615 Copper N.E. (just north of Central on University]. For lurlher information cell 243-7834.

Located one half block west of Ola Pecos TraU ~n
An Early T~os Painter,'' at the Museum of Fine Arts, Barc~lona Rd. Tickets are avp.ilabl~ at the dQor and m
lhrough Sept. 22. Watt;:rcc;~lors and ~rawings by advance at the CCA. For mon: Info. call982-1338,
Oeorglp. O'Keefe~ beginnln$ September _14, For info. Flule Rfchal featuring Ahm Zoloth in a ~enefit
on exhibitions and eve~ I~ <:aU 827-6460.
concert for the llNM CQmpo$ers Sympt;tsi~lll, August
Whrelwrlgbt Museum of 1he Amt:rlc1u1 Indian (704 29, 8;15 p;m .• in Ketler Hall. Works by Hllmmel,
Camino lejo, Santa F'c) presents HHopi Kachinas:
ROUS$eJ. Dpppler. and J:\rand~ will be performed.
The Moon Qf Purification," throu~h Sept. _22, Call
Tic~et$ are $4 general admission, S3 for students and
982-4636 for more _Info.
.s.enl!~r citizens; For more info, calllhe Fine A.m Bo:t
MuStur., of ln!~;rnaUonal Folk A~ (706 Camino Lejo,
OfOcc,at 277,4402.
_
.
Santa F~) pre~eot!> l'Vjvan ~as Fic;stas,'' ~;eJebratlng• . Ttrl}' Rile)' ~rforming 11 Thc- H.arp of N~w Albiqn,''
the hislori, religion, CQ$l\.11JH:§, pastimes lt-!lt! hnag!:s fo·r solei piano, at the Santuarlo de Guadalupe m
oft~e $ante, Fe Flesfa. For rncre info. cal!847-6460.
San.ta Fe, August )l, 8 p.m. Tickets 1ue $8, Call the
Meridian Gallecy (821 Mountain Rd. NW) pr~s~nt_s Center for Contemporary Arts at 982~1338 for more
iln c~hlbitlon of !Jhotographli Whh !ext by Marga~:e~ info,
Stratton, through September 1, Acrylic paintip.gs on
Gu,tar Reclttl: Albuquerqu~ guitarist Giovanni de:
paper an~ canvas by Mary Sweet, Septc:mbcr 7Cttlaro will perform a be1iefh concen for the
Oclobt:r 6. Opening reception, Friday September6, SUniversity of Albuqllerquel Fti~!1Y1 Aug. 4, 8: I$
9 p.m. Call243-0SJJ for mon; lnf,J,
p.m., ;~.t the; U of A Performl.ngArts Center. Ttck~ts
Kron.Reck Callery (SM Central SW) pr~ents "On Ihe
are SS for ad1,1l~s and S3 for _students ana semor
Road,'' an exhibition pf drawings, paintings and
citizens. Tickets available 1\l all· Giant Ticket Outlets.
mixed media works by Mi~hael. H!ut apd P)lll P!lt·
Ca11831·8126 for more lnrp. and reseraliop;s,
nam, Aug. 10-Sept. ·1, Gpllery hours: Tucs,.Frl.,
Gog pel Jamboree at the Valley Christian School (28SO
JO:JO.S; Sat., J0-4, "n~ by appointment.
Oun CILJ1:1 Rd. SW), Aug. 24, II a.m. to 8 p.m.
Museum or New· Mexl~~ ~bot~graphlc Exhlbhhm.
Featuring local gospel groups. performing in benefit
"rCJIIJt of Balance, A Portrait ofSanta Fe, 1983-841 "
for the Valley Christian School.
at the Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe, through
S!,.!pt.8.
G11.ll!iteo New,(20i Galisteo, Santa Fe) presents. Call
984·1316 for rnore Info,
Mariposa Gallery (Ill R.omero NW) presems jewelry
by Nancy Drown, porcelain by Leah Persons Phillips
and fiber art by Eileen Vassos-Mpffet 1 Jul~ 28-Sept.
I. Call 842·9091 for more Info.
Contemporary Crafl!l F..xhlbUion '85 at .the
Atbuqueurque Public l.lbrary, Main ·Branch, "01
Capper NW. Library hours are 9·9 1 Mon.·Thur~; 9·
Albuquernue 'lnternaclonll Folk Danetn will be
5:30, frl, and Sat.
meeting on the: UNM Malllfl front or Zimmerman
Prtscoli·Gtoos Gallery (ll4 E. Palace St., Santa Fe)
Library, every Friday evenine. Tcachlngj 7-8 p.m.
pre~nts work~ by Ali B!ludofl•, Claude Bentlet•1J(nd
Re·qu~sl dancing: 8·10 p.m. Free, Beginners welcome.
Pat Stone, Re~;eption. Satl)rday, Ausu~t24,S-7 p":"m.
Christian Coffee House, Friday· evenings throughout
the Summer months, 7:l0..11 !)0 p.m., at the Trll'!ity
United Methodist Church (371:5 Silver SEi), l,lve
music, boardgam~, readings, snacks, Admission 1s
$1. Call266-87?3,
Duke City Comedy Club at the DQ Lounge, inside
the Clarion Four Seasons, Carlisle and 1·40, Shows
every Wednesday night, 8 and9;JO. Tickets arc: S3.7S,
available at all Giant Ticket' C~nters or at .the door.
EIMironlc Road1: and evening of electronic music Shows continue Ofl Friday and Saturday nights at the
New Chinatown Restaurant, 5001 Central NE.
with Pedro Hernandez and Dwight Loop, Friday,
ShowUme is 9;JO·p.m,
August 23, 8:15p.m., at Keller Hall. Tickets areS4,
Solar Adobt and Eanh Construction Workshop:· for
children under 10, free. For more info. caii:268-51SO,
Ch11mbfr Ortheslra __of Albuqu,rque presents music _ nrchlletts·, builders, and ownoer·_bullders. P_resented b}'
the New Mexico Solar Energy Jns!ltute and the Earth
of Russia, Poland and Czechoslovakia, AugUH 23 ,
Syslems Developement lnstltut~ on the Main Cafllpus
13':1~ p,rn. Featuring works bY Rachmaninoff, Cho.pln
of the Albuquerque Technical Vocational Instllute,
and Dvorak, Call the COA ai 247·0262 for more Info,
Saturday1 August 24 1 in Lecture Hall 5-IO, For more
lJJa~k Uhuru at the Paolo Solari Amphitheatre In
info. about registration and fees($20) call432-6782.
Santa Fe, Aug. 24. Tfckcu available at. all Oiant
Dubonlcon 17-.Albuquerque'S Science Fiction
TfckcL outlet$.
Convention. wllh special guests Fred Saberhagen,
ShowcMe will perform a.1 the Continen1al Inn's
Gordon Oarb, and Robert Varaeman; Featuring
Autum Lounge, Wednesdays through Saturdays,
speeches, f1Jms, parties, readings, art show, auctions,
8:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.
huckster$, panels, awards, computer animation and a
Jon1than Richman at the UNM Subway Statton,
spt:tial masquerade party. August 23:25 at the· Red
Saturday, .Sept, 7, 8 p.m. Call Bow Wow Records nt
Carpet
Inn, 12901 Central NE. (Call 298-6861 for
256-0928 roimore info.
room rates). Memberships are -512.$0, SIS at the
Mortoe Subnltdk Concert at the Santa Fe Center for
door. for more fnfo. call2!l6-3!l46, 88l·7467, or242Contemporary Arts, AUgust 24, 8 p.m. featuring
vocalist Joan La Barbara and cellist Erica Duke,
4642.

NM Tech develops explosive art
TWO WHEEL DRIVE
1706 CENTRAl S.E.

GET ON THE RIGHT
TRACK TO A
SCHOLARSHIP
Earning the gold bars of an Air Force officer is one
track to the road of success. Air Force ROTC provides
the opportunity. And, you may be eligible to compete
for a lull scholarship which pays for tuition, books
'
fees and $100 each academic month.
Combined wlth your college degree, you're headed
toward a challenging and rewarding future as an Air
Force ~lficer. ~ir Force off.icers manage vital engineer!ng projects, p1l6t and nav1gate aircraft, and supervise
tmportant programs. But it all starts with Air Force
ROTC.
Don't settle for anything less. For a scholarship. For
your future. Get on the right track. Talk to:

Captain Art Chavez
277-4602

GALL TODA'll

AIH FORGE
.RO
Gateway to a great way of life.
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BICYCLES!

MOUNTAIN BIKES COMMUTER BIKES
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

SERVICE!
% BLK. W OF UNIVERSITY
243-8443

•.............•.................
:
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TREK
RE.PAIRS

A new· art medium is he in~ developed at New Mcx ko Insih utc
of Mit1ing and Teehnolouv whkh
t'ombine; a clav 11r hv"Jnl\tonc
nllllu aml high ~~plosivcs.
AlblltJUCr<JUe artbts Evelyn
Ru,enhcrg and Alice W:mlcr
Seely arc 'working with explosil·cs experts nt Tech ·s Center Ji1r
ExpJn,iv<:s Technology Re'carch. By placing a pand of
bnt,s. steel or other metal on lop
or the mold and then detonutin!!
un explosive dmrgc owrthc met'ul. the mctultakcs nnthc slmpc nf
the mold while the mold b dio,integnUcd.
'The end product will be a mu·
ral nr seven such mccal punel,,
each measuring lln·ec feet by four

Today show

lcct. II 11•ill depict the topogruphy
1ond I<Jssils of the Central New
Mcx ico Rin Grande Vallev.
"When I hccan workinc :Jt
Tech. other arcists thoucht ,-,,a~
wast inc mv rime: there 'were ton
manv 'unknown~. We had to
spen(l u grcut deal of time ovcrC<Iniing Ccchnic:ol prohlcms to gel
urtistic results.·· Rmenberg suid.
"Ori!!inallv 11c wen: lirinc on
lop of 1; mclitl !llll'il whic:h
ducctl shock waves that threw the
metal p:mel llHIIIY feel hl(u the
air. Now we fire with the pl;t\ICr
mold directly on the ground
whkh elimiollites mo'>t rcilcctin:

lml-

\\:tVCS ... ~he ~:tid.

Rosenberg. who teaches :ll'l at
Tech. holds. lllllllll!! other tic-

grccs. a master's degree frnrn
L'NM. Seely is u fifth gencrntion
New Mexican oflndian. Spanish
and English tlcseent. She is a
self-taught artist.
"Explosives art is really only
'uitctl 111 larger scale job\. I( j<,
nnt practical f<lr smnllcr jnbs because of the time and expen<,c
i1wnlved. You need teehnic:ul
hdp fnr the detmwtiuns. :mtl
there is cnnsitlcrnblc time lUlU expense invnlvcd in commLJting en
the field Jaboratorv nccc.,.,arv for
thb type of work:· Rosenberg

t
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O.~~LL.. BRANDS

REPAIR IT YOURSELF
IN OUR
PUBLIC WORKSHOP

up.

,

i

'E.llP
LOOK FOR OUR SALES COUPONS IN
THE TUESDAY AND FRIDAY EDITIONS

3407 Central Ave. N.E.
1112 blks west of Carlisle
265--5170

,

: . S)lccial gucMs lbr "T11tla\' ~~ AI
Night" will include Spc:tkci· of the
House Tip O'Ndll. D·Muss .. Philip
rvlichltcl Thomas of' ·•Mimni Vkc"
and 'trina Enucrbrclscn. J. nml her
ll!nlhcr. Mat·\: Ann. 'Irina's tnuthct
llj1C~1rcd on ~·todav·· in :lmHWr\·.
IYX-1. in a succcssftil plea ror a liv'er
dnno1' lnr ltco· dull)lhtct·.

ORIGINAL DESIGNS BY
, ~.,h_,;;_"· ,.
,t_~--;
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"The next step is 111 try forming three-dimensional sculpture
with cxplosi\'cs. The method
should be iclc:tl." ~he said.
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BICYCLE SHOP
Grand Opening Specials
$29.95 EA
• Cat-Eye CC-3000 Cycle Computer
$39.98 EA
• Bell Tourlite Helmets
$9.99 PR
• KKT Pro-Vic II Alloy Pedals
All10% Off
• Black Burn Racks
$24.99 EA
• O.G.K. Sport Helmet
$6.98 PR
· • Kam leather Riding Gloves
• Motobecane Nomad 28lb
only $159.95
12-Speed Bicycle
• Motobecane Mirage Sport 251b
12-Speed Bicycle
.
..
.
Only $229.95
• rune-Up -Includes Adjust Brakes, Derailleurs, Wheels True,
Oil And Clean Bike
Only $11.99
with this ad only

We're Not In The Phone Book Yet

+
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607 San Mateo HE (Between Copper &
Lomas)
266-5149

:

:
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''Miami Vice'" and the Gomlvcar
Dli111p. If it sou ntis like one or tiwsc
new .. 60 Minute~.' ·-type siHm s.
there\ a rcusnn. Irs uc·tuallv the
"'Today Sh1m •• in primc·limc.
NBC", "Tndtlv•· show will in·
1adc rrimc lim~: 1;11 Aug. 19. J'mon X
to I) r.m •• with a Hvc tdccast J'rom
the ga1·dcns at New N11rk ·, Rockcicllcr Center.
Bryant Gumbel and .lane l'aulcy
II ill hose. to he joined ll\ rcuul:u·,
Cieo1c Sh;Jiit. Wilianl Swti ltlld John
Palmer. Sent! will stun up "T1l·
day\ .. travels till ring the past ycal'.
While Palllicr will l011k a! majot·
news events or the vc:u· and what arc
· likely In he the hie stmics comin!!

i
i

:

B:IKE

goes live in
prime time
!UPil- Tip O'Neill. a star of

+

:
:

The Albuquerque
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plans secret, like most evecything
else about their wedding.
A dozen security guards watched
the high fence around the home and
denied entrance to anyone without a
pink invitation and proper identification proving they were on the
guest list.
Even such Hollywood personalities as Martin Sheen, Diane Keaton,
Andy Warhol, Tom Cruise, Carrie
Fisher, Christopher Wa1ken and
Cher - who arrived with purple,
spiked hair- were asked to show a
driver's license or passport to enter.
The best man was Timothy Hutton.
The wedding was disrupted by six
media helicopters droning overhead
and a camouflaged photographer
who tried to click pictures from
nearby shrubs before he was. caught.
The hidden photographer, Cefare
Bonazza, crept onto the property
with a blackened face and wearing
fatigues at I a.m. Friday and
crouched in the bushes until the
ceremony began I 7 hours later. He
snapped a few pictures, buthis film
was destroyed by guards who
escorted him off the grounds,
The bride, whose trademark bare
navel, lacy bras and crucifix adorn•
ments have made her the fashion
prototype for a generation of teenage
girls, wore a white gown by Marlene
Stewart, the Los. Angeles designer
who developed the Material Girl's
wardrobe for her recent concert tout.
Penn slipped into the Rodeo Drive
outlet of Gianni Versace last week
for a $695 black·linen, double·
breasted suit.
The public's infatuation with
Madonna Ciccone, who turned 27
Friday, crested this sullllller with the
simultaneous release in Playboy and
Penthouse magazines of nude photographs taken six years ago when the
singer was a struggling model in
New York.
Penn,. who turned 25 Saturday,
starred m "The Falcon and the
Snowman,' • "Racing with the
Moon," "Taps," and "Fast Times
at Ridgemont High."

ALSO, NM
B7J 06

Madonna marries Sean Penn
MALffiU, Calif. (UPI)- Rock Saturday after a marriage ceremony
star Madonna and actor Sean Penn, on a grassy bluff overlooking the
the nation's most celebrated new- Pacific and setting sun.
lyweds, began a secret honeymoon
The two pop luminaries faced the
ocean and exchanged vows Friday
evening at the heavily guarded home
of producer Kurt Unger about 6:30
p.m., with about 200 guests watching as a clergyman perfonned the
10-minute ceremony.
After the ceremony, the couple
disappeared into the $6.5 million
home and reappeared on a balcony
from which Madonna, wearing a traditional strapless, off-white bridal
gown and matching veil, tossed the
bridal bouquet.
The couple kept their honeymoon

2n-ssss
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Daily Lobo
Dise!~Yce~ds
Call Us for Information 277-5656

IMMANUEL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
NOB HILL AREA
114 Carlisle S.E.

PASTOR - JAMES HOUGE
• Cl'l~sas for all agel 9:00A.M.
• Worship & Pre-school 10:30 A.M.
l.n~rsory provided)
• Spec.ml Young Adult Choir

Voodoo spell turns woman into a tree
·P .
Sigmund Fl.
a. ihoo
erfect kid
reud Was a nut
0)

o
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Greek
Beer
& Wine
Available

• Gyros-lamb & beef on a pita,
with Grecian dip
• Spinach pie and Cheese pie
• Greek style chicken
• Greek salad
•Souvlaki
•Baklava
• Daily Specials
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Wi\d Pigs Attack hum
TO ALBUQUERQUE'S

PREMIERE

2108 CENTRAL SE./247·4414

the run winner.
in 1 hourMike.Pinnoccl.
. ..
. . cv.cn! Wijs rc
1M:J!~:dtb~~bh!~/?~}~~men's
The
ruce oft1c.ials. felt the Southern !1C;tt would be too.
m~rathoncrs.

·

··

A Sacramento, C~lif... nati.vc. Pficfcris a physlcalthcq:rpy student. at

UNM.

·

.

··

.

The People's Rcp\tblic of Chlht\ is getting a ta~tP qf small towu

Amcric(l thi~ we.c:k, as Ann Reno. an incoming freshnum forthe lJNM
women's basketball squud, is competing on u team currently visiting
ChinA.
·
.. .
•
The Lobl~s· blue-chipper from Bozeman. Mont., Reno was expected to be the stm:-ting point gu;~rd for her squad on the fiva-gurne
wur. Rep? was invited to play on the Californi;t c]ub<aftcrimprcssing
club ofhcJals. at.thc Blue-Star Camp IliSt year.
Reno's coach at UNM, Ooug Hoselton is <>vcrjnycd by the ~X peri·
ence his new guard .is getting over the summer•. ·
·
"1 thi.nk it wil.l :give he.rsom¢ cxpcricm:c in intenmtinnal ball."
Hoselton said~ ''Shc'U be .ul>lc; to learn a great deal by being exposed to
some greilt tal (;Int. l'm just tickled .pink.' •
Tbe UNMbasebitU learn rcceiv~d some goO<l news this S\lmm~r •. as
the Westem Athletip Confell!nce realigned !he .confercnc;e's baseball
divisions. .. . .· .. .. .. ··. · . ... . .· · . · .·
.·• •. . . . . .. . .
TheWAC:Y{a~forced.t$) scrap the old North·SolltlldiyisJonal fonnat
and tepJa~c rtW!UianEast•Wcstforntat after the Univcr~>ity ofTcxa~~.
El. Paso d.Vp~ base~allfrl)IT! hs ~~~~~tic pmg..-~m this spring. With
the Joss of UTEP, Ute Soulhent d!V!Ii!on was pared to three tl.!ams
(UNM, Hawaii and San Diego Slatcl while the Northern division
possessed five. .·.·. .
..· •· . .
· . ·. .
. · .. .
.
With the new diVi$i;0:1Js, UNM fin~s itself in an easier po$ition to
repeat aS div\sionah;:hamp.s, The Lobos are ill the Eastem Pivision. ·.
· along with (;olorado State, Air f(lrce and Wyoming: thll!e teams
whicb have.~~n a back scat to Bril)bam 'YI!Iltlgin past years in the
Nortbern DIVISion. .
·
.
There has been. some grtrmbting llllheWest as perennial pt!Werhouses; San Diego State, Hawaii and Brigham Young well! mulched
up in ~ We$tem Divlson along wilh Urah. . · . ·
The UNM ~$ men's bask(llbliU schedule hus ret;~inl@ its variety qf'
pasl years. . .. · ... ·
.
. . · .· ..· .
·
The tea.m will begin its regular$C$on.bostingthe Tip-()ffTouma:
ment, wlthl.JNM, Quckncll. S;~n Diego artd Long Bl:(lch Stale making
up the field, Then the squad Willll!main: at home f\}r games. again~!
Morgan St;ite, Oregon Stale &lid U.s. lntemational bcif!Jre hitting the
road in mid-December for visits to Arizona and Oeorgcfowij~ ·
The Lobos' date with Georgetown may be .rescheduled· postpaned. bcc11use it conflicts with the University's final cxaminalions
week. After playing the Hoya.~. the I..obos return home to
Alaba·
ma · New Mexico Stale and .the 21st Lobo
·

UTDOORs·~
rroRE
OTHE·

r.

Medical school sends dead man home by mail

MOVIE THEATIU::S

DON :AA.NCHO'S

A former

minds from l:tst year. by instilling
some confidence and 111Cntul toughAlthough his team's fini! gumc ness in his IC<Im; two qu~litics proglies three weeks <lwuy. University of ressively absent fi'Om the 1984
New Mexico head football Coach squad <ts it fell to eight consecutive
Joe Lee Dunn is using the 11rst week defeats.
of fall pmctice to impart some win"What we're doing more than we
ning ways.
have done in past years is com.litinnUsing psychological warfare, ing the players mentally to make
Dunn is dispelling any possible thcn1 feel like winners." Ounn ~aid.
doubts lingering in his pi<Jycrs'
continued on page 31

Announcing!
For the tenth time, the lobo men's shop

Sidewalk
Sale!
This Saturday, August 24, 9:00 a.m.

I0. b0

Pants $7.50
Shirts $5.00

Plus a la.rge selection of leather coats, Fl)'e boots, knit shirts,
sport coats, shoes, sweaters, suits and swimsuits

men's
shop

2120 Central SE • 243-6954

or

«'o

c;'Q'l> \.v.

By Jay Raborn

Allheqdlines are taken .from The Sun a11d the W~kly
World News, papers wh/c/1 specialize til wl1almightbe
termed t/Je 1111/ISlla/.
.
•

Factory workers executed for bad production

Karate Granny can still knock 'em dead at 89

•toooOFF

ByAiti Wear

~

••

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

WELCOME

BACK

Either a Peak 1
Lantern or Stove
with this ad

STUDENTS

Offer expires 9-2-85

Come Dive With Us
Join In The Fun With

Club Aquarius

BEST OF LUCK
PRESENTS

New Mexico
Scuba Schools
OFFERING CLASSES FOil:
-BASIC CERTIFACTION
-OPEN WATER
·ADVANCED 0/W
·SPECIALTY PROGRAMS
·REFRESHER PROGRAMS
·DIVING TRIPS
11200 Montgomery N.E.
Albuquerque. N.M. 292-7990

Hold Me

Our regular

•3soo

s4soo

Hours: M·F t 0-9

By Jules Feiffer
Sept. 6,7 ,8,13, 14,15,20,21 ,22,27,28

The Sea Horse
By Edward Moore
Oct. 4,5,6, 11, 12, 13, 18,19,20

The Night of the Bull Moose Visitation
By Gurbb Graebner
Nov.1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24
Call for Reservation 247•8600

for

Only

Baby with the Bath Water
By Christopher Durang
August 23, 24, 25,30, 31

19. 1985

Coach Dunn prepares footballers
to win through mental toughness

The ones that got away
Note; eve11 a11 ottt.rta11ding paper like the Daily Lobo
c·atmol get every story. Here are a frw q( the more
l!llt're.rttiig /Jeadli11e.r.from ones we migllr l1ave missed.

Augu~t

East End Coronado Center
Across From Sears

•tooo
ThE

Oumoo=-"""R·SroRE
By Alti Wear in Coronado Center

Sat 10·6
Sun-12"6

883-6048

a

SUCCESSFUL

1985 ·1986
SCHOOL YEAR

OFF
Either a
Peak 1 Stove

or
Peak 1 lantern
Offer eXpires 9-2·85

your alumni association
ArmthN J)tO~ram st'ort~ored b\ "-'Otir UNM Alumni A~:;Oti~tion
(5051 277-5806

!'age B-lH. New McXJI:O Daily Lobo, Augu>t llJ.
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Fate of Johnson Gym construction lay in the legislators' hands

Rec hours

B.v .Ja,v Raborn

krns discovered by cnntnlctors

The Johns<111 Gymnu\illm rcnov:ttion proi~ct will come to llll uncompleted hnlt next March unlcs~ the
st:uc J.cgisl<tlurc nllocntcs addition:1l
funding ror future <;onstruetion. a
llnivcr«ity or New Mcxil:o ar<:hitcct
suid Friday.
Ed J.udlcy. chief inspector for the
project. suid unlcs'> lcgi'>IHtors carmark another ~J.5 million. l'ha"'
Two of the project. which entails the
Ncctinn of an additional J'Jom for
<:ln">Sroomund ol'fiL'C spuce will J'Hil
to be compktcd. The cxtm money h
needed ut'tcr original l"unds dcsi~
natcd for l'huw Two had to be used
to rcpuir hcming and plumbingprob-

while remodeling locker rooms during Ph:1sc One.
Ladley said the construction
workers were )(Jrccd In rcplucc corroded l'iping anti steam lines before
work could proceed on the projccL
With the extra constn1ction. workcr-1
will only be ublc lo Jlnish Ph:1sc One
and i1 porlion of Phase Twp before
the funds expire ncxl ycur.
"We're going lo ht~vc to work on
!he locker rooms unti I the mnncv
rt!ns <llil." Ladley said. "We c:u/1
work nn the inlcrior of !he gym unlil
that work is done. which means
work on the lloor will not he done
until we get the funding. Hy the end
of this year Will be Oil( of funds .1111tl

~~---------------------------,

TEXT BOOK CO-OP
65% OFF

on ALL Co-op discounted books.
~~J
with this coupon
,',:l ~~~· We buy Books for MORE
~g.,_, ·
and we sell them for LESS

work will stop ...
Despite the gylll' s dcturioratcd
condition. Ladley expects some
tough opposition from the Legislature which hus displayed reluctance
in the past to support the projec!. ·
Impeded by filibusters anll intcrp<lrty squltbbling, last year's Lcgislat~lrc only allocated $2 million of the
$5.75 million requested by the University to complete the pn~icct.
University reprcscntutives involved in the project were dismayed'
by the proceedings, expecting an
easy passage through the Lcgislmure
for the bill. especially after the University paid for the construction or
Phase One. The $5.75 tnillion
phase, which will be con1pletcd by
yeor's end, went to construct new
basketball and handball courts and
remodel existing Joeker rooms on

the c<<st and west sides of the gym.
But the future of Ph~ISC Two
appears ominous. Despite some in"
tense lobbying funding i(>r the project's completion from this year's
legislative session appenrs questionable.
"I don· t know if they will nllocatc
the money this session. bccnuse last
year they put so much money into
capital outlays. that this year they
rnight not be willing to put that mLrch
money into capital outlays again.··
former Health. Physical Education
and Recreation Chairman D1·. Lcnn
Griffin said. "It's so hard to project
what their tone is going to he ...
"We're just going to have to wait
and sec ... echoed Ladley. "Hiotorically they've (the Legislature) been
hesitant to fund the project."
If the legislators nix additional

c<lpital for the project, Ladley's finul
step will be to approach the .Illite for
the money. With more le11king
pumps and inoperable hot W<\tcr
storage tanks being located as the
ctmstruction progresses. Ladley said
there is a "distinct possibility'' of
his approaching Gov. Toney Amtya
to tap the state's emergency funds.
rr the additional money is not
forthcmning. one gloomy scenario
may sec the completion of the current constn1ction and eliminating
Phase Two altogether. a possibility
Ladley vehemently opposes.
"It's absurd to build a building
and just walk awav from it. Some
day ihey're !the state) going to have
to atldress the existing problems ...
Ladley said. "Unless something is
done CJUickly the building could be a
disaster area ...
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open 9-3 daily
277-3701
Rm. 24 A SUB Basement

------------------------------

I'

" ...THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE"
•
IOHNB:32

D1sc::over some answers
: L life•s impo.-tant questions.
:

Enroll jn an accredited Bible cour$e at the Christian Student Center

~

~

~

~

Schedule of Biolo Courses Fall 1985

~ Greek Ill New Testament Greek For Beginners ...

~

MW 8:00-9:30am

~Bible 101 J..i£e tmdTeachings o( Jesus ........... MW 9:30-ll:OOam ~
~ B!ble 552 The Hist_oric~tl Books of The O.'r. . - ... TTH 10:00-11 :30om
~
~ l!Jble 561 The Cormthmn Letters •... , .•..•....••. , .. T 6:30-9.30pm, •

Bible 590 Marriage and Family Relations .. - .•.. -To Be ArrangedFall classes begin August 26,1985.
Cost: $15.00 per course for credit.
Accredited through Abilene Christian University, Abilene. Texas.
For more information
call 505-265·4312

•
•
•
:

CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER

·~
265·4312 ·~

130 Girard NE
.A

4

,

....

'

Mitchell

Johnson Gym construction $hould be completed by the end of this year. Phase II of the
construction remains uncertain pending approval from the legislature for funding.

EVEN STRAIGHT /iS CAN'T

HELP IF YOU FWNK TUITION.
l(,day, the toughest thing about going
the money to pay for ir.
But Army ROTC can help-two

;

·'

Listed below arc the operating
hours for the various rccrcuO<mttl
fncilitics situated on campus.
Joilnson Gym M!lin• Arena
Monday. Wednesday and Friday
noon to I p.m .. anti 4 p.m. to 9:15
p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday
noon to 2 p.m .. and 3:30 p.m. to
9:15p.m.

:

I

Saturday II a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday noon to 5 p.m.
Joilnson Gym's a11~iliary gym
Monday. Wcdncsd:1y and Friday
4 p.m. to 9:15p.m.
Tucday and Thursduy 3:30 p.m. to
9:15p.m.

S"turdny II a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday noun 10 5 p-Ill·
Jolmsou Gym weight room
The same hours as the main gym
with the exception or Tuesllay and
Thurstluy when the room opens ;1t
12:15 P-Ill·
Johnson Gym handball courts
Mtl!lday. Wednesday and Friday
12: 15 to2 p.m .. and 4 p.m. to<) p.m.
Tucday and Thursday 12: 15 to 2
p.m. fur faculty :tnd sta!Tonly. Open
hours arc from 3:30 to 9:15 p.m.
Saturday II a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday noon to 5 p.m.
.Johuson Gym swimming 11ool
Monday-Friday 7 a.n1 t(l J:JO p.m.
Saturday II a.m. to 4:45 p.m.
Sunday noon to 4:45 p.m.
UNM lennis courts
Th~ nurth courts arc open to the University community seven duys a
week from dawn to dusk.
East courts A (across Johnson Field)
Monday and Wednesday 3 p.m. to
5:30 p.m., and 6:30 to dusk.
Tuesday and Thursday 3 p.m. to
5:15p.m .. and 6:30 to dusk.
Friday 3 p.m. to dusk.
Sutun.lay and Sunday dawn to dusk.
East courts B
Munday. Wednesday and Friday J
p.m. to dusk.
Tuc;duy and Thrusday 5 p.m. to
dusk.
Smurdnv noon tn dm,k.
Sunda}; dmm to dusk.
Cadisle Gvm and the wcilrht
rnt'lll arc opc1J through rcscrvutlnn
nnll,
AJ,n :tvailnhlc Ji1r the ~tudcnt\ cnl<>)mcnt arc ,·arious jogging tracb
lnc;llcd thnmghtltlt the camptb. with
the llltl'>t ropulnr drcuits hcing those
cncnnJpttssing JohJNln Field ~tnd the
UNM Nut1h Go II' Course_

First, you can apply for an Anny

ROTC scholarship. It covers tuition,
books, and supplies, and pays you
up to $1,000 each school year it's

in effect.

But even if
assis·
tance-upto$1,000
a year for your
last two yeats in
the program.

with

For more

information,
contact your
Professor of
Militaty::i.<:1cm:e.

ARMYROTC..

BE ALLlOU CAN. BE,

SCIENCE
MAJORS
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR

MINORITY BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH SUPPORT
PROGRAM

'&' Creative De•=or:atll1g
'&' DISC: Joc:key
'&'
Designing ·

costume

Interested?
Contact
Capt.Johh

Klauck
277·0673
or drop by
Marron Hall

Rm. 239.

B.v Jay Raborn
Everyone ha~ their own way to
alleviate the boredom and ~tress
inllercnt to school. Some people
bite their nails while o.ther~ watch
television.
For Frank Halcromb, however. it's u nice stroil out of !Ill airplane at 5,000 feet, while Fred
Weller enjoys an intense game of
volleyball.
•
The skydiving and volleyball
clubs arc only two of the 17 athletic organizutions locmcc.l on campus spons1>rcd by the Associated
Students of the University vf
New Mexit'o. Catering to an
array of interests the clubs provide ttn outlet J'nr student~ from
the pressures of schtml. Whether
purticipating on a side at the soccer field or confronting an t1pponcnt with an epee. club members
in>ist it's all done in good fun.
"Skydiving is an exciting and
lliffercnt way to get way 'rrom
school and have a great time ...

H<1lcromb said. "There's nothing like mastering your own
fear."
"It's a way to have fun 'Vhilc
improving your skills and appreciation !'or fencing.·· former
fencing: club President George
Rutherford said. "We have people at all levels or experience
come out and fence <md have nn
enjoyable time."
Along with an exciting time.
clubs erc<llc a sense of interaction
unwng members. helping students t<l mingle and meet new
friends. Also, whether competing on a team or opposing an
opponent <1lone, a sense or dependency and companionship is
established. club members con·
tend.
"It increases your social contact being involved in clubs,"
wmer polo club member .James
Atkin~ said. "It's really nice
when people get together who
appreciate the same sport."
Whether your a novice or un
experienced player at a particular
sport, club presidents encourage

If you are a minority (Black, Chicano, Native Atneticah)
with a grade point average of 2.5 or better, majoring in
the following sciences: Biology, Chemistry, Biochemistry, or Psychology, and would like to work in a research
laboratory, investigate the MBRS Program. Call 277·
2728, or come by the North campus, BMSB, Am. 106.
Immediate openings.
•interested HISpanic-s- may afso apply

884·3912

L.A.
continued from page 27

you to come out a.nd give it u try.
Semester dues range fmrn .$5 Jbr
nms! clubs up to $9() for the skydiving club. For more information. contact the SILJdent Act.ivitles Center in the New Mexico
St11dcn1 Union BuildinQ at 2774706.

-

*ediror's ./(JOflfot<': U.wed /)('lmt• we rhe mrimrs dubs.
• UNM Disc Association.
• UNM Fencing Club.
• UNM lntcrntttional Soccer
Club.
• UNM Karate Club.
• UNM Kendo Club.
• UNM Kojasho Karate Club.
• UNM Korlbull Club.
• UNM Mountain Club.
• New Mexico LaCrosse Club.
• UNM Racquetball Club.
• UNM Rugby Club.
• Slmtokan Kar<llc Club.
• UNM Skydiving Club.
• UNM Sports Judo Club.
• UNM Volleyball Club.
• UNM Water Polo Club.
• UNM Windsurfing Club.

may need nil of it from both of them
this year.
The lone shinin!! star will probably be. once ag:1in. Marcus All.cn.
He led the AFC with 13 rushing
touchd,nvm> lust yc<tl'\1 hi lc piling tlp
1.168 yards. second-best in the AI{'
despite ull or the Raiders' oJ'Jl'n'>iVc
line problems. Allen should aho
continue to dazzle 1\ith hh JlltssCiltching skills. He J,!rlibbcd (>4 passes la~t vcur l'or un avcra!.!C' of n~arlv
12 yard~ per catch.
'
·
13ut Allen won't .c<tn·v thi> team
by himself.
·
In 1985, all the team~ that the
Raiders once eonsiderqd nothing
more than StiLTilkiul larnl" mar be
licking their chop>.
-

Lobo Display Ads
Call our ad staff today at
277-5656 and find out
about a good advertisIng investment and bargain. Or stop by 131
Marron Hall, MondayFriday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.·

OVER 5,000 SKIS AND SKI BOOTS
GROUP I

SKIS REDUCED

ATTENTION

t<> ,-ollcge is finding

ways!

Clubs provide thrills and company

!'a~<'

1~.

B-.\0, New Mcxit:o Daily Lobo. Ali!!L"I

SALE!

J<JW>

Page IJ-3l. New Mexico Dnily Lobo,

Trainor selling athletics

Coach Dunn

volved in this type or promotionttl
By ,Jay l{ahorn
work and it's puid off." Trainor
Pal Truinor is the modern day bar- suicl. "because hy fur we've got the
ker at the local ~arnival. espousing best coverage of any conference
the virtues of her pro\luct to one and school."
But Trainor is fur from being conall.
tent.
She long~ to sec the day when
The University of New Mexico
Women's Sportslnformation Direc- the baskctbtlil or <lny won1e1)'s te11m
tor. Trainor, from her tiny office in consistently captures a spot on the
Carlisle Gym. "begs. borrows and front page, a privilege unerringly resteals" to promote women·., athle- served for the men's basketball and
tics. With every statistic and play- football teams.
But s••ch a tribute will only come
er's !UIIne within an armslength.
Tminllr is tl1e consummalc vendor. after the press ends its misguided
employing every re.lourcc within her perception that male athletes arc stlgntsp to let Albttc)ucrqueans know pcrior to their counterparts, Trainor
the L<>bo women's athletic dcpan- S<tid, a misconceplion she lutd taken
grc<tt p<tins to cr<tdicuJe. but thus far
ment exists.
··I badger people ttl death in let- with little avail.
"It gets to be really frustrating
ting !hem know !here·~ a UNM
women's athleiic program ... trying to get the coverage we need."
Tminorsaid. '"I do cverythill!! in my she said. "At times it"s likcbanging
power to make sure nur young your hcud against the wall. You call
Wt>men get the time in the spotlight tlw press and let them know about nn
they deserve. Most of my energies event tmd then you look in the paper
Women's Fashion
nrc dirccled inhl the nine women the next morning ami there· s nothing
written <tbout it."
sports I promote ...
Swim Suits
Unlike many of her counterparts
To overcome the b<trricr. in uddi20% to 40% Off
who spend their time sitting behind lion to her other wsks, Trainor hus
their desks pushing pencils iii re- ussumcd the role of a teacher. eduSpeedo
cording swtistks. Tntinor devotes. cating the press and public to better
*Arena
SO to 90 pcrcem of her energy vend- undcrsttlnd and appreciate women's
ing her wares. Arter greater public athletics. Although possibly not us
Sassafrass
support
for women's mhlctics. athletically endowed a, men.
*La Blanca
Truinor',; fuvnritc und obviou~ target Trainor· believes women's athlclks
i> the press.
Cilll be as exciting and fullilling a,
As u vehicle for public uwurcness the men·~ can be.
10% Off Non-Sale
and publicity for women's utllletics.
"Our young women ttre us
Items With
Trainor spends hours on th<l phone
talented
and work as hard as the men
Coupon
wi1h the press. selling the merits of a
do.
Until
the public 1·ealizes thm f;tcl
purticular player or tlllmluncing :m
women's
events won't be as highly
upcuming contest at University
attended
us
the men'~ ure. and we'll
Joe Mitchell Arena.
be
tt revenue-making adven·
never
"Most of rny Iifc is spent on the
Davin Quail of the UNM Women's Volleyball team practices
phone contacting the mcditt. Some- lure." Tn•inor said.
RIO GRANDE SWIM SHOP her "digs" during a recent practice at Carlisle Gym.
"Timt's where I hope I c;m help
times I'll call some people two to
~~~~~--~~
·with
my pmmotional work. I'm
three
times
each
day
tn
tell
them
~ 104 central southe;Jst
1\lbu~ueroue New Me)II(:O B7106
ubout u certain game or player. I"m working toward making people
SOS ' 262~787
MOn·SOt 10·6
GOING S'fi\ONG..'I'HE N.M. DAILY 1.080 the only nne in our conference in- more itware of women's athletics.

*
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OPEN RECREATION HOURS
Aug 24-Sept 1, 1985
UPCOMING
MANAGERIPAR11ClPANT
Saturday, Aug. 24
EVENTS
MEE11NGS
AH recreation facilities open 11:00 a.m-5:00 p.m .. with
Over-The·Line(MW)
W~d., Sc1>t. 4, 1985
the exception of the pool which closes at 4:45 p.m.
Slow Pitch Tourney(MW)
Wed., Sept. 4, 1985
Sunday, Aug. 25
Softbaii(F/S)
.
Thurs.. Sept. 5, 1985
Ail recreation facilities open 12:00 noon-5:00 p.m.,
MW Is Men & Women. FIS Is Faculty/Staff
with lhee~ception oflhe pool which closes at4:45 p.m.
AIf Manager/Participant meetings are mandatQry and
Mond•y, Aug. 26
~re held at 4:15pm In Room 154 o( Johns<>n Gym.
Johnson Gym: 4:00-9:15 pm
WELCOME BACK DAZE
Au~illary Gym: 4-5:15 pm
August 24·:U
5:15·6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
LelsureServf~eswelcomes each of you to the Unluersl•
6:15-9:15 pm (Open Rec)
ty of New Me•ico. Enjoy the Welcome Back Daze and
Weight Room: 4:00-9:15 pm
have a Great Fall Semester, UNM Leisure Seruices _
Racquetball Courts: 4:00-9:00 prn
Be a Part of It!
Swimming Pool: 5:30·9:00 pni
Tueoday, Aug. 27
SUNRISE RUN
Saturday, August 31
Johnson Gym: 3:30-9:15 pm
Start your day by joining us for the 3rd Annual Sunrise
Auxiliary Gym: 3:30-5:15 pm
llun. The three mile run will be held at the UNM North
5:15·6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
Golf Course at 7 am. Prizes will be awarded to the first
6:15-9:15 pm (Open Rec)
Weight Room: 5:00-9:15 pm
through third place runners in each category. T·shlrts
will be given to the first 275 people who register. $4
Racquetball Courts: 3:30-9:15 pm
entry fee before August 30 at 5 pm; $5 the day of the
SWimming Pool: 5:30·9:00 pm
run.
Wedneoda!/, Aug. 28
SANTA FE FIESTA
Johnson Gym: 4:00-9:15 pm
Friday, September 6
Auxilia.y Gym: 4:00-5:15 pm
Sign up now lor the 273rd Fiesta de Santa Fe, the
5:15-6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
6:15-9:15 pm (Open Rec)
oldest community celebration of its kind in America.
Weight Room: 4:00-9:15 pm
Experience the burning of Zozobra- symbolizing the
end <>f this past year's misfortune. We'll leave at 3 pm
Racquetball Courts: 4:00·9:00 pm
~nd return around 11:30 pm. $6 entry fee II registered
Swimming Pool: 5:30·9:00 pm
by Sept. 4 at 5 pfu. Late registration is $7.
Thuraday, Aug~ 2!1
CHASE CREW ORIENTATION
Johnson Gym: 3:30-9:15 pm
Sunday, September 8
Auxiliary Gym: 3:30-5:15 pm
Are you htlerested in becoming a candidate for a Chase
5:15-6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
Crew team at the Albuquerque Balioon t'iesta this
6:15-9:15 pm (Open Rec)
Weight Room: 5:00·9:15 pm
Fall? If so, don'tmlss this free clinic from 9-10:30 am in
Room 154 of Johnson Gym on Sunday, Sept. B.
Rac(luelball Courts: 3:30-9:15 pm
Participants wlll be able to put In an application (or
SWimrnlng Pooh 5:30·9:00 pm
Chase Crowing and receiVe Instructions and a hands·
Friday, Aug, 30
on demonstration on Johnson Field· using the Lobo
Johnson Gym: 4:00-9:15 pm
Balloon,
Auxiliary Gym: 4-5:15 pm
REGlSTRA110N FOR ALL GETAWA \' ACTIVI5:15-6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
11ES Will be held at the leisure Seruices Office, Room
6:15-9:15 (Open Rec)
230 in Johnson Gym (NE corner). 271-4347, Mail-In
Weight Room: 4:00-9:15 prit
registrations ate welcome!
Racquetball Courts: 4:00-9:00 prn
SWimming l'ool: 5:30·9:00 pm
OlJTI)OOR SHOP HOURS
Satlirdily, A•li· 3l
·
Fall 19115
AU recreation facilities open 11:00 a.ni·5:00 p.m., with
Monday .... , , ....•• , .. , , ...•.••. , .... 9 am•i! pm
the exception of th~ pool which doses at 4:45 p.m.
··
Sunday, Sapt. l
5•6 pm
AI..1 recrealion 'mel lilies open 12:00 noon·5:00
.
Tues. Wed, Thurs , , , ..••.....•........ 11 arn-2 pm
p.m.,
l.d. .••••••••. ~-;,·····-··~··..-····~~-11 am-_
- 6 pm·
wllhtheekceptlonofthe"oolwhichclosesat4:45p··.m.
F.ray
__
,... ____ _
Sat, Sun ........................... , • 12. p. m-2 pm
VALID UNM ID REQUIRED
...~. .. .
Guest Fee: $2.00
.
.
. . .
.

........ . ,_ ... .,,
·------------~
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SPECIAL: FREE DRYING I
(on 19 of 27 dryers)
Tue., Wed., & Thurs. ONLY .
8·27 to 8·29·85 & 9·03 to 9-05·85
TO OUR WASH CUSTOMERS ONLY

r\

"If we feel like we're going to be
successful. it's going to be much
easier to be successful. If we're
going to win games we must be all
·~ for one and one for all."
The new sense of tenm commit~.lCnt rings throughout the pr;t<;ticc
l1cld these days. Where before tt
fumble or dropped pas~ was uccompanicd with a deadening hush or utter of disgust, tod'\Y it's met with a
word of accomplishment or pat on
the b'!ek. Not only has the enhanced
proper mental attitude permeated the
players' ranks, but the coaches have
taken it to be synonymous with winning,
"What we're trying to do right
now is develop a mental IOUghness
to be successful." Offensive Coordinator Ben Griffith said. ''We're
trying to make the players exc~ute
under fatiguing conditions. If we
can overcome the fatigue I think we
can win some football games. That
mental toughness will help us work
beuer as a team."
A further sense of team effort
might be the needed ingredient for
the 1985 Lobo squad. us only nine
starters returned among the 8 I play·
ers who gathered at UNM 's pntcticc
complex last week. The defense is
exceplionally thin. with the m'\iority
of last year's linebacking corp and
secondary gone. including allconference stalwarts Johnny Jackson and Ray Hornfeck.
But Dunn is lmping to overcome
Scott Caraway
the lossc~ and turn around a defense
UNM Lobo head coach Joe Lee Dunn puts the offensive line through its paces during practice which linished sixth in the Wc1tern
Athletic Conference in 19H4, by reFriday. The season officially starts Sept. 7 at Texas Tech in Lubbock, Texas.
taking the reigns he relinquished to

fSPECIAL OI$COUNr TO UNION F.WIUES)

2626 Central S E 265 9916
Open 8 AM-10 PM daily

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

continued from page 25

UNION OPTICAL
FAMILY EYE WEAR FASHIONS

University Coin
Laundry

Room 230, Johnson Gy01e Phone 277-4347

I

I<JH5

__.;;;;..Sports

Dans kin
Dancewear
65% to 7 5% Off

~----------------~

Augu~t J'l,

1!.!-$151

1!1 ~

""-r
1

F~r900·5~

JNI~'i(J;.-1~00

Umbrella ·for the
Arts

Jimmy Norell la;t year. In yet
another change, Griffith has cnlcrctl
the revolving door to the oiTcnsivl.'
coordinator's position. the third to
occupy the post in Dunn·, three
years at the (.oho helm.
Unlike his prcdcccs.sor.1. Griffith
has taken the vow to open up the
offense wholeheartedly. scrappin!!
the run-orienlcd veer l!ild adopting a
one-back. multil'ormu(ion altack to
make the Lobos more versatile and
lethal on offense. JuniOI' Billv Rucker, who saw some linlited 'piuyinl).
time last year, is expected to be the
Lobos' single caller this year. l3til
the quarterback spot. lik~ every
other position, remains heavily contested. spirited competition the
coaches hope will pay off in the long
run.
"1 feel if we leave every posilion
open it will make the eventual starters more prepared both phy~ically
and mentally," Griffith said. "We
have some young people like TctTance Mathb who have come in ami
arc pushing the vctenms. Right now
every >pot we lwvc on ol'fen;e
isoopnn especially at the quarterback spot with Billy and BaJTy rOarrison) .. "
Points after: Lobo sophomore
wide receiver Tori Brown won the
annual mile run which <~nnouncc~
the retum oft he veterans to fall prac·tice. Brown circuited the four lap~
around the UNM stadium track in a
time of 5 minutes and I \econd.
According to published rcpori,,
starting wide receiver Kenneth
Whitehead wa~ thrown oft the team
by Dunn on Friday.
··

Our Jewish

Friends
With Love

DORM FOOD

Recorded

Message
Call 293•7213

KIT

"GET HIGH"

I

I
1
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Conceptions
Southwest

/

:.·-

Welcome Back!

Hey

Smarty!
2300 Central SE
(Across from UNM)

268-4504
8700 Menaul NE 299-6666
1835 Candelatia NW 345-8568
vV. Central at S. Coors 836-0142
5500 Academy NE 821-7262
Rio Rancho Shp. Center 892-8880

If you're a student getting
"B's" or better, you may
qualify tor Farmers' Good
Student Discount in the
lorm of a special bonus
lower rate on your Auto
insurance.
Call today and get the facts
on Farmers money-saving
Good Student Auto Policy.

Richard L.

c. Tribby1 Jr.

1805 Carlisle N.E.
Bus. 262-2238
Res. 255-3629

.c

Sleeping bags
tents
backpacks
boots
cook gear
clothing
everything you
need to get
your Rocky
Mountain High
~OUNTAINS
~&RIVERS
When You're Serious Abouc Playing

2320 Central NE • 268-4876

Got the Dorm Food
Blues? One call to
Domino's Pizza will save

Call Us
Albuquerque

youl We make and
deliver hot, tasty, custommade pizza in less than
30 minutes. All you have
to do is calf! So skip the
cafeteria. Get your
ravorile pizza instead.

3920 Cenlrat S.E.

o::ft~.!

262·1662

Hours:
11 am-1 am Sun.·Thurs.

11 am-2 am Fri. & Sat.

DOMINO'S

Our drivers carty less

PIZZA

than $20.00.

DELIVERS<!>
FREE.

Limited delivery area.

r•·:·--------------------,
r------------------------,
$1 so Off
75111. Off
@tS!S Oomino'i

•

Pitta.,1~

0. rder a~y tar·g.<e.

16• Dom1na's P1tza
andget$1.500!!1

Umited_ DefiveiY Area.
Offer good at ali
.IJbuquerQue s1ores.
One c:ou~ per J)ftza.

Coupon also good 'or

carty-o-ul.

Expiret=;:: septembet
301h.1985

Name
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. off.Dommo's
anY.eus·
tom-made
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dynamrte pizza!
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Pizza andenfoy a

·

llmi!ed Delivery Area.
Offer 900d at afJ
AlbuQuerque stOfes.
One coopi>n per~>=·
COupon also good Jot
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E:rprres: September

30th. t9ss
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New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
Marron flail, Room 1 31
()pen 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.tn.
Monday through Friday.
Telephone... 277 .. 6228
Cash .. Check "' MasterCard .. Visa
Dl•adlinc .. l :00 p.m Day Priot· to Publication
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L••'

20· year~ experience. Ellen
8128
t;Yf,(;(,ASSJiS INTr\JINA l'IONAI., S~IJ.I,F.Il In
lining spo(luclcs. Co111uc1 Lens. Dy Dr. R.E. English.
l'i\ Y l.ESS Ol'T!CIANS, 3019 Menaul
NH. -- ncross from La llelle's. 888·4778.
tfn
A & f, WORI1 PIIOCt:~SING l<nd typing s~tvlces
228·1076. 406Snn l.f!Iteo NE.
rrn
lfll/IH' GliHAII AT Mare's Guilar t;;'enter. Five
dctlicate<l professional instructors. All sl~lcs, all
levels, ('all us ut 265·3315. 143 Harvara SE.
tfn
PAI'lliiWOII ~S 266·1118.
tfn
PERf'OIIMINC AIIT5 ST\IDIO 22l9leadi\.VeSE,
256·1061. flallet, Jaz.L, Vocal Coaching,
tfrt
(:ONTA<..'T 1'01.15111NC SOLUTIONS Casey
OJ>tical Co111pany on Lomas just w~sl ofWalhington,
lfn
ACCUII~l'E
INf'ORMATION ADOUT con·
lratcpllon, sterilization, abortion. Righi To Choose,
29·1·0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
rfrt
thc•i<, \lill<rlution.

R~r1,

294 6337.

Las N otic ins
Jill•: 1'01'1'1-Aii M•n l!.lllMNMtNr ( ·ommiueo ;_,
hwkwg fm \-UhHll('f'U! 1\.ny l\ludeonl wilh •m

WINe~(

111 mm11.' J,, wrl~'nmc. Mct·Un.S5 nrc Ihursd~y~ nt-4~00
llt<III>J> hy Sl'li24H nnl'IJme
8126
N~-;w··IYOM~N'l> sucu:R reum rmming. ('ity
lN&uc I·uablhht'd tearm .tim -need phJycr!i. J~lealie
kt't'fllrvmg2M 1410
9111
illf.:(wJ•JC'E
CoJJI!iicl Archcolo8Y i• sccki11g
I>H' work 1tudy •tudcnt! 1<1 fill rcscllrcll nssislnnt
P<"olounl. Archeologtcal hnckgtotmcl preferrca Call
}77·l~ll fii~<IIIP appoinlmerlt.
8119
SIVIIV JJm ('l.~SSIC.'S of Feminism, WS 379.001.
IIC>:Oinc tiWarC Of the works of fcmin{SI lhcorisll amj
v. nters bcfuri!tlld 960.1.
8126
('ONFii>ENTIAl. COlJNSF.UNG, ASSJSTANt'F.
and rrf<rrallo uuumunlty rcsmnces isn~nilnblc to nil
rcgulur I'NM facuiJy nnd •tuff nnd thetr fumili<s nt
nlldoar~e nii!ARSuu7651>B
8119
jj()l.IIOl WALK IN' bcliUty, Study thctiiUQUctSIUCS
wlltdl dl11u the h••• <>f t\memnn Jnd1nn Women.
ltrpi•,tor fur !unerit;nn lmlmot Womct1, WS 23\.001.
8·26
\\~,\·NTUiT" Rt:SPONSIJIU: WOM~:N <If
duld hranng age Ill PMII.,parc 111 a Z·ycar oral
•••nlta,·rpm~ I• ttl \IUIIV I' rcc l;th 'llld ptJJI, ('nil
W>inl•l tl;otlp1271 ·10~! (<>r<ln:lll'
8;19
ri~o\''iif'"'-li·:Eilt..,,,k\f;,;y~it Scntc.t<r at low, low
l'ltoCI'' I ••mp.trf our rm<• nttheAS\lNM T~~ll>\!Ok
1 u OJ• R<•orni4A bamMnl of lheSL,ll, 277.,7()1

o•·

Housing
MOUIU: HOME FOR sale. Set up in park neM
UNM, 1'VJ. 24l•Sflfi8 or.84Z•0276, ask for Ken, 9/0li

M ROOMIIIATE, NON·SMOKf:R. Share furnl~htd,
large l·bcdroom one milo from UNM. SUS pl~s
Ulililie~. 24?.9351 (before 5 pm) Detwc.:o ases 18·25.
8/19
~ TOWNIIOt!St: AI'AitTMENI'. Two bedroom,
8126
one bath. wasl1er & dryer hook-up, Free cable TV.
"fi\(j llAY~lAI' nnd nm'tr~•s•lmicTuc~~ny Augu1i
Pri•ntc yaid. UniHrsily and Stadium area. $lSO.
~tlt!J ''"J lhuo.da• 22nd 6:30pm Mountains and
W.· rireplatcS400. Dillon Real F.&~ate. 294·1459. 8'30
llM!' 2'Zilt rnuul s.r. hee 10 all More infu ~all
MAn:Rr. H.M~LE ROOMMATE 10 share two
~~~4~·,.
8•19
bedroom apanmeut NIJ helghls. Yard, wallocr/dr~er•
.\bt 'iliD'<-YOl'~'Hi WOMF:N of l'NM. If you 5200 per month. I' Ius $2S.OO for ulililics. Call Ellen
arc Htt<w.trd m m~k111g the num i>f ~our •'tlllcg~
29Hl09.
li/Z6
H'.lr-,~ hunB un t..rlmflU!I. m a Jnmily atmosphere and
Wll.l. SIIAitE NI('E home near UNM with mature
makmg hfe IJ•tmg frocnd!, ll1cn the sorcrit)' women
rtOIHnlo~ing mnle liUden". $215 plus DD, Includes
••f I '<\f
hkc '" '"'""Hill tu Spuns Rush
nil ulihti<l. 268-6617,
8130
I~Hn I'" onttre mft>rmalion •all 271-4706 or,tcp by
110!\IEST, CLEAN, QUIET fcmnl~ experienced in
lhr '>llldcnt A-'lltll<~ Office in the Student Union
coltabltuliotl und compromise to share furnished JWoDulfJmg
8119
bedroom dublex two blocks from UNM. Sl40 plus V..
Ki'Roilt'<'•: \'0\'IISU.f' TO Women Studies. Utlhlfes.
242.()142 8nm·2pm only.
8!19
Rrsmcr fnt WS ilMl, to lea111 llbcUI lbe statUS of
""mm 111 mmtv, the myths nod realities of lltcir WOMEN {31) I.OO~lNG FOil female roommnle.
f~cl• will ha•·e bedroom and slltdy. Smoker, have 2
or,uuatum
8•26
296-6841.
8130
s:\w·.-,'{)t'll liiSTOitvl Learn thAI "ordinary" cats.
fOR IIEST: FORF.WN male sludeuis or profe$sou
\\l~ntrn hrnc \ho" n ·t:\trnordinnry .strength in lhrir
wtlcolnC. f'urnisbed bcdroon\ SISO monthly or two
I"<> llcg"W lot lltRII4ge: Ornl Hbtorie1 ofN~
room unil $250 mbnthly In .private home ten minutes
\IC~"'I\\(Itller\, \V'\14,9.001.
8/26
from UNM. Kitchen nnd ll•ing room prMiagel also.
<;U--10 w(lttK w1th women's organlznlillnl.
266-548$.
8f29
ll~gt•lcr lor l·l<hl hpeuence, WS 49g Apply your
fRF:t: l'TILITII'..S. O~'E comiderale. perfect
W untcn -,tu.!le\ tl~t~:ksrc.rdnd tutlt~ ''ttal world' ..
roommate. Dcnutiiul nctgl\b<lthood, perfect for grad
26
•tudent, Quiet, clean, no bugs, 2~6$QS or 883·8883
'iJ«)'(mn·IHPI'iG1 \:Ol' mu~ be ehsible to Ben.
Ull!.!Opermonth.
8126
I'JIIt,,Nir m a •hnr<al rc1card1 Jlii'J<Ct nt the
l!Nm:R ~EW MANAG~:ME!I!T: Mad:ua Coun.
\ uat<tl(lh ~~r 'Ntm \1c);t~~-'· lor more uirorm!ltlon.
Adult li•ir.g, no pels, all utilities paid. One bedroom
o..l'!l~~,,tl ~h-J!:... ""'.12~-~
.a,·J9
5300, Stud10 $~15. Special on 3•1Jtonlh or 6-monrb
\f~-ii.F UH•.. IASJI'i(, froend< ll\~ m a famJiy
le.ue. (,'aii266-~85S.
8Jl9
.atm~I-..Jlhcrr. 'ha\~U ~~!l~(l' ~-,r bclo~.,ngtng ami selfY.orth,
ROOMMATE, R.:SPOSSilltF. NOS-5'1101\ER!o
Jl•ltf,r~,;:r.l~C In ~('mnmmt~ f'FtlJt\_[~ \fCJkc the ln05l Of
~hare owners bright. $patlOU$ I!J.room home,
wur ..•liege IC~r<, NrfJ.rpJtt 1n Spnng Ru!h 1986,
J ,1r nwrc.- mf,,rrr.ath•n \;.1ft ~., .. _4706 or 1top: by the Whirlpool, A: C, carpcll!d, 2FP'!. $19$ plunaihlie~.
~tmkm •\dt> iuo• Ortrrein the$l'll
B; 19 Nc3r \loon & l ndl>n S<hool. Bus to l!ilmpu" Cat!
Moke 29Z· IC80, 843·7279 {leave lll<Sltlgc),
8129
en n f:\'I'YT'l MH:rt.,.Gt
Notictal i~ the
IIOUSf:
FOR
RENT.
1985·86
Acadrmic
year.
i'!Jct' rt>r ''" 0111~ Ill <tilt\ per word per JllUO ror
J>ueblo 31Yie, IWCI bedrooms. dell, in IHdgecte•t area.
1. '-i\1 ucv~nmcm• n11d lliKUnlt.ltron•
tfn
Ten mtnute<; from UNM. Hardwood lloors, nice trees
and yard. WJ!I rent partially furnished or un·
furntlhcd. l'refct grad >IUdent or vniting faculty. No
•moken or )1(!1~ ·ploa1e. S450 per month, includes
81!9
warer 268-li67j.
!it::O..n 'ont MfSSAGf: tn a r11end, someone
ONE IIWIIOOM NEAR UNWTV!, partly fur'I'C<:.tl ••r \VIIr rnmol~. Makc~o111a<1 in lite <la13iflrd5
ni•hed. $20~ plu1 electricity. No pets, children. 1410
~>·~~\ l>eadlmo· I f' m. the day bdore 1nsortioo. 131
\l.llnlllllnll.
lfn
Central SE Managctap:ttifllcnt NS.
8130
~Ttlt.-\CIIV~; OFFICE SPACJ: in professional
bnolding 2(XXJ <q ft. Ample parking. Walking distance

"'""J

s
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Personals

Food/Fun

fA('\ l:h'l I' IS~: liORSI> to leas.:. For c•Jleritnced
ft!l<r;mty. Forderaol~c:lll e>·cningsl:lfi..934).
8?19
YOGA NORTIIWl:.ST CtASSf.~ <tart September
lrtl. 344.3J4S.
8Jl9
PARTY? FOOJI? to stun Tlu1 ;, the pin« for
\nur <IM"ti~tl-. abmu Re11nurunt1, l'atliC'l, lood
~~1~~!-~,nrt>.crtti. ~_l~:. ••f.ond if·onu toda)''
1fn

Travel
TA~ING A

TRIP? Advertise your trip, .adventure or
ride needs ln the Daily Lobo.
rrn

Lost&Found
IF YOUR l.OST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and fits keys. Chris's Indoor Store, 119!1 Harvard
SE, direcUY behind NaturoiSound, 261·2!07.
tfn
CLAIM YOU~ LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00 o.m. to4:00 p.m. tlailY·
tfn

Miscellaneous
SO% OfF. SUMMER clearance sale. Men's and
women's vintage clothing. On Uro~dway, SE corner
or Lead and !I roadway. Open Friday and Saturday II
to 6. 243-4774.
8!19
COlTON FUTONS: STUllENT !ii!>COUniS. Drigllt
Future Futon Company, :2424 Garfield, 268.9738.
8/30
RAMBO T-SHIRTSI NEWI Two exciting d~signs
only S7.99ll<aufman's West, A real Army and NaV}
store, 1660 llubank NE293-2300,
8/30
B!ILLY DANCE CALSSF..S offered by UNM PEanct
Community Colleg~. lnformarion; Mary Ann
Khanlian 897·2028.
8/29
ART, FANTASY, nonROit books: new ~"d used.
Imported records from Brazil, .Africa; mor~.
llibliOdd.ltles. 3215 snver Sf! (Wesl of Nob Hill
Center) 2~8885.
8/19
J'El.llENKRAIS METHOD, AWARENESS through
movement class. lnformallon: Communi!)' College
21H751 or Mary AnnKhanlian 897-2028.
8129
WORKSHOP STUDYING STEINER'S theosophy
now fonnlng Mondays 7:30pm to 9i30pm. 2S5·517J.
9/06
DAYPACKS, DUFnES, MISC. !lags great for
books I ~aufman's Wcsf, a real Army and Navy star~.
1660 Eubank NE. 293·2300.
8130
DEAD OR AILING imported cars wanted. Cash for
your import, running or not, Call ScoH 24).1366,
281·2380.
8/26
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There are many
discounts available io UNM personnel and S!ud~ms.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car, lire,
mobile home, homeowners, renters, tt!)d health in·
surancc, Ask for John al 298·5700 (days and
evenings),
tfn
EVEGI.ASSES. WIIOLES~LE TO the public.
QualitY generic and designer eyewear al wholesale
prices. Spon frames and $unglasses. Dunedairt
Oplidans. .255·2000, 118 Washington SB.
tfn

For Sale

Australian Bakery

Employment
I>ORM STUllENT NEEllS respoiiSible Individual
ror PRrl·tflnc artendanl position. Room and board
plus ~mall salary. Call .277·287S afler July 27. Call
collect (303) 545·4014.
8/19
I'ARl' TIM}; RETAIL t shirt sales available now.
Nigh!!, weekends, days 12·20 hours, CAsh regls(er
eKperien~c. Cnlll<aren 88J.7355.
8/19
I'AIIT 1'11\Jt; t:MPLOYIIJENT w!lh Kelly Liquors.
Over 21 fOr bookkeeping, maJnrenanee, CIIShioring,
Apply In person Tuesday and Thursday l0.12am, 68pm at262l nnnmee NE.
8129
J•.t:c HAS AN opening for one work·nudy position.
Ten hours per week working on Noontime Enter·
tainment.Applyht S\18~48.
8119
II.EJ.I' WANTEJ) I'ART·'t1111E. Betr and wine
render. Must be over 21. 20 hours per wock 111a1.
$3.50 per hour. Shakey's P!tzal'arlor, t.ouilinoaand
8/19
Ccnlral SB. M·F 2·5pm.
TUTO$ NF.EDt:D i'Olt evening hours on campus.
W'olk•srud)' qualilicd preferred, AU general areas,
chemistry, business, economics. For further in·
formation call Susan at 277·6S36.
8128
CAFE OCEANIA IS accepting. application$ for part·
time dishwashers. Apply Monday Augull 19 or
Tuelday August20 from3 toSpm.l414 centraiSE.
8fl9
PART•TIMEIJAY care center afternoon hours.294·
3703.
8119
AltTS!THEATRE !.OVERS! New M e~leo
Rcperrocy Theatre needs tnthusiauic, arriculaJe
phone personalities 10 promote in new seamn. Part•
time day~/c•tning•. t'all Ms. Mun!on243·J62610am

r---------111!11---,
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12 Slices of Cheese Pizza

I & A Large Soft Drink
I
1

I1
I
1

$2.25
Featuring Neapolitan,
Sicilian and Whole
Wheat Pizza

good today
only 8·19-M
Harvard SE '1~blk S. of Central

·--"'!"-·-··--.----12'7

1

•. 265-4777

Welcome Back!
Specializing In
Australian Pastries f!

Meat Pies dnd Gourmet Coffees·

~
~-

2110 Central Ave. S.E.
268-8202

BAKERY CAFE

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Invitation
5 Loathed
10 Anacondas
14Jai15Sojourn
16 French river
17 Balance
18 Studied
20 Outmoded
22 Rent
23 Death rattles
24 TriCks
26 Bedstead
27 Predica·
ments
30 Dtsplayed
garments
34 Babbler
35 Dimimsh
36 Go astray
37 Bluster
38 Food tlem
40 UK river
41 Dreted
42 Frequent
43 Speechifies
45 Sinews
47 Operation
48 lnrter: pref.
49 Place

50 Mortify
53 According to
54 Discolored
58 Slowdown
61 Law
62 German river
63 Citywide
64 Sweetsop
65 Fit compactly
66 Take turns
67 Run out

DOWN
1 Program
2 Athena
3 Ulttmate
4 Educated
5 Possessed
6 Poplars
7 Ceramu::s
8 Reword
9 Socialite
10 Boric acid
sail
i18ymouth
12 Poker stake
13 Witnesses
19 Deteriorate
21 Fool
25 Flunky
26 Vultures

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED
BERG
ITATARIGET
ARULE
ELUOE
RAH
ANTICIPAT.D
ISO
SEAM.MENU
DINES

$HI
-·""'
C R E IS T S

Buy One PIZZA
Get One FREE!

HJR n:A('IIUlS -11 ROff$!'!(JJlS: WJ(~ Wtllbabysll
tU her hi11llt!, <_.ornt~n~.:hcil'nrli~le utetL tunc.h, srtatk,
ref~renctl.

c ~Ill\ unie 88l-P.299.
8dl9
liiHtAI'U'tl(' M~SSA(if;. Sl'f:C~IAUZING in
b~,k.ne'k nnd!houlder ~roblcm<. Call M. Southam
1(>8.1241!, ~66·7212 ror PPrtllnlmem.
8127
NH:n 100 OVEJtWEIGitT people ror ~eibal weight
lo~• prosrrtm. 884-9456.
tfn
TCtOillNG - MA1'1tF.MA't1ts, S1'ATIS1'1CS 1
~dcn<e5, l'~ll<rten,ed l'h.D. Reasonable. 26$.7199.

Buy any Size Original Round Pizza
at regu(ar pri(e and get the identical

pina free with this coupon!

rrn

AT A CONVINIINf Unl.l CAESARS NiAR YOU

SttJHA t;QUIPMtNT, Cl.ASSF.~. NAUT and
l'AOJ, ulllcvell. t.oeol ccrl!flcalion. C~li2.9J-62JS.

ATRISCO PLAZA
4'201 Central NW

g;:!,lj

836·1364

FAIR PLAZA
Lomas/San Pedro NE
262-1491
Expires 9•3·85

~rram®~m~
~

l.B

lit-.:JtolleC....I........._IM

S H liN E

ABEID
HOPED
MOVE
com
P E N
D A R E D
B 0 N E 0
- T E E JT E R
A I DIE A S
STUNTS
EASETRIIDE,KATE.REAM

w

0 I L IN 0 N c H
P~L
THEME
SLY
SOWER

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

35
39
40
42
7

Services

EXl'EitlENCF.II Ttl' IS'{ tJNIVERSIT\' urea. Style
ciiOiccs. Rea!onnbl<:. 235·4604.
11/16
!W CENTS PA<a: editing plus correct typlilti·
8119
Ucgteed typist. 344·334$.
PIANIH.F.SSONS: A tL ages, levels, Cnll L. Kramer
26~·1352.
9/9
TYPING; F.XCELI.F.NT Sl'.:f.UNG ilnd grammar.
Fll!t,aetutilte, Cfbse lo UNM. 2SS·JH0,
8128
TIS WORD PROCESSING. Speclalltel I~
ensineerlng tquarion~. widcttack )lfl"lint!. )lteler

10 UNM arl20 Vassar SE 292·2052,
8119
10 2pm "nd 7·8pm oniYI
-/30
QUJm' NON·$MO~ING seriou1 student wanted to THE 1\SUNM 1100~ Co-op is now hiring W/S
share very dean, newly refurnishe<l house wfother qualjfte\1 $111\l<nts for f~ll semester. 277.3701 Do b.
gr~l) mo<Jents. N~w washer # dryer, kilchcn H living
8/19
room fUrnl!hr<f, screen porch, nice feneell in yrd.
Mull like dogs. $150 plu~ •hare of utJIJiies. Water WAN'fED: PARENTS lfF;tPER · MondaY th;;;
ruwishcd. c lo>c 10 cnmpu1. $150 deposit. 243·6872 l'rld~y J.~:30pm. Two children, 10 and 12. Must have
:tflcr St>ln8119 car. VicinitY Louisiana & Montgomery. Call .881·
2073, or 88Hi625 evenhtgs.
8/27
Qlllt:'f COUNTHY !.lYING. f.argc, clean IWO•
bedroom hou1e I$ minutes to UNM. No pets. $330 STUDENTS: EARN EX't1tA·CURRICUI.~Il cashl
per ononlh, DD $200. 877·90')() ev<•nings and Studywltile saving lives and earnS!, 100. Donate Your
wcd:clldl.
B/;!6 · plasma at our FDA-inspected and regulated center.
Our >taff is friendly, professional, aud cenified. New
ltEN'f II JIOMF:. l'rlvate converted garage building
donors Qceept~d Mun·fr.l !rorn 7am to 12pm ~~
wllh <lecping loft within walkins dismnce to UN·
Albuquerque Plasma Cotp. 301 2nd Sl SW (Across
MITVl. Mllk~s u grea( home ror student.
[rom bus Station,) 243·4449.
8/19
$24$/month, Utilities pai<l. ~41·2692, 842·6550. 8/19
DAILY LOBO NEEllS copy editor ~nd night ~ditor.
A SIIA!ll' ONF.. bcdroonl. Unrurnished, all utilille~ ApplyMmronHallroontlll.
B/19
patd. Super conv~nient locarion next to Oodf~ther's
AI,AMO JIENT·A·CAR is acceplin~applicAiions for
atl16llarvard. $330 per moll! h. 2'5·3331, 842·6550.
S/19 full and pan lime rental agems. We are lool\lna ror
someone who needs a challenging career In the
NOll 11!1.1./\JNM. Unfurnished townhouse. Tivo. compc1ltlvc car rental business, some college and
bedroom, one batlt, washer/dryer. Two pdutls, no sales ••rerlcnce is preferred, DenenlS include prcfit
dtlldren or pets, $425 per month, ~250 damage sharing, r<•llal and medical coverage, educational
dcpo111. 888-3300, 831·4604,
8/30
beo~fits ancl a monlllly bonus. Only those looking
AI.!. U'fli.ITif:s PAID, S(udlo nnd onc·bedroom for cmcer aqvanccment should apJ>Iy at 232~ Alamo
opartmcnts, fun1ished or unfurnished,. Laundry SE.
8/19
ra~Uille~. burbequc areas • .swlrmuin~ pool!i, close- to
Oii)ER STUDENT NEEDED to mind orf!ce and
UNM. LaRehoe Marquerlte Apartments. 266-5855.
self•storagc area on Sundays. 255·3966.
8/19
tfll
IIHIGHT, ENTIIUSIASTIC; DEDICATEJ)
TilE CITADEl,: SUI•t:IUI local!on ncar UNM and
graduate or undersraduatc: accounting, ~conomics,
downtown. nus servi~e ••cry 30 minutes. I bedroom math, biology, Enslish, chemistry, physics,
Qr officlcncy, $270 to $nO. All utUitles paid. Deluxe engineering, statistics., computer science, TUTORS!
kilchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation Work-•tudy preferable, but not mandatory. $4/hr.
room, swlomning pool, TV roo on .and hJUndry. Adult Contact Ilea at UNM Special Ser•iccs Program, 277·
em1plcs, no pets. Open Sundoys. 1~20 University Nll. 3505, Room 2013 Mesa Vlsla Hall.
9/06
243·2494.
tfn
HEALTHY MM.E VOLUNTEERS on no
t'OR Rt:Nl': ICFFICIENCY aporuncnl, 1410 Olrard
medications needetl for research on glucose
NEE. $500/mo., ror one person, $270/mo. for 2 mctnbolism. Time commitmenl. is 3 studil;s, each
persons, nlllllilities paid, SI7S security dcposil. Fully involving an overnight hosplra!sray plus astudy rrom
flomlshep, s~curlty locks nnd laundry facUlties. No 8:00am to 3:00pm the ne~t day. Interval of l'2 w~~h
cltll~rcn or pw. Please call before 6:00 in the
between studies: $50 per study. Ma)oriry of payments
evening, 2f>li-8392.
tfn
after completion of third study, If interested, call
Cheryl during the day at 277·46~7.
8/19
I'IIOTOGilA PUY ASST. If or Ill needed at
Biomedical Comm~nlcatlons, Must be work-study
1\IAJtV KAY COSMETICS half the normal cost. Call qualified. Orad studenr/cquivnlcnt experience.
Tommy3440712 days,
8/29 Familiar with all phases of photography: location,
FOUII SHELF BOOKCASE $15.00 Onnlc Hall liZ. copy stand, graphics, D&W proce•sing, printing.
277-6192.
8/19 Photography portfolo required at Interview, Contact
9/06
IS IT TRU}; you can buy Jeeps for $44 through the Chris Martin, 277·3633 for appointment.
US government? Getrhe factsto~nyl Calli (3 J2) 742· PART·TIME EVENING SUPERVISORY, unil
1142 exi 9340-A,
8126 manaser trainee position, S5·S7/hrl 15-20 hrs/week.
OMEGA ll·ll ENLARGER, safelight, rimer, eiscl, Cat, phone, excellent references a must! Leave name
8/30
filrcrs,!lryor. 345·2167.
.
8/19 and number for Interview. 265·5358.
UROTIU:R ELECTRONIC CE-50 typewriter. GOVERNMENT JOBs. $15,000450,000/yr
Memory, Instant erase. Armslrong Oule, Avanli possible. t\11 occupations. Call (805) 687-6(J()f) (!lit. R·
9/12
Jumpseal saddle, 345·2167,
8/19 97861o find out how.
1~74 VOI.KSWAGEN DUG SUOO. Dependable, rtew
radials, one owner;243•2452.
- - · - - 8}19
IIOO~S FOR SALE: SOC 101.003, Econ 200.43,
llist468.0l, Econ 200.01. Caii344-61Sl or296-639l
ask for Erica. Leave message.
8/19

Herring
Container
Black bird
Neighbor of
Minn.
A Philippine
Sea eagles
Aflire
Manner
Election
winners
Of war moves
Nickel alloy

IL

AN c E
ATONE
BESET

44 Ruffle
46 Forsake
47 Gateway
49 W. Can. river
50 Asian gulf
51"Adam ~"
52 Big serves
53 Stanchion
55 Suffrage
56 Meaning
57 Lectern
59 Some rrs.
60 Pipe fitting

